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Summary

In a time of unprecedented anthropogenic pressures on the oceans, preserving the
health of underwater ecosystems is of the uttermost importance. Since the begin-
ning of human exploration of the oceans, ship-based ocean monitoring method-
ologies have dominated the stage, providing the ability to gather isolated point
measurements mostly biased by poor scalability and continuity in space and time.
The advent of robotic platforms has revolutionized ocean observation practices,
enabling measurements on scales logistically and technologically impossible using
traditional techniques.

Wave-propelled unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) constitute a very unique class
of marine robots that, unlike common platforms, are not constrained by onboard
energy limitations since their propulsion is entirely due to waves. This makes
them capable of performing long-duration operations and, therefore, of observ-
ing oceanographic phenomena at more appropriate spatio-temporal scales. The
glaring advantages that, from a scientific point of view, come along with this class
of USVs are however hindered by numerous navigation and control challenges. As
their propulsion and heading rely on the environment, stable course-over-ground
(COG) control can be a challenging task when environmental forces and forward
propulsion are in the same order ofmagnitude.Moreover, navigation performances
are likely to deteriorate when hostile sea conditions arise, to a point in which ma-
neuverability is reduced and, eventually, controlling the vehicle is no longer pos-
sible.

The principal contribution of this thesis relates to the design of a navigation con-
trol system that robustly governs the course of the commercially available, wave-
propelled vehicle AutoNaut, when the environment generates drift forces acting
on its body. In particular, the control design relies on extensive analysis of the
nonlinearities appearing in the USV’s steering dynamics model, mainly caused by
the low speed relative to water and to ground observed when environmental drift
forces and the force due to wave propulsion are in the same order of magnitude.
Additional contributions of this work are related to i) the design, implementation
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Summary

and experimental validation of the hardware and software onboard architectures,
and ii) showcasing two applications in which the proposed system is employed in
ocean studies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction & motivation

With the emphasis on the ocean as the primary sink for greenhouse gases, ocean
science has become critical to the understanding of climate changes. The warm-
ing of the planet driven by anthropogenic causes represents a profound threat to
biodiversity. Monitoring environmental changes is of extreme urgency and to do
so by moving towards sustainable and persistent ocean observation [1].

1.1 Ocean observation: from manned to unmanned

Despite our reliance on the ocean, less than 20% of the realm is explored [2].
Throughout history, humans have studied and navigated the seas and the oceans
for centuries, starting with rudimentary instrumentation and improving their tech-
niques decade by decade. What is nowadays called “modern oceanography” ap-
peared as a scientific field in the late 19th century with the Challenger expedition
in 1872-1876, which traveled nearly 70,000 nautical miles and sampled all oceans
except the Arctic [3]. The Artctic was instead the main interest of the Norwegian
scientist Fridtjof Nansen, who became known for the “Fram Expedition” [4] (see
Figure 1.1) and his valuable discoveries in the fields oceanography, magnetism,
and meteorology. Engineers and oceanographers have always strived to improve
the scientific instrumentation needed to study the ocean. Efforts towards techno-
logical improvements were mostly driven by the fact that oceanographic explo-
ration needed both to discover what was still unknown but also to reduce the cost
of experiments. The understanding of climatic processes and their evolution builds
on the observation of physical interactions in the ocean, which require continuous
measuring of water and its constituents over time. Traditional ocean observation
methods still are (for the most part) ship-based and involve exhausting informa-
tion collection methods such as manual water sampling and vertical profiling using
various instruments. The employment of different manual techniques successfully
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1. Introduction & motivation

Figure 1.1: Fram in Antarctica, 1910-1912.

led to large-scale monitoring of water properties such as salinity, temperature, and
density, associated with the dominant ocean currents [5]. An inherent limitation,
typical of ship-based observations, was the lack of resolution in time and space
which prevented oceanographers to monitor and understand a number of impor-
tant physical processes and their variability.
The glaring gap created by the lack of synoptic observations started to be bridged
in the early 70s, when the first floaters and buoys (drifters) dedicated to ocean
studies increased the spatio-temporal resolution and confirmed the necessity to
abandon traditional observation methodologies in order to capture the variabil-
ity of oceanographic processes. A first moored array was designed to reconstruct
mesoscale phenomena1 [6]. In those years, it became clear that the information
collected with the adopted methods was not sufficient to reconstruct the observed
phenomena. In other words, part of the information was lost when making obser-
vations.

Technologies improved quickly and in the late 70s the first ocean-observing satel-
lite (SeaSat) was launched. Oceanography complemented with space science was
revolutionary and put ocean studies under a different light, since it allowed some

1Phenomena occurring at scales from ∼ 50− 500 km, and ∼ 10− 100 days.
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1.2. Robotic marine platforms for ocean observation

of the physical processes to be properly sampled and analysed with adequate reso-
lution despite electromagnetic waves cannot penetrate the water column. Satellite-
based remote sensing became available and the first sea surface temperature (SST)
reconstructions were produced [7] with radiometers.
In parallel, the first ocean models were being developed and proved to be useful
tools to fill in the gaps in the observations [8, 9]. Soon it was discovered the ben-
efit of complementing observations with ocean models in what is nowadays called
“data assimilation” [10–12].
The advent of more capable technological tools in the field of marine robotics en-
hanced data collection at large scales which was impossible to achieve through
traditional ocean observation techniques. Traditional methodologies were not dis-
carded, but could instead be complemented with the newer technologies. Coor-
dinated robotic sampling programs were launched with the objective of studying
the variability of physical oceanographic phenomena combining multiple source
of in-situ information [13]. Nowadays, coordinated robotic exploration and obser-
vation is a consolidated field and the benefits are already proved in a number of
applications [14–17].

1.2 Robotic marine platforms for ocean observation

The ability to monitor the oceans has improved significantly in the past decades.
The combination of different remote sensing techniques and robotic platforms
with high resolution ocean models has put oceanographic studies under a different
light, where increased presence in-situ and information fusion at different spatio-
temporal scales is becoming more feasible (see Figure 1.2).
To date, the primary platform to conduct oceanographic surveys is still the ship
and studies indicate that its role cannot be completely replaced by the new, cur-
rent tools [18]. Despite that, new methodologies based on technological advances
in the field of marine robotics and remote sensing are increasingly being used
to support data gathering tools. Unlike traditional methodologies, which in most
cases involve the use of a single platform operating at fixed spatio-temporal scales,
new approaches to ocean studies are rather centered on heterogeneity, i.e., mul-
tiple assets sampling diverse environments and providing information at different
scales (see Figure 1.2).
Mainly, this is motivated by the fact that oceanographic phenomena happen at
different spatio-temporal scales (see Figure 1.3) and, the single platform, is not
capable alone to characterize the full dynamics of the observed phenomenon.
Figure 1.4 from [20] shows spatial and temporal scales of the most common ma-
rine and aerial systems employed in ocean studies. Small satellites and gliders
operate at scales that mostly overlap in space and time and can as such enable

3



1. Introduction & motivation

Figure 1.2: Conceptual view of a multi-platform, multi-scale field experiment in-
volving ships, drifters, AUVs, gliders, satellite, and aerial drones. To be achieved,
a synoptic understanding of the ocean requires a joint effort between a range of
marine data sources. Figure credit: Kanna Rajan.

synoptic measurements of the same phenomena. The cooperation of both systems
indicates coverage of phenomena in the range of 100 meters to 1000 kilometers
in space, while from hours up to one year in time. Ship-based ocean observation
also involves similar scales and points to well-consolidated methods ocean stud-
ies have relied on in the last decades. However, these involve higher operational
cost and risk (for example, personnel costs, humans exposed to harsh environ-
ments), cause substantial release of CO2, disturb the boundary layer significantly
and, most importantly, they cannot scale across space and time and are therefore
not suitable for the study of slow-changing oceanographic phenomena. Combining
multiple different autonomous agents in a heterogeneous ocean sampling network
has been demonstrated to increase the amount of information and, therefore the
observation quality of physical phenomena beyondwhat each platform can achieve
individually [16, 17].
Each platform has a specific coverage capability and resolution, which has to be

4



1.2. Robotic marine platforms for ocean observation

Figure 1.3: An illustration of the spatio-temporal extent of the most observed
oceanographic processes. Figure credit: [19].

considered when planning and coordinating oceanographic surveys. As can be
deduced from Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4, mission planning is dictated by the res-
olution and the inherent dynamics of the ocean process being studied. This can
span over several orders of magnitude from the millimetric observation of phyto-
plankton species, to mesoscale studies of algal blooms. Capturing the process at
an adequate resolution is thus often only possible employing multiple sources. The
unification of oceanmodels, remote sensing resources, different robotic nodes, and
ship-based sampling is of primary importance in order to address this.
Mesoscale variability can be best analysed with semi-autonomous mobile plat-
forms equipped with a suite of scientific payloads that can sample chlorophyll and
biomass concentration, temperature, salinity, vertical current structure, sea surface
height, turbulence etc. To date, oceanic exploration and monitoring of the upper
water column, driven by scientific hypothesis and by means of robotic platforms,
has already been demonstrated, e.g. [21, 22].
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1. Introduction & motivation

Figure 1.4: Temporal and spatial scales of marine systems. Figure modified from
[20].

There exist three major categories of marine robots used in ocean studies: au-
tonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), autonomous or unmanned surface vehi-
cles (ASVs/USVs), and remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) (see Figure 1.5). While
ROVs need ship support for power and control AUVs and ASVs are equipped with
onboard power (either from batteries or from an engine), data storage, and naviga-
tion units. To date, most of the AUVs and ASVs are equipped with active propulsion
systems that make use of engines or electrical batteries to drive propellers and con-
trol their speed and heading as intended. This limits their endurance and therefore
the time duration of scientific missions they can accomplish, which are bounded
by the energy available onboard. As a consequence, human presence in the sur-
roundings of these platforms is needed to retrieve them once unable to continue
the mission.
Passive types of propulsion include instead buoyancy (glider AUVs), wavefoil (wave
energy USVs), and currents (drifter USVs). Passive propulsion systems naturally
involves less maneuverability and lower speeds compared to active propulsion sys-
tems, but can sustain longer operations as energy is harvested from the environ-
ment, as described in the following section.

6



1.3. Long-endurance unmanned surface vehicles

(a) Minerva ROV, NTNU. (b) Jetyak ASV, NTNU

(c) Harald LAUV, NTNU (d) Otter ASV, Maritime Robotics

Figure 1.5: Main categories of marine robotic vehicles: remotely operated vehi-
cles (ROVs), autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs), and autonomous underwater
vehicles (AUVs).

1.3 Long-endurance unmanned surface vehicles

The lack of autonomous mobile platforms recording data continuously over long
periods of time and in different areas of the globe, suggests the necessity to de-
velop technologies that allow a persistent and sustainable presence at sea.
Oceans are populated with measurement buoys (drifters) that continuously sam-
ple their surrounding environment and transmit collected data to shore for fur-
ther analysis and processing [23]. The network created by remote sensing buoys
is however constrained by fixed position, short sensor range, lagrangian motion or
limited payload energy.
Unlike common marine vehicles, surface or underwater gliders are designed to
operate at sea for extended periods of time (i.e., weeks and months). The control
of such robotic systems is, however, a challenging task due to the unpredictability
of the environment that most of the time governs their behavior. This has a signif-
icant impact on the goal-driven intents associated to scientific missions, i.e., the
onboard autonomy will require careful balancing between the value of informa-

7



1. Introduction & motivation

tion related to the observed phenomenon and the ability to be at the right place
at the right time. Moreover, communication challenges such as the limited band-
width of satellite links influence the ability to provide valuable data to shore.
Several types of long-endurance, green-energy powered surface vehicles are nowa-
days available on the market, e.g., the Liquid Robotics Wave Glider [24], the Off-
shore Sensing SailBuoy [21], the AutoNaut [25], the Saildrone [26] or the L3
Technologies C-Enduro [27]. All show different architectural approaches, and find
utility in various types of applications. Depending on their size and capacity, these
platforms can equipped with a wide-range sensor suite [28] that samples both
near-surface atmospheric parameters (such as wind speed, pressure, temperature)
[29] and features of the upper water column (for example, water salinity and tem-
perature, sea currents, oxygen concentration) [30]. From ecological and biological
perspectives, such systems are able to quantify natural phenomena related to ani-
mal primary productivity (by collecting chlorophyll and dissolved organic matter
concentration), to assess the health of the ecosystem [31] (such as algal blooms,
toxins concentration) or to study fish behavior and migrations via acoustic hy-
drophones [32], for example.
The benefits of employing these platforms in remote sensing applications are have
been presented in a number of works. In [33], for example, a Wave Glider is used
to persistently collect chlorophyll-a data for several months and validate satellite
measurements. This work demonstrates that in-situ measurements provided by
long-endurance marine systems can be used, in combination with satellite obser-
vations, to provide a better understanding of the natural phenomena and climate
changes of the planet. The Wave Glider was also used to validate winds measured
by satellites in orbit [34] that use microwave sensors to observe the sea surface
backscatter.
In [35], a harmful algal bloom (HAB) detection system is proposed using existing
satellites (MODIS Aqua and Terra, NASA) and gives some indications on how pre-
dictions of HAB can be carried out. The 2021 IOCCG report [36] provides more
examples of HAB warning systems and how the data can be collected.

Enhanced endurance and bigger payloads come, however, with a number of chal-
lenges related to the maneuverability and operational capabilities of such plat-
forms, as described in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
Among the surface vehicles whose propulsion is controlled by the environment we
find two main categories: wind-powered (or wind-propelled) USVs (e.g., the Sail-
drone [26] and the SailBuoy[21]) and wave-powered (or wave-propelled) USVs
(e.g., theWave Glider [24] and the AutoNaut [25]). Unlike motoredmarine robots,
wave-propelled and wind-propelled vehicles cannot directly control their speed,
but rely instead on the forces exerted by the environment to navigate as intended.

8



1.3. Long-endurance unmanned surface vehicles

Given the strong influence that environmental drift forces have on the navigation
capabilities of such vehicles, it is chosen to investigate and design a course-over-
ground (COG) control system for a wave-propelled USV. The reason for this is
that, in order to perform scientific surveys the USV needs to be able to navigate
according to an intended behaviour and to reach the designated locations. When
the vehicle is subject to significant drift, heading control would not steer the USV
towards the target location and crab angles would be observed.
The following three sections describe respectively the USV used in this research,
the AutoNaut, and two ocean studies applications in which the developed system
is employed.

1.3.1 The AutoNaut USV

The AutoNaut is a wave-propelled surface vehicle whose heading, course-over-
ground (COG) and speed are influenced by the environmental forces due to winds,
waves and surface currents. The AutoNaut is a commercially available platform
[25] equipped with a patented, passive propulsion system, and manufactured by
the British AutoNaut Ltd company.
Two pairs of spring-loaded submerged hydrofoils are connected at the bow and
stern by two vertical struts (see Figure 1.6). When a surface wave lifts the bow
or the stern of the vehicle, the corresponding strut lifts the foils, which are subse-
quently pulled back by the spring generating a forward thrust. This self-propelling
mechanism limits the speed achieved by the vessel during operations up to 3-4
knots. However, the platform is equipped with a small thruster that can be actu-
ated by the collision avoidance algorithm to enable sharper maneuvers or when-
ever surface waves are too small to produce acceptable propulsion. The heading
of the vessel is controlled by means of a rudder commanded by the navigation
control unit, and can turn up to ±45◦ relative to its centered position.
The hull is divided into twomain water-tight compartments, where batteries, com-
puters and some sensors are hosted. However, most of the sensors needed for nav-
igation and environmental data collection are placed on the keel or on the deck,
as described in Chapter 3.
The manufacturer usually sells the platform equipped with third-party hardware
and software for command, control and communication functionalities. The Au-
toNaut was purchased by the Department of Engineering Cybernetics (NTNU),
in 2017, with the only scientific instrumentation physically installed. The whole
hardware and software architecture is designed at NTNU [28] and documented in
this thesis. Two applications to ocean studies in which the AutoNaut was involved
are introduced in the following sections.

9



1. Introduction & motivation

Figure 1.6: Side view of the NTNU AutoNaut and its main components: passive
bow and aft hydrofoils, submerged scientific payload, mast sensors and antennas,
rudder.

1.3.2 Persistent observation of harmful algal blooms

The frequency of HABs is increasing in step with increased human activity and eu-
trophication and, depending on the type of bloom, in some cases with the increased
temperature of the oceans [36, p. 17]. HABs occur in oceans and lakes and can
be highly toxic to aquatic and non-aquatic life, causing harmful effects by anoxia
(oxygen depletion). These effects reduce the water quality and leads to significant
recreational, economic, and ecological impacts [36]. Because the blooms typically
occur in dynamic and optically complex water systems, space-based remote sens-
ing systems are desired to provide radiometry services multiple times a day [37].
Accordingly, the International Ocean-Colour Coordinating Group (IOCCG) states
that “it is necessary to take amulti-layered approach to HAB studies, amalgamating
information frommultiple satellites, multiple sensors, andmultiple adjunctive data
sources to form a multidimensional understanding of the nature and dynamics of
HAB” [36, p. 11]. While global environmental changes happen at large temporal
and spatial scale, the study of phenomena evolving at smaller scales can provide
valuable insights and enhance our understanding of the global, slow-changing dy-
namics of our planet.

The mesoscale variability (< 1000 km2) can be best observed with mobile plat-
forms that can sample a wide range of properties such as chlorophyll-a concentra-
tion, oxygen concentration, biomass, anthropogenic runoffs, temperature, salinity,
vertical current structure, seafloor topography, and turbulence. Unmanned vehi-
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1.3. Long-endurance unmanned surface vehicles

cles (such as UUV, USV, UAV) are flexible assets that can individually observe and
acquire data from various target areas [1]. However, no single platform is ideal
for full coverage of oceanographic mesoscale phenomena [36]. Furthermore, to
gain useful insights based on observations from different assets, they should be
coordinated to observe the same patch of the ocean near-simultaneously, within
time scales that fit the observed phenomena, i.e., synoptic observations [38]. The
physical and operational diversity across such mobile platforms may result in com-
plementary spatial and temporal sampling capabilities.
Asmentioned earlier, combiningmultiple different autonomous agents in a hetero-
geneous ocean sampling network has been demonstrated to increase the amount of
information and, therefore the observation quality of physical phenomena beyond
what each platform can achieve individually. Some works show the possibility to
utilize such platforms to validate satellites measurements [33, 34]. Nevertheless,
the current state of the art lacks detailed modeling of marine operations in which
the science-driven objectives for unmanned assets are based on processed data
from small satellites.
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Figure 1.7: Persistent monitoring of mesoscale oceanographic phenomena: the
proposed system architecture.
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1. Introduction & motivation

In this thesis, Chapter 9 is based on the manuscript [39], and describes a satellite-
USV system for persistent observation of mesoscale oceanographic phenomena.
Figure 1.7 shows different models of the proposed concepts. The proposed models
rely on satellite imagery, which is used to detect and classify the occurrence of
a natural phenomenon in the ocean, e.g., a front or an algal bloom. The raw or
processed information is communicated to land or directly to the USV. In the first
two cases, further processing of the received data is used to confirm the event and
to generate a mission plan that is communicated to the USV. In the third case, the
USV’s onboard software synthesizes autonomously the mission plan according to
the information received from space. Benefits and limitations of three scenarios
are compared and discussed, according to theoretical considerations, simulation
and experimental results.

1.3.3 Acoustic fish telemetry

Fish movement and migration are essential mechanisms for the productivity and
health of ocean ecosystems and, consequently, for the sustenance and livelihoods
of people and communities around the world [40]. Fish migrations regularly man-
ifest themselves as remarkable natural phenomena that probably have intrigued
humans at all times, and the quest to understand them has developed into an area
of vigorous scientific inquiry [41–43]. In a time of unprecedented anthropogenic
pressures on the oceans [44], knowledge on how fish move and distribute over
different scales of space and time, how they interact with their biophysical envi-
ronment, and how this affects their reproduction and survival is of crucial interest
and plays an essential role in developing and implementing well-advised ocean
management and conservation strategies [45, 46]. Central to research in this area
is our ability to make observations of fish movement of sufficient quality and quan-
tity on relevant temporal and spatial scales. However, the opacity, inaccessibility,
and the sheer vastness of the ocean render the pursuit of such observations a far
from trivial task.

Driven by rapid technological advances in microelectronics and sensor technol-
ogy, acoustic fish telemetry has developed over the recent decades into a viable
approach for acquiring remote observation of the behaviour of free-ranging fish in
the marine environment [47–49]. When attached to or implanted into a fish, an
acoustic transmitter tag enables remote underwater detection of a fish’ presence
and identity at ranges typically < 1 km using a matching acoustic receiver. De-
tection range depends on the tag’s power output and carrier frequency, receiver
sensitivity and the intrinsic properties of the acoustic channel, while its operating
life ranges from days to years depending on transmitter power level, signal modu-
lation and battery capacity [50]. The growing availability of miniature low-power
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1.3. Long-endurance unmanned surface vehicles

microelectronic sensors and their integration into tags has further paved the way
for acoustic sensor transmitters that allow remote sensing of physiological (e.g.,
heart rate, respiration and tailbeat frequency) and ambient physical variables (e.g.,
temperature, salinity and water depth) pertaining to the fish, providing physiolog-
ical and environmental context for a plausible eco-physiological interpretation of
fish movements [51].

Successive detections of a tagged fish at different receiver locations make it possi-
ble to establish a chronological account of a fish’ movement pattern. Depending on
the configuration of the receiver system, a single transmissionmay also permit fine-
scale localisation of the fish in two or three dimensions [52]. The acoustic receiver
thus comprises the inseparable and essential second half of a telemetry system
as its performance and placement, together with the transmitter and the channel
characteristics, jointly determine the probability of making detections. Although
active (mobile) tracking of fish is regularly used and serves as a viable option in
many scenarios [53], the advent of cost-effective automatic monitoring receivers
has made it feasible to deploy entire systems of moored receivers (often referred
to as passive acoustic telemetry) that enable continuous year-round monitoring
of aquatic habitats over a wide span of geographical scopes [48]. Such stationary
receiver systems are typically organised as clusters of transects [54, 55] or arrays
[56–58], or in less regular structures, e.g., focusing on monitoring of specific land-
marks or bottlenecks where the fish are expected to dwell or pass [59].

Apart from the information obtained from being non-present, acoustic transmitters
residing beyond the detection range of receivers for prolonged periods of time are
obviously of limited value. The data yield, and ultimately the scientific outcome
of telemetry studies, is thus inherently linked to receiver-side design parameters,
such as the number of receivers used, how they are distributed in space and time,
as well as their technical performance (e.g., sensitivity, bandwidth, operational
life). The number of receivers that can be deployed in a passive telemetry system
is usually subject to practical and economic constraints and can not scale cost-
effectively with the size of the target area to make complete coverage a realistic
option in many studies. Optimal placement and configuration of receiver transects
and arrays with respect to detection probability have been investigated and estab-
lished [58, 60, 61]. However, the risk of low detection rates and location biases in
movement data will necessarily increase with a decreasing ratio of receivers to the
size of the sample area.

The Chapter 10 is based on the manuscript [62], submitted to the Frontiers in
Marine Science journal, in which it is experimentally demonstrated that the Auto-
Naut can enhance the capacity of acoustic detections of acoustic receiver arrays,
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1. Introduction & motivation

typically employed to study the migration patterns of tagged fish.

1.4 Thesis contributions and outline

The unique structural characteristics of the AutoNaut USV make it an interest-
ing platform to study from control and autonomous navigation perspectives. De-
pending on the sea state, navigation performances may deteriorate and eventu-
ally the destination might not be reached at all (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 5).
Moreover, the long-endurance unmanned vehicle demands high levels of auton-
omy with quite limited backup solutions available. To minimize the risk of collision
and grounding, loss of maneuverability, and situations that might damage the USV
or endanger other people, risk-aware autonomous navigation must be ensured.
The overall main research question of this thesis is the design, development, practi-
cal integration and experimental validation of an autonomous marine robotic plat-
formwhose objective is to operate remotely and persistently, and provide oceanog-
raphy and marine biology communities a deeper insight into the evolution of nat-
ural phenomena in the ocean.
In this large scope, relevant contributions are presented and belong to different
scientific domains, e.g., hardware/software design and integration, control theory,
oceanography and animal biotelemetry.

The thesis is therefore split in two parts, whose principal respective contributions
are related to i) the design and validation of an onboard control and communi-
cation system for the AutoNaut USV and ii) testing and validating the proposed
architecture within different research applications.
In the first part of this thesis (Part I), the design and validation of the proposed
system are supported with extensive experimental results achieved in Norwegian
fjords and Atlantic ocean. This work aims at showing the operational challenges
and limitations related to the autonomy of the AutoNaut. Despite the modeling
and control design presented in this thesis is unique for the considered wave-
propelled USV, theoretical considerations are also relevant to similar marine robots
that transform environmental forces into propulsion.
In the second part of this thesis instead (Part II), the performances of the devel-
oped system are evaluated and the benefits of employing the AutoNaut in different
ocean research studies are discussed.
This thesis complements several publications and is organized as follows.

Part I
Chapter 2 of the thesis introduces the reader to USVs, describing the general com-
ponents, and common guidance, navigation and control techniques implemented
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onboard.
Chapter 3 of the thesis presents a detailed overview the designed control and com-
munication architecture implemented onboard the AutoNaut (Paper A). Chapter
4 delves into the design and validation of the course control system implemented
and tested on the USV (Paper B). The presented course control architecture is
supported with theoretical considerations including a detail mathematical model,
and with practical experiments to confirm the hypotheses.
Chapter 5 extends the considerations of the previous chapter, in which it is indi-
cated that gain-scheduling based on the measurements of the sea current velocity
and of the USV’s speed-over-ground (SOG) is a viable option to achieve stable nav-
igation in situations of low maneuverability (Paper C). Again, theoretical studies
are supported with field results.
In Chapter 6, a nonlinear observer for the estimation of the wave encounter fre-
quency (WEF) is tested (Paper D). Knowledge of the WEF is important for two
reasons: it improves the USV’s perception and situational awareness of the envi-
ronment; it is employed in wave filtering techniques used to remove wave-induced
components from the rudder command signal. Experimental results validate the
method.
Chapter 7 discusses the importance of anti-grounding and anti-collision for a wave-
propelled USV. This chapter evaluates the benefits of using a scenario-based model
predictive control (SB-MPC) algorithm to avoid static and dynamics obstacles at
sea (Paper E). Once again, theoretical investigations are supported with simula-
tions and experimental results.
In the last chapter of the first part of the thesis (Chapter 8), the challenges and
lessons learned from operational experience gathered in the field are presented
and discussed (Paper F).
Part II
The second part of this thesis includes two use cases that see the AutoNaut USV
employed in ocean studies. Long-endurance capabilities make the AutoNaut a suit-
able platform for the persistent observation of mesoscale oceanographic phenom-
ena (Paper G). In this work, the system is modeled with a System-of-Systems (SoS)
approach coupled with operational simulations. As described in the introduction
of this thesis, the use of long-endurance USVs together with remote sensing assets
is shown to be a benefit in ocean studies. In the first use case, the modelling of a
satellite-USV system for the study of mesoscale oceanographic phenomena is pre-
sented.
In addition to being capable of extended operations, the AutoNaut USV is also silent
since no active propulsion is generally employed. This make the wave-propelled
vehicle suitable to study fish migration in fjords and their outlets, given the re-
duced acoustic disturbance at the boundary layer. In Chapter 10 it is described
how the AutoNaut can be used to enhance the detection capacity in acoustic re-
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ceiver arrays, widely employed in fish migration studies (Paper H).
Finally, the author has actively contributed to the articles [63] and [64], despite
these are not presented in this thesis.

1.4.1 Contributions

The list below contains all the articles, co-authored by the author of this thesis,
that are either accepted for publication or submitted for review

• Paper A: A. Dallolio, B. Agdal, A. Zolich, J. A. Alfredsen and T. A. Johansen,
"Long-Endurance Green Energy Autonomous Surface Vehicle Control Archi-
tecture," OCEANS 2019 MTS/IEEE SEATTLE, 2019.

• Paper B: A. Dallolio, H. Øveraas, J.A. Alfredsen, T.I. Fossen, T.A. Johansen,
"Design and Validation of a Course Control System for a Wave-Propelled Un-
manned Surface Vehicle". Field Robotics, August 2021.

• Paper C: A. Dallolio, H. Øveraas, T.A. Johansen. "Gain-Scheduled Steering
Control for a Wave-Propelled Unmanned Surface Vehicle". Ocean Engineer-
ing, (submitted in October 2021).

• Paper D: A. Dallolio, J. A. Alfredsen, T. I. Fossen, and T. A. Johansen, “Ex-
perimental Validation of a Nonlinear Wave Encounter Frequency Estimator
Onboard a Wave-Propelled USV,” IFAC-PapersOnLine, vol. 54, no. 16, pp.
188–194,2021, 13th IFAC Conference on Control Applications in Marine Sys-
tems, Robotics, and Vehicles CAMS 2021.

• Paper E: A. Dallolio, T. K. Bergh, P. De La Torre, H. Øveraas, T.A. Johansen,
"ENC-based Anti-Grounding and Anti-Collision System for a Wave-Propelled
USV", OCEANS 2022, Chennai, India (accepted).

• Paper F: Henning Øveraas, Alberto Dallolio, Pedro R. De La Torre, Tor A.
Johansen. Field Report: Long-Endurance Operation of Wave-Propelled and
Solar-Powered Autonomous Surface Vehicle in HarshWeather. Field Robotics
(submitted).

• Paper G: Dallolio A, Quintana-Diaz G, Honoré-Livermore E, Garrett JL, Birke-
land R, Johansen TA. "A Satellite-USV System for Persistent Observation of
Mesoscale Oceanographic Phenomena". Remote Sensing. 2021; 13(16):3229.

• Paper H: A. Dallolio, H. B. Bjerck, H. A. Urke, and J. A. Alfredsen, “A per-
sistent sea-going platform for robotic fish telemetry using a wave-propelled
USV: technical solution and proof-of-concept,” Frontiers in Marine Science
(submitted), 2021.
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Chapter 2

USV background
An introduction to guidance, navigation and control

With the advent of more compact, effective, and affordable navigation equipment,
as well as more powerful and reliable wireless communication systems [65], the
employment of USVs has increased in a number of applications related to the
ocean. Nowadays, unmanned surface platforms can be customized in a cost-effective
way for a wide range of applications spanning from scientific research to resource
exploration (e.g., oil and gas industry), to military uses and other applications.
Over the past decades, numerous universities, research institutions and military
apparatuses have begun developing unmanned surface platforms tailored for the
specific application [66]. Current technological development remains immature
and most of the existing USVs are bounded to be experimental platforms with
limited autonomy, endurance and payloads [67]. Most of them still require ex-
tensive human intervention (e.g., remote control) and proximity to shore or to
support ships to complete the designed missions successfully. Despite the fact that
USVs are starting to populate commercial markets, the majority of industrial-level
platforms are still employed in military and research applications.
Despite this, only semi-autonomous rather than fully-autonomous USVs have nor-
mally been used, due to the numerous challenges faced by the latter, such as lim-
ited onboard autonomy. Reliable and autonomous guidance, navigation and con-
trol (GNC) functionalities for all different operating conditions and environments
are still core issues addressed by researchers in the field. This includes sensor,
actuator and communication failures.
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2. USV background: An introduction to guidance, navigation and control

2.1 Major architectural elements
Depending on specific application, USVs may be equipped differently depending
on their functionalities. However, the following basic elements are typically in-
cluded in most of the platforms:

• Hull and its elements: hulls can be grouped in monohulls and multihulls.
Whereas monohulls can be rigid, inflatable hulls or kayak-like hulls, mul-
tihulls can be either catamarans or trimarans. Variations in hull design de-
pend on the application. For example, inflatable hulls are typically employed
in military applications because of their endurance and payload capacity.
Kayak-like and catamaran-like designs are popular because are easy to man-
ufacture, modify and equip. Catamarans and trimarans instead, are often
preferred due to their greater navigation stability, decreasing the risk of cap-
sizing in rough weather.

• Propulsion and power system: most commonly, speed and heading/course
control of most existing USVs are provided by means of propeller and rud-
der, respectively. Catamarans-like USVs are commonly steered by differen-
tial thrust by means of two independent motors attached to each hull. Since
USVs are typically not equipped with an additional side thruster, they can be
considered under-actuated robots. In other words, the number of DOF of mo-
tion is greater than the available actuators. This makes a the safe and precise
control of under-actuated USVs a significant challenge. Despite that, the lit-
erature presents several methods to control such systems [68–70]. Fully- and
over-actuated vehicles are instead relatively easier to operate than under-
actuated ones, but come with comparatively higher costs [71].

• GNC unit: as the most vital component onboard a USV, GNC modules are
generally constituted by computers, sensors and software, which together
are responsible for managing the entire system. Diverse sensors and hard-
ware components can be interfaced to the GNC unit, and combine navigation
and control with data collection. Alternatively, one could decouple the sci-
entific instrumentation from the sensors related to navigation and control
[28].

• Communication systems: communication systems can include wireless com-
munication (e.g., cellular network, satellite, VHF radio, etc) with a ground
control station and other vehicles to achieve collaborative tasks, but may
also include onboard wired/wireless communication with onboard sensors,
actuators, and other hardware/software equipment.

• Navigation instrumentation: includes all the sensors and hardware compo-
nents that are needed in order to control the USV, e.g., global positioning
system (GPS), automatic identification system (AIS), inertial measurement
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Figure 2.1: General architecture of a USV’s GNC system.

unit (IMU), compass, sonar, laser detection and ranging (LIDAR), radar, cam-
era, etc.

• Scientific payload: the scientific payload is the ensemble of sensors that col-
lect data and serve the dedicated scientific purpose. Currently, USVs can be
customized with wide-range payloads that target a variety of properties both
related to the upper water column but also to the oceanic atmospheric envi-
ronment.

2.2 Common guidance & navigation approaches

The fundamental elements needed to operate autonomously surface vehicles are
typically the guidance, navigation, and control subsystems (see Figure 2.1) [72].
These subsystems interact with each other and are responsible for different func-
tionalities core of the vehicle’s autonomy. To achieve robust and reliable navigation
performances, the three units need to be tuned accordingly to avoid that degraded
performances of a single subsystem have an impact on the whole control system.
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In general, the guidance system is responsible for continuously generating and up-
dating smooth and feasible path or trajectory commands that are forwarded to the
control subsystem and according to the information received by the navigation
subsystem. The navigation system is responsible for the estimation of the current
(and future) USV’s and environment states1. This is usually achieved by using the
knowledge of the previous (and current) states. Both the vehicle’s and the environ-
ment’s states can be estimated from the measurements provided by the onboard
sensors. Finally, the control system computes the proper control command that has
to be communicated to servos and actuators. Computation of the correct control
command can be based on the knowledge of the USV’s response to certain inputs,
i.e., on the knowledge of the specific forces and moments that will be exerted on
it and knowledge of its resulting state. As indicated in Figure 2.1, the motion of
the vehicle is the combination of two types of forces and moments: those caused
by the onboard steering system and those caused by the environment, that acts as
a disturbance.

2.2.1 Common guidance techniques

The guidance system is an essential component for increasing the navigation au-
tonomy of the USV. According to the control literature, the different motion control
scenarios are typically classified as path planning, trajectory tracking or path follow-
ing scenarios. Tracking control systems can be further designed for target tracking
and path tracking. For example, a target-tracking system tracks the motion of a
stationary or moving target whose trajectory can be observed. Some examples of
target-tracking guidance systems are line-of-sight (LOS), constant bearing (CB) and
pure pursuit (PP) guidance [72].
Trajectory tracking guidance systems are designed for tracking a smooth time-
varying trajectory yd(t) ∈ Rm, where the desired speed and acceleration are ob-
tained from time-differentiation of yd(t).
Whereas a trajectory describes the motion of a moving object through space, as a
function of time, a path involves spatial rather than temporal constraints. In other
words, path following is the task of following a predefined path independent of
time. A commonly adopted path following method is again LOS guidance, where
a vector (the LOS vector) from the USV to the next waypoint or a point on the path
between two way points can be used for both course and heading control.

1The vehicle’s state collects physical information that describe its motion such as position, ori-
entation, direction of motion, speed, and acceleration; the environment’s state quantifies instead all
the disturbances affecting the vehicle’s navigation, e.g., currents, winds, waves.
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Figure 2.2: LOS guidance where the desired course angle χd is chosen to point
towards the LOS intersection point Plos = (x los, ylos).

Path following of straight-line paths: LOS steering laws

The most employed technique in path following is line-of-sight (LOS), a successful
guidance method that is widely employed in guidance techniques of missiles and
marine vehicles. Its application to USVs has been successfully demonstrated in a
number of works [73–77].
According to [78], two different guidance principles can be used to steer along the
LOS vector: enclosure-based steering and lookahead-based steering.
Figure 2.2 shows the geometrical representation of a LOS steering system. In the
2-D horizontal plane, the cross-track error e and the speed of the USV are defined
as

e(t) = −[x(t)− xk] sin(αk) + [y(t)− yk] cos(αk) (2.1)

and
U(t) := ‖v(t)‖=

Æ

ẋ(t)2 + ẏ(t)2 ≥ 0, (2.2)
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respectively.
The enclosure-based strategy for driving the cross-track error e to zero is then
to direct the velocity vector U towards the intersection point Plos. This can be
achieved by directly assigning χd as shown in Figure 2.2. The desired course angle
is therefore computed as

χd(t) = atan2(ylos − y(t), x los − x(t)), (2.3)

where atan2(·, ·) is is the four-quadrant version of arctan(y/x) ∈ [−π/2,π/2].
The lookahead-based steering method is slightly more complex and the desired
course computation is split in two parts: χd = χp + χr(e), where χp = αk is the
path-tangential angle (see Figure 2.2), while χr := arctan(−e/∆) is a velocity-path
relative angle as described in [79].
In this research, a LOS enclosure-based steering law is employed to control the
course/heading of the AutoNaut USV, as described in Chapter 4.

Path planning methods

Path planning is a critical part in the development of the USV’s control system,
and its main objective is to determine optimal trajectories to guide the vehicle. It
can be defined as the problem of finding a route between two positions, assum-
ing that the route should be collision-free, physically feasible according to spatial
constraints, and possibly satisfy certain optimization criteria with respect to, for
example, space and time, energy consumption, operational risk, and others. Also,
while trajectory planning involves geometric paths endowed with temporal prop-
erties, path planning is typically defined within purely geometric spaces.
In the literature, path planning is commonly categorized as global path planning
and local path planning [80]. Global path planning aims at finding a safe path be-
tween the initial and the goal states considering known obstacles and assuming
that a complete model of the environment is available. Local path planning, in-
stead, aims at generating a feasible path which is safe with respect to the dynamic
obstacles in its vicinity. This is achieved by using the information acquired with
onboard sensors, which make the USV situational aware of the surrounding envi-
ronment.
The literature presents a wide variety of path planning algorithms. According to
[81], for example, path planning algorithms can be based on a classical, advanced
or hybrid approach.
The classical approach consists of two steps being the environment modelling and
the search of the optimal path. Algorithms based on this approach are most com-
monly used for global offline path planning with static obstacles, where there is
usually no need for path re-planning or local collision avoidance.
On the contrary, algorithms based on the advanced approach are commonly used
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to deal with dynamic obstacles, path re-planning and local collision avoidance in
real-time. Most commonly, these algorithms do not need prior modelling of the
environment. Some examples are machine learning algorithms and potential field
methods.
Finally, algorithms based on hybrid approaches result from a combination of clas-
sical and advanced methods. These algorithms combine several path planning al-
gorithms to ensure safe and feasible navigation both globally and locally.

2.2.2 Navigation systems

The safe and efficient control of USV heavily depends on an appropriate navigation
system showing sensing, state estimation, environment perception, and situational
awareness capabilities.
Appropriate sensing capabilities are a required to improve the navigation perfor-
mances of vehicles at sea. The raw measurements are processed and transmitted
to the navigation computer which uses a state estimator capable of noise filtering,
prediction and reconstruction of unmeasured states [72]. In general, the position,
orientation and speed of the vehicle are provided by the global navigation satel-
lite systems (GNSS) and compass systems. Knowledge of body accelerations and
angular rates can be obtained with IMUs. Determination of its full state requires,
therefore, reconstruction based on measured information. Critical to this matter
are the state estimation techniques, which reconstruct the current state of the vehi-
cle. Most common state estimation methods are based on conventional GNSS/IMU
approaches and, performance specifications often require that such systems pro-
vide high-resolution estimates. Unfortunately, these can be very imprecise in many
applications due to several reasons as environmental noise, accumulative errors re-
sulting from measurement drift, model uncertainties and sensor faults.
Thw most common state estimation techniques achieved with GNSSs and IMUs
involve state observers (or state estimators) [72, 82], which are systems providing
an estimate of the internal state of a given system, from measurements of its in-
puts and outputs. In many applications of control theory, knowing the state of a
system is necessary to control it and make it stable. This is motivated by the fact
that in most practical cases, the physical state of the system cannot be determined
by direct observation. The literature is rich of examples of linear and nonlinear ob-
servers employed to estimate, for example, the position and velocity of a surface
vehicle [83]. The Kalman Filter (KF) [84] and its variations (e.g., EKF, UKF) are
commonly used to reconstruct part of the system’s state [85]. Some examples are
found in [86], where the position and velocity are estimated using an EKF on the
basis of both GNSS and compass measurements, and in [87], where an adaptive
UKF is proposed for the state estimation without a priori knowledge of the noise
distribution.
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In addition to conventional state estimation methods, active ranging sensors (LI-
DAR, radar and sonar) and vision-based approaches can be employed for the esti-
mation of the USV state. Estimation based on these sensors find their utmost utility
when GNSS systems loose signal (sensor jamming).

2.3 Control of unmanned surface vehicles

With the considerable improvements in the field of control theory, state-of-the-art
control techniques are continually being designed and implemented to enhance
navigation performances in the marine robotics research community [72, 88].
Modern control systems are based on a variety of design techniques such as PID
control, nonlinear control theory, linear quadratic optimal control, H∞ control,
neural networks, fuzzy systems, etc. In order to design and implement the control
system of a USV, one has to deal with three major topics: USV modelling, design
and embedded systems development.
The design of an effective controller can hardly be achieved without a model of
the system to be controlled. The model not only finds utility to control the system
in the field, but also to simulation studies. Modelling the vehicle dynamics require
prior investigation of a mathematical model and of its parameters. In general, a
physical USV model consists of its kinematics and kinetics [72].
Since USVs are not subject to requirements of cargo stability or passenger comfort,
their primary control objective is to follow an intended path. This means that the
general 6-DOF model can be simplified to consider only the dynamics in surge,
sway and yaw, while the dynamics associated with the motion in roll, pitch, and
heave are typically neglected to keep the model rather simple as described in [72].

2.3.1 Kinematic modelling

The general kinematic model [72] in planar motion and without disturbances can
then be expressed as:

η̇= R(ψ)ννν, (2.4)

where η= [x , y,ψ]T is the vector of position and heading in the earth-fixed refer-
ence frame, ννν= [u, v, r]T is the vector of associated linear and yaw velocities in the
BODY-fixed reference frame, and R(ψ) is the rotation matrix between the earth-
fixed and the BODY-fixed frames. The pair (x , y) andψ represent the position and
orientation (yaw/heading angle) of the vehicle in the earth-fixed frame, while u,
v and r represent the linear surge and sway velocities, and the angular yaw veloc-
ity in the BODY-fixed frame, respectively. Due to the presence of disturbances at
sea (winds, waves, and currents) and the rapid turning of vehicles capable of high
surge speeds, the so-called sideslip phenomenon may also occur [89]. As explained
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in [72], this phenomenon is commonly described by the variables β = arcsin( u
U )

(named crab angle) where U =
p

u2 + v2.

2.3.2 Dynamic modelling

In addition to the kinematic models, dynamic models have also been extensively
investigated. The reason for this is mainly that kinematic models alone do not
provide enough information tomodel the USVmotion, in particular when there are
environmental forces, propulsion and steering forces and the sideslip is significant
[90].
In order to facilitate the design of USV controllers, the following assumptions are
commonly made:

1. the vehicle’s masses are uniformly distributed;
2. the vehicle moves in the horizontal plane;
3. the center of the BODY-fixed coordinate system coincides with the center of

gravity (CG);
4. both the CG and the center of buoyancy (CB) lie on the vertical axis;
5. the USV is symmetric on both its port and starboard sides;
6. longitudinal (surge) and lateral (sway-yaw) dynamics are decoupled.

Based on these assumptions, the widely used dynamic model can then be obtained
[72]:

Mν̇νν+ C(ννν)ννν+ D(ννν)ννν+ g(η) = τττ, (2.5)

where M = MRB + MA is the system inertia matrix (including added mass MA),
C(ννν) is the Coriolis and centripetal matrix (including added mass CA ), D(ννν) is the
hydrodynamic damping matrix, g(η) expresses the restoring forces and moments
due to gravitation and buoyancy, and τττ = τC + τE is the vector that contains the
forces andmoments generated by the propulsion and steering system and acting on
the USV (τC) and the forces and moments τE caused by the environment (winds,
waves and currents).

2.3.3 Model simplification

Although accurate models that represent the inherent physics of the systems dy-
namics are normally required, complete and detailed models are hard to derive,
especially if the system is nonlinear. This means that some common model simpli-
fications and reductions are inevitable in order to favor the controller design. The
need to simplify the model is due to the many practical challenges that include, for
example, modelling of hydrodynamic forces and moments. A complete numerical
model for a USV is usually difficult, expensive and time-consuming to establish
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experimentally due to the need for specific equipment and facilities (e.g., basins).
Some of the most common model simplifications are:

1. Added mass and gravity: when these coincide, MA = M T
A and CA(ννν) = −CA(ννν)T

[91];
2. Low or constant surge speed: in some cases the surge speed is assumed to be

close to zero or small and constant. This involves that the whole C(ννν)matrix
and the off-diagonal elements of M and D(ννν) are negligible because small
enough;

3. Fore/aft symmetry: this assumption allows to discard the off-diagonal entries
of M and D(ννν) can be neglected;

4. Calm sea: under this assumption the environmental disturbances (τE) dis-
appear and one can assume that the hydrodynamic coefficients are time-
invariant, resulting in the matrices M , C(ννν) and D(ννν) all being constant.

2.3.4 Course control: motored vs. wave-propelled vehicles

The COG (conventionally named χ) is the actual direction of velocity of a vehicle,
between two locations, with respect to the surface of the Earth. The heading (typ-
ically calledψ) is the direction in which a vehicle is pointing at any given moment,
with respect to the North. Many navigation systems provide both measurements.
While the first is obtained by computing the bearing between two successive lo-
cations, the second is computed by a compass. Intuitively, the COG of a vehicle is
undefined when its speed is zero. The same does not hold for the heading, which
is always defined no matter the speed of the USV. Depending on the accuracy
of the GNSS system, the precision of the speed-over-ground (SOG) measurement
might differ. Since the computation of the COG relies on the velocity-over-ground,
it is known that COGmeasurement is affected by noise when the speed approaches
zero. More precisely, in most navigation systems the noise is inversely proportional
to the SOG, i.e., the noise grows high as the speed decreases.

Controlling the COG is usually not a big deal for motored vehicles, since the propul-
sion system is capable of imposing a thrust force that overcomes the drift forces
(wind, waves, current) caused by the environment. Moreover, if not during turns,
the difference between the heading and the COG tends to be small and, at the
control level, classical linear control theory can be applied to cope with it.
The same does not apply to vehicles whose propulsion relies on environmental
forces, since their propulsion forces are usually in the same order of magnitude of
that of the disturbances (winds and currents). Vehicles of this kind tend to move
slowly, meaning that the COG measurement might become unreliable. For vehi-
cles propelled by environmental forces, if the course and heading are controlled
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by a rudder, their speed relative to the water flow is a critical parameter. When
the speed relative to water is very low, the rudder is not able of applying a force to
the water mass, it becomes ineffective, and the heading of the vehicle cannot be
controlled. It is therefore important that the relative speed does not drop signifi-
cantly, so that the rudder remains effective. The same analogy can be extended to
sailboats, whose sail is hardly able to govern the navigation if the vehicle moves at
the same speed as the wind.
For vehicles that have a large variation in speed, the nonlinear effects of speed
are often handled using gain-scheduled control. Autonomous underwater vehicles,
may use heading control rather than course control since accurate heading mea-
surements are more easily available under water than accurate course-over-ground
measurements, as described in [72].
Course-keeping autopilots are usually designed using classical linear control the-
ory, based on basic models such as the classical Nomoto model [92], that neglects
the effect of environmental forces and simply relies on integral action to counter-
act them [72]. Since environmental forces and propulsion forces are in the same
order of magnitude, the impact that the former have on the steering dynamics of
these vehicles cannot be neglected while modelling their dynamics. Furthermore,
the simple, well-known Nomoto model cannot accurately describe the nonlineari-
ties introduced by currents and winds.
When considering the research field of control of autonomous surface vehicles, one
may observe that the literature lacks detailed mathematical analyses of how con-
trol systems onboard the aforementioned platforms can cope with environmental
forces that are in the same order of magnitude as their propulsion capabilities. One
of the objectives of this thesis is therefore to describe the dynamic modeling and
course control of wave-propelled USVs taking into account the relevant effects of
ocean current and other environmental forces that may lead to very low speed-
over-ground. When removing this assumption, one must consider singularities at
zero ground speed that are generally not considered in the course-keeping control
of marine vehicles with motorized propulsion, since these can avoid such condi-
tions. The proposed models (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) give insight into the
changes in steering dynamics as a function of changing environmental conditions,
which is exploited in the control design to handle singular situations that occur
when the speed-over-ground approaches zero.
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Chapter 3

Onboard system architecture

This chapter is inspired by the conference article [28] and it describes the hard-
ware and software architecture of a green-energy wave-propelled USVwhich relies
on solar energy for powering its scientific payload and support both navigation,
control and communication. This system is specifically developed for the commer-
cially available AutoNaut1 (see Figure 3.1), chosen for its simplicity of operation
and innovative propulsion system. Unlike common robotic platforms, this system
is less constrained by energy limitation with respect to both propulsion and pay-
load, ensuring long-duration missions without physical human intervention.
This chapter presents a communication and control system architecture, entirely
developed in academic environment at NTNU, that is designed to meet the re-
quirements of robustness, endurance and redundancy required to successfully ac-
complish long-duration operations in the open ocean. The described architectural
choices revolve around the unique self-powering nature of the vehicle, that is both
capable of transforming the energy induced by surface sea waves into forward
propulsion but also of harvesting the energy captured by solar panels. The pro-
posed solution is modular and scalable, and it relies on off-the-shelf components
to target science-driven mission profiles.

3.1 Main system requirements
The main end-user application of the proposed system is research activities con-
ducted both in the Arctic and Atlantic waters, and in Norwegian coastal waters.
The harshness of these regions and research applications result in a set of require-
ments that the presented system architecture aims to fulfill.
Research missions in the Arctic waters face different challenges. The use of clas-
sic research vessels usually implies significant constraints, such as limited num-

1https://www.autonautusv.com/
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Figure 3.1: The NTNU AutoNaut during operations in Nordfjord (Central Norway).

ber of onboard researchers, tight schedules due to high cost of operation, or non-
negligible travel time to the point of interest. Moreover, human factors as crew fa-
tigue and sea-sickness can have a significant impact on missions results and there-
fore cannot be neglected.
Two types of mission profiles are defined for the considered autonomous vehicle.

3.1.1 Long-duration ocean operations

This mission profile envisions the USV being deployed using a research vessel
(R/V) in the ocean, where it should operate continuously for weeks continuously.
The vehicle needs to be able to collect scientific data with re-configurable intervals,
assuming that communication is reduced to a global-coverage satellite network. As
the access to the vehicle is limited, the control system robustness is a key feature.
Large volumes of sensor data can be accessed primarily using a local short-range
radio, such as WiFi, e.g., from a R/V or UAV.
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3.1.2 Short-duration fjord operations

In this mission profile, instead, the vehicle is deployed from the shore (using a slip
or pier crane), and performs single or multi-day missions in the fjord. This mission
profile serves coastal research and supports vehicle development and testing. The
vehicle is typically within the coverage of a high-speed cellular network. Access
to the vehicle is possible, although may require additional assets. Quick access to
both vehicle and sensor data is a key characteristics of this type of operation.

3.1.3 Design requirements

Based on the described mission profiles, the design requirements of the vehicle are
defined as follows:

• Deployment and recovery: the vehicle should support deployment from a slip
or by crane. Deployment should not require significant effort or put users at
risk. The sea-bottom depth during launch should be as low as possible. The
vehicle should also be tow-able using a support boat.

• Robustness: the system needs to be robust enough to avoid maintenance for
several weeks. Mechanically that can be achieved by a sturdy design and a
limited number of moving parts. Electronically, the system should be based
on industrial grade components, including cables and connectors. Control-
wise, the system should provide a well defined fallback system with redun-
dant communication channels.

• Energy management: the energy management system should be able to plan
and monitor energy consumption, as well as to harvest energy. The low-level
system should allow to schedule when selected components are turned on
and off.

• Communication: three categories of communication links need to be covered.
A near-real-time, low bandwidth, global coverage link to report health status
and location of the vehicle, and an emergency manual control. A real-time,
low bandwidth, long-range control of the vehicle, and detailed vehicle sta-
tus and telemetry. A real-time, high bandwidth, short-range data link to col-
lect sensors data. The mission scenario should define which links are active.
Therefore, faster links with lower range should be able to cover functions of
the slower, long-range links.

• Autonomy and control: the vehicle needs to be able to execute maneuvers,
and its predicted trajectory needs to be computed taking into account en-
vironmental conditions such as sea currents or winds. The system needs to
be able to handle current and future developments in control algorithms
and autonomy. The control system should be inter-operable with the fleet of
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Sensor Information

Nortek Signature500 ADCP (1) Current profiles up to 60m.

Seabird CTD SBE49 (2) Conductivity, temperature and pressure.

ThelmaBiotel TBLive (3) Acoustic tracking of tagged fishes.

Aanderaa Oxygen Optode 4835 (4) Oxygen concentration and % saturation.

WET Labs ECO Puck Triplet-w (5) Chlorophyll-a and FDOM and turbidity.

ECO PAR (6) Photosynthetically Active Radiation.

Airmar 200WX Weather Station (7) Wind, temperature and pressure.

Table 3.1: Onboard scientific payload

unmanned vehicles used at NTNU [93, 94], supporting a fully autonomous
tasks allocation and multi-type, multi-vehicle cooperation in the future. The
vehicle should also support manual control, especially for launch and recov-
ery.

• Modularity and scalability: the control and sensors systems should not limit
each others development and upgrades. The system should be modular, and
each segment should support independent upgrades. Finally, the platform
should be able to accommodate additional scientific sensors in the future.

3.1.4 The scientific payload

In order to accomplish missions with the described mission profiles, the Auto-
Naut is equipped with a scientific payload that targets the environmental parame-
ters of interest. The sensors suite is described in Table 3.1. Except for the weather
station (Airmar 220WX) which is connected to the vehicle mast and for and the
ECO PAR which is connected to the deck, all sensors are placed on the submerged
keel (see Figure 3.2). The sensors were chosen in order to target a wide range
of ocean phenomena that can be measured at the boundary layer (upper water
column). For example, primary productivity dynamics can be analysed by quan-
tifying the amount of chlorophyll-a, dissolved organic matter and turbidity (WET
Labs ECO Puck Triplet-w). The inherent processes related to photosynthesis can
be best understood is by complementing such information with salinity and tem-
perature readings (Seabird CTD SBE49), and with oxygen concentration measure-
ments (Aanderaa Oxygen Optode 4835).
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Figure 3.2: View from below of the AutoNaut: the passive propulsion system and
the scientific payload. Numbers indicate the sensors listed in Table 3.1.

The sensors can be used separately, to study a specific independent process, or to-
gether, to observe a phenomenon whose consequences are found in multiple phys-
ical properties of the surface water. For example, monitoring the appearance and
growth of harmful algal blooms (HAB) is best achieved by merging chlorophyll-
a concentration with the photosynthetically active radiation from the sun (ECO
PAR), as described in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9.

3.2 Architecture overview

The proposed architecture, which is publicly available and documented2, equips
the vehicle with autonomous communication and navigation control capabilities.
This section discusses the design choices that have been made in order to provide
the vehicle with reliable navigation, control and communication tools. The table
3.2 lists all the sensors and hardware units involved in the navigation, commu-
nication, power management and onboard computation. The reader is invited to
refer to Table 3.1 for the onboard scientific instrumentation.
In the presented control and communication architecture, a layered subdivision of
computation efforts and mission responsibilities provides a high degree of robust-
ness and redundancy (see Figure 3.3).
Level 1 unit is the lowest-level component of the system, which also provides a
fallback mechanism in case of failure of the higher-level units. It monitors the

2http://autonaut.itk.ntnu.no/doku.php
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Unit name Information/purpose

Navigation units

Vector V104 GPS Time, SOG, COG, location and others.

Raymarine Class B AIS650 Marine traffic.

Airmar 220WX station GNSS and wind information.

ADIS16485 IMU Triaxial gyroscope and accelerometer data.

HMR3000 Digital Compass Heading, pitch and roll outputs.

Echomax radar Active radar reflector.

Communication units

OWL VHF Long-range, low bandwidth radio transceiver.

MikroTik 4G/LTE Modem 4G/LTE Modem onboard the vehicle.

RockBLOCK+ Iridium Satellite communication.

Power management units

Solbian SP 104 Solar panels.

Victron BlueSolar MPPT Battery charge controller.

DRA1-MPDCD3-B Solid state relay.

861SSR115-DD Solid state relay.

Computational units

Campbell Scientific CR6
Datalogger

Level 1: system monitoring, power distribu-
tion, fallback communication and autopilot.

BeagleBone Black Level 2: advanced navigation, collision avoid-
ance and system monitoring.

TS-7970 Level 3: scientific payload control unit.

Table 3.2: List of hardware components onboard. Colors indicate if the units are
interfaced to Level 1 (black), Level 2 (blue) or Level 3 (red).
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Level 3

Scientific System

Level 2

Navigation & Collision
Avoidance

Navigation Sensors

GNSS, IMU,
compass, weather

station, AIS

Communication

3G/4G, Iridium,
AIS, WiFi

Level 1

System Monitoring &
Fallback Autopilot

Scientific Payload

ADCP, CTD, TBLive,
Oxygen Optode, ECO Triplet-w,

ECO PAR

Pumps, Nav. Light,
Radar Reflector

Rudder & Thruster

PV Panels & Batteries

Communication

Iridium, VHF radio

Navigation Sensors

GNSS

TS-7970
BeagleBone Black
Campbell Scientific CR6

Ethernet

Misc.

Misc.

Misc.

RS-232
(NMEA0183)+12V

+12V

+12V

Figure 3.3: Onboard system architecture.

hardware and health status of the vehicle, autonomously commands fallback ma-
neuvers, and manages power harvesting, storage and distribution. Level 2 provides
the vehicle with advanced navigation capabilities, including a course-keeping au-
topilot and an automatic identification system (AIS)-based collision avoidance al-
gorithm. Level 3 controls the scientific payload, handling data collection from the
sensors, data storage and transmission to shore, depending on the mission profile.
The Level 3 runs as a slave CPU, controlled by Level 2. Because of the slow-moving
nature of the vehicle, Level 3 is mostly in stand-by mode during navigation towards
the mission area in order to limit power consumption. The multi-layered approach
decreases the interdependencies of the design and facilitates easy integration of
new functionalities. Also, it enables graceful degradation in low energy situations.
As the only energy source for the onboard electronics is solar panels, situations
where energy must be conserved might arise. In such cases Level 3 (and Level 2 in
the worst-case scenario) can be turned off without losing safety-critical functions.

3.3 Energy harvesting, storage & distribution

The USV’s deck is covered with three Solbian SP 104 solar panels whose maxi-
mum output power rating is 104W each. The onboard battery bank is made of
four 12V 70Ah Lead Gel batteries, wired in parallel as most of the components
require around 12V. In order to control the power produced by the panels, two
Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) [95] controllers are chosen. These have
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Figure 3.4: Simplified Level 1 hardware architecture.

built-in inverters and can step the voltage up or down prior to supplying the bat-
teries. This is required as the solar panel output varies with the observed load
impedance. Two step-down MPPT controllers is used in the power system. The
panel which is furthest from the mast is connected to one controller because it
is unlikely that the internal bypass diodes are activated due to shading, meaning
that the panel output always will be higher than the required input voltage for the
controller. The panels near the mast which are likely subject to partial shading,
are connected in series to another step-down MPPT controller. The charger’s input
will thus always be higher than the minimum voltage requirement, even if both
arrays in one panel are bypassed. The chosen controller are the Victron BlueSolar
MPPT 75/15.
Figure 3.4 provides an overview of the structural design of the power manage-
ment system implemented into Level 1 unit housing. An external toggle switch
allows to disconnect the load power line that provides power to all components.
This means that when a mission is completed and the user turns off the computers
and sensors, the batteries can still be recharged by the solar panels through the
controllers. Figure 3.4 also shows how the power is distributed to the whole sys-
tem. The CR6 Campbell Scientific Datalogger, GPS, Iridium and rudder servo are
directly connected to the load port of BlueSolar 1, through the switch. However,
they are controlled by the CR6. Level 2, Level 3, AIS transceiver, 4G/LTE Modem,
SentiBoard timing unit, radar reflector and pumps are instead powered through
solid state relays that are digitally controlled by CR6’s GPIOs. The OWL VHF radio
is the only component being directly powered by a 12V output port of the CR6. His-
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Figure 3.5: Expected power on two solar panels through a period between August
and September in Trondheim, based on historic data.

toric data for solar radiation during fall in Trondheim (Central Norway), reduced
by the solar panel efficiency factor, gives an insight about the expected amount of
energy the panels should produce (see Figure 3.5). An estimate of the power con-
sumption of the vehicle was defined according to datasheets of onboard sensors,
considering the expected time of use for each device mentioned in tables 3.1 and
3.2. Level 1 and Level 2 are estimated to consume approximately 20W, assuming
14V system voltage (fully charged lead-acid batteries), while the maximum av-
erage current consumption is estimated to be around 1.4A. The consumption of
Level 3 depends on sampling frequency of the scientific payload. Based on sam-
pling routine, the average constant power requirement for Level 3 is estimated to
reach 21W.
Further discussion, together with a validation of the power system are presented
in Section 3.9.

3.4 System monitoring & fallback autopilot

Level 1 subsystem is responsible for monitoring the health status of the whole sys-
tem. This unit observes the operation of all sensors and subsystems and is able to
identify anomalies. These can be related to powering issues, e.g., sudden decrease
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Figure 3.6: Level 1 state diagram.

of supplied current or increase of consumed energy, or to communication issues. In
case an anomaly is detected, a dedicated routine will try to provide a solution for it
(e.g., restarting) and will open a communication link to notify the operators about
the failure. During development of the system, it was sought to keep complexity
as low as possible while still meeting the system requirements listed in Table 3.3,
as described in [96].

3.4.1 Behavioural design

Level 1 works as a state machine, switching operation mode when a failure is de-
tected or when the operators need to manually control the vehicle (see Figure 3.6).
The transition from normal or fallback to manual only takes place if the operator
sends a dedicated command to the system. If the connection is lost between the
remote operator and the USV when in manual mode, the USV will enter fallback
mode. Also, fallback state will be entered automatically if Level 1 does not re-
ceive commands from Level 2. Note that a warning will be sent to the operator,
over Iridium, in the event of this transition. The transition from fallback to nor-
mal is also automatic and occurs as soon as Level 1 receives a valid command
from Level 2. During normal operations, Level 1 periodically receives rudder (and,
if needed, thruster) commands from the heading controller running on Level 2.
Communication happens according to NMEA0183 protocol at RS-232 voltage lev-
els. The communication standard was chosen because of low power consumption,
low bandwidth requirement and human-readable formats. If the CR6 computer
does not receive a verified control signal from the Level 2 computer within a user-
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System requirement description Subsystem requirements

Battery and load power monitoring

Onboard power PV panel power monitoring

Disabling device power

Device error/failure monitoring

Level 2 failure monitoring

Error handling Level 3 failure monitoring

Leak detection

Bilge pumps control

Remote control interface protocol

Operation mode control Manual control mode

Level 2 control mode

Fallback autopilot mode

Remote control interface protocol

Manual control Rudder angle control

Thruster control

Disabling power for devices

Iridium communication link

VHF radio communication link

Remote data & communication 4G/LTE communication link

Transmit system Energy parameters

Transmit position, COG and SOG

Transmit leak and error status

Table 3.3: List of Level 1 requirements.

defined amount of time, it will assume that Level 2 has failed and therefore switch
to fallback state (see Figure 3.7). When the system enters fallback mode, three
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Figure 3.7: Level 1 system fallback implementation.

different operating modes can be selected depending on the circumstances:

• Fallback mode 0: sets the rudder angle to 0◦ and thruster to 0 RPM.
• Fallback mode 1: sets the rudder angle to 45◦ and the thruster to 0 RPM.
• Fallback mode 2: activates a course-keeping autopilot that reads the course

over ground (COG) measurement from the GPS and computes the rudder
angle that makes the vehicle keep a desired course.

However, Level 1 periodically checks for messages received from the operators over
VHF radio or Iridium. If a message is received by the onboard transceiver, the state
machine automatically switches tomanual, as shown in Figure 3.6, prioritizing the
operator’s directives. Manual control is needed, for example, to directly maneuver
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the vehicle inside the harbor.
As already anticipated, Level 1 also monitors the battery voltage, solar cell power
and load power. It obtains navigation data from GPS and checks for leaks. For leak
detection, the onboard bilge pumps are used. Since the motors are inductive loads,
the current will change based on their resistance. Pumps are periodically activated,
and based on the increase in current, the system is able to detect if water is being
pumped.

3.4.2 Software implementation

The choice of Campbell Scientific CR6 computer to fulfill the requirements pro-
posed for Level 1 is due to its proven reliability in long-term monitoring experi-
ments in harsh environments3,4. The Campbell Scientific CR6 has a Renesas RX63N
processor with a clock rate of 100 MHz and has sixteen general I/O pins and dedi-
cated hardware for supporting numerous communication protocols5. The CR6 was
also chosen due to the need of multiple I/O ports and a fast CPU. All the functional-
ities of Level 1 described so far are implemented by means of the PC400 Datalogger
Support Software and CR Basic Editor. To support communication over VHF Ra-
dio and provide a human-readable GUI for operators onshore, a Java application
was developed. Figure 3.10 shows how the operator is able of manually command
the rudder and thruster of the vehicle. Sensors and other units can be manually
turned on and off and the fallback behaviour can be chosen and communicated to
the vehicle.

3.5 Advanced navigation & collision avoidance

The Level 2 subsystem implements advanced navigation and collision avoidance ca-
pabilities. It is powered through a dedicated solid state relay in the Level 1 casing
that provides 12V. This voltage is then regulated to match the input requirements
for some of the components of Level 2 that work at 5V (see Figure 3.8). The em-
bedded computer chosen for this subsystem is a BeagleBone Black, provided with
a 1GHz ARM-based CPU and two 46 pin headers that enable communication with
a wide range of sensors and other hardware components. During normal opera-
tions, Level 2 acquires navigation data from the global navigation satellite system
(GNSS) system, compass and inertial measurement unit (IMU). Information about
the environment, that is useful to tune navigation parameters, is instead obtained
from the weather station and the Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP). The

3https://www.campbellsci.com/greenland-ecosystem-monitoring
4https://www.campbellsci.com/costa-rica-buoy
5https://s.campbellsci.com/documents/au/manuals/cr6.pdf
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Figure 3.8: Simplified Level 2 hardware architecture.

sensors depicted in Figure 3.8 are used to determine both the current state of the
vehicle (heading, COG, SOG, location) and the state of the sea (waves amplitude,
frequency and direction, wind speed and direction). A high-level autopilot is im-
plemented in order to govern the course and the speed of the vehicle by observing
the waves’ direction and height. Plans can be defined by the operator onshore and
dispatched over 4G/LTE or Iridium to the onboard unit (see Figure 3.9). A typical
mission plan can be made of a single way point or of a more complex sequence
of way points, e.g., a survey plan of an area. When the vehicle operates in remote
areas, communication is sporadic and onshore operators may not have the same
situational awareness of the environment as the vehicle. In this case, a mission
plan dispatched from shore may be a list of high-level goals including target areas
and specific data to be collected and sent to shore. An onboard decision-making
system supports the generation of the navigation plan, based on in-situ measure-
ments and sea-state estimation.
As described in Chapter 6, a sea state estimator might merge the environmental
data from the weather station (wind speed and direction), from the ADCP (current
speed and direction), and from the IMU (heave acceleration) and compute an es-
timate of the current state of the environment. In Chapter 6 specifically, the heave
motion measured by the GNSS system is used to estimate the encounter frequency
of waves.
Once the plan is refined onboard the vehicle, the desired course is computed ac-
cording to the chosen navigation law. Line-of-sight is preferred, due to its simple
implementation. A PI course controller reads the current course provided by the
GPS and computes the rudder angle that allows the vehicle to keep the desired
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Figure 3.9: Level 2 software architecture.

course to the target way point, as described in detail in Chapter 4.

3.5.1 Software implementation

The software employed in this subsystem is an open-source toolchain developed
by the Underwater System and Technology Laboratory (LSTS). The toolchain sup-
ports networked vehicles systems constituted by human operators, heterogeneous
autonomous vehicles and sensors [97]. The software toolchain is primarily com-
posed of the onshore mission control software Neptus [98], the onboard software
Dune, and IMC, a communication protocol [99]. The toolchain also uses its own
operating system (GLUED), a minimal Linux distribution targeted at embedded
systems. Operators onshore have complete control over the mission through Nep-
tus and are able to customize the mission plan visually as shown in Figure 3.10.
The collision avoidance algorithm involves a continuous monitoring of the area in
which the vehicle is navigating. A monitoring radius around the vehicle is defined
and navigation data of nearby vehicles equipped with AIS, are provided by the
transceiver. For the USV to obey the rules-of-traffic when encountering other ve-
hicles and execute the correct and predictable actions in hazardous situations, the
algorithm needs to be COLREGS compliant. Based on the information provided by
the onboard AIS transceiver, the algorithm searches for COLREGS compliant and
collision-free trajectories through a series of predictive simulations with a finite set
of offsets to the nominal course. The offset associated with the lowest cost, while
producing a collision-free and COLREGS compliant trajectory, is selected as the
new modified course reference, and is passed on to the autopilot. When the orig-
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Figure 3.10: Neptus onshore mission control center.

inal desired trajectory no longer contains any potential collision, the USV would
return to the desired nominal path and proceed towards the target destination.
If no obstacle is present in the vicinity of the vehicle, no deviation is applied to
desired course and speed. The algorithm, presented in Chapter 7, is described in
detail in [100], [101] and [102].

3.6 Scientific instrumentation

The Level 3 subsystem is responsible for controlling the scientific payload (see Ta-
ble 3.1) according to the mission plan. During navigation to the survey site, this
unit is meant to be turned off in order to save energy. When the target area is
reached, Level 2 communicates to Level 1 the need to turn on the scientific unit
(see Figure 3.3). A plan that involves commanding the scientific payload is either
manually built by the operators and dispatched to Level 2 over 4G/LTE or Iridium,
or autonomously synthesized onboard the vehicle. Plans involving the control of
the scientific payload are created in Level 2, where decision-making techniques de-
duce mission plans while reasoning on resources, time constraints, environment
changes and operational risk. This functionality will support the mission execution
when the vehicle is exploring remote areas and communication to shore happens
to be sporadic and expensive.
The master-slave relation between Level 2 (master) and Level 3 (slave) further ex-
plained with the following routine example.
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Figure 3.11: Communication overview.

1. based on the chosen navigation law, the master autopilot computes rudder
commands that allow the vehicle to reach the area of interest described by
the operator plan - the slave unit is turned off.

2. once the target area is reached, the slave is turned on and a plan is commu-
nicated by the master to the slave.

3. the slave executes the plan and locally stores data sampled by the sensors.
4. data are then compressed, packed and transferred to the master.
5. the master communicates the outcome of the mission to the operator, trans-

mits the data to shore and turns off the scientific subsystem.

3.7 Communication links
The vehicle is equipped with three different communication links. Depending on
the mission type and location, the operator can communicate with the onboard
computers over 4G/LTE, Iridium or VHF radio (see Figure 3.11). Both Level 1 and
Level 2 have access to separate Iridium transceivers.

3.7.1 4G/LTE communication

Communication over Internet allows operators onshore to have a full live stream of
the mission. Onboard the vehicle a 4G/LTE modem connects to Internet through
a dedicated antenna on the mast. Every five minutes a programmed routine in the
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modem reports the modem’s internet protocol (IP) to a dynamic domain name
system (DNS) remote service. The modem is configured to implement port for-
warding and network address translation (NAT) routines, enabling communica-
tion between operators and the BeagleBone Black (and the TS-7970) in both di-
rections, through the router itself (see Figure 3.12). The local network is therefore
always accessible via the same URL, no matter the IP provided by the internet ser-
vice provider (ISP). An ethernet switch allows the inclusion of Level 3 in the local
network (see Figure 3.8). The operators are able to closely observe and control
Level 2 and Level 3 via the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol.
As discussed in Section 3.5.1, the communication protocol (IMC) allows different
nodes to share the same message formatting. In order to enable a full transmis-
sion of the messages payload from one node (or client) to another (in this case,
the operators and the vehicle), a dedicated proxy is used. The IMCProxy is a soft-
ware written in Java that bridges IMC networks over Internet, as described below.
This is achieved through a centralized proxy server based at NTNU that receives
IMC messages and forwards them to other connected nodes (see Figure 3.11 and
Figure 3.12). For operations in fjords and coastal waters, where signal coverage is
good, this communication link is preferred due to its flexibility.

Figure 3.12: Overview of the communication process that allows the operators to
send and retrieve data from the vehicle. This architecture was built not only to
enable data retrieval, but also to support direct intervention on the hardware and
software, mission update and monitoring functionalities.
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Figure 3.13: Overview of the satellite communication process between the USV
and the operators.

3.7.2 Iridium communication

The vehicle is equipped with two separate Iridium Rockblock+ units that host an
Iridium 9602 transceiver, an antenna and a voltage regulator. The Rockblock+
antennas communicate with Iridium satellites using the short burst data (SBD)
protocol, an efficient network protocol designed for shorter sized data messages.
As shown in Figure 3.3, both Level 1 and Level 2 can send a receive messages over
satellite. Moreover, also Level 3 can send a message via Level 2 (see Figure 3.13).
Despite it involves less operational flexibility and higher costs, this communication
link is used when 4G/LTE coverage is absent.
Level 1 periodically sends a message reporting the overall state of the system: time
and location, power settings, battery voltage, consumed and produced power. The
operator is therefore able to communicate changes in the power settings of the
vehicle and restart sensors and components.
The Rockblock+ unit connected to Level 2 is instead used to communicate new or
modified plans to the onboard software (DUNE). The vehicle acknowledges the
reception of the plan and later its outcome. This solution has a limited bandwidth
and is therefore only suitable for simple control monitoring or tracking applica-
tions. The maximum package sizes are 340 bytes for sending and 270 bytes for
receiving. Although the latency is typically a few seconds, it may increase to up
to a minute or more depending on the remoteness of the area and the available
satellites.
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Iridium remote control: list of commands & USV replies

Several functionalities were implemented to improve the flexibility and the qual-
ity of the satellite communication link. Moreover, most of them are publicly avail-
able6. The implementation of such functionalities translates to programming of
high-level functions running on the DUNE software in Level 2. As described in the
previous paragraph, the SBD protocol is quite limited in bandwidth and, for this
reason, the designed messages need to be concise and optimized as much as pos-
sible.
The first message that was designed enables the operators to turn on, turn off and
restart the main hardware components of the system, i.e., Level 2, Level 3, Iridium,
4G/LTE modem, bilge pumps and VHF radio. For example, the command on vhf
turns on the VHF radio, intuitively. More hardware units can be manipulated via
one single message, e.g., cr6 011011 indicates that Level 2 is ON, Level 3 is OFF,
Iridium is OFF, 4G/LTE modem is ON, pumps are OFF, VHF is OFF.
Table 3.4 shows the IDs of the hardware units and scientific sensors.

Navigation commands
• info: retrieve information about plan being executed.

Replies:

1. Vehicle is ready: the vehicle is ready to execute its first plan.
2. Initializing <planID>.: the vehicle is in calibration mode, starting a

plan with ID <planID>.
3. Executing<planID> /< manI D >. ETA:<eta in seconds> (<progress>%)

: the vehicle is currently executing the maneuver <manID> of a plan
with ID <planID>; the estimated time of arrival (ETA) and percentage
of mission completion are following.

4. Finished <planID>: the vehicle has finished executing a plan success-
fully.

5. Failed to exec <planID>: <reason>: the vehicle has failed to execute
its plan and the reason is communicated.

• abort: this command aborts the execution of any ongoing plan and receives
no arguments.

• start <planID>: commands the execution of a plan already in the Plan
Database of the vehicle.

• force <planID>: commands the execution of a plan ignoring any errors.

6http://autonaut.itk.ntnu.no/doku.php?id=iridium
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Hardware units

Unit name Hardware ID

Level 2 l2

Level 3 l3

Iridium iridium

4G/LTE modem modem

Bilge pumps pumps

OWL VHF radio vhf

Payload units

Unit name Sensor ID

Oxygen Optode 4835 opt

Seabird SBE49 ctd

ECO Puck eco

TBLive tbl

Nortek500 ADCP adcp

Eco PAR par

Table 3.4: List of sensors and hardware units, and their abbreviation.

• resume <planID> <GoToNUM>: commands the execution of a plan, starting
from a specific maneuver ID. It will generate a new plan that has the given
maneuver ID as the starting maneuver and then will proceed to execute it.

• go lat=<latitude>;lon=<longitude>: commands the vehicle to navi-
gate to a given waypoint (using a Goto maneuver).

Hardware commands
• cr6 relays: where relays is the string of booleans that enables/disables the

solid-state relays.
• on <hardwareID>: turns on a sensor with ID <hardwareID>.
• off <hardwareID>: turns off a sensor with ID <hardwareID>.
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Payload commands
Payload commands can trigger data collection from one or multiple sensors. Sen-
sors can be started, stopped or triggered periodically.

• sensor <sensorID> <on/off> <samp_duration> <samp_interval>:
where <sensorID> is the sensor ID; <on/off> determines if the sensor has
to be turned ON or OFF; <samp_duration> determines the duration (sec-
onds) of the sampling period; <samp_interval> indicates the seconds be-
tween two consecutive samplings (sensor is turned OFF between them).
Replies:

1. L3 is OFF, turn on first.: if the payload computer is OFF.

2. <sensorID> is already ON. : if the sensor to be turned ON is already
ON.

3. <sensorID> is already OFF. : if the sensor to be turned OFF is already
OFF.

4. <sensorID> <action>. : where <action> indicate what is actually be-
ing commanded; for example, if the sensor is OFF and I turn it ON,
<actions> will be sensorID is turning on.

Some examples: sensor ctd 0 60 120 turns ON the CTD at regular in-
tervals of 120s and collect CTD data for 60s; sensor opt 0 0 0 will turn
ON the Optode 4835 and sample indefinitely; sensor eco 1 0 0 will turn
OFF the ECO Puck Triplet indefinitely.

USV reports
The onboard software is programmed to periodically transmit a report to the oper-
ators via satellite. The report is encoded in a ASCII text message that summarizes
the status of the mission, the health of the system or some specific information
related to the hardware (e.g., what is ON and what is OFF). Periodical reports are
automatically received and decoded by the server at NTNU (see Figure 3.13) and
the information they contained is immediately available to operators and scientists
in Grafana. An example is:
(R) 13:29:16/63.872886,8.640461/b:127/c:78/s:0.00/sat:8/pp:15/
cp:17/s:M/001011. Themessage starts with the report ID (R), meaning this mes-
sage contains a report. Then, in order, it contains: UTC time, USV location, battery
voltage, course over ground, speed over ground, visible satellites, power produced
by solar panels, power consumed by the system, status (M for maneuvering, S for
service, E for error) and finally the relays (i.e., what is ON and what is OFF).
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Furthermore, to enhance mission flexibility, the operators can query the USV at
any time, asking detailed information concerning the its navigation or about the
data being collected by the sensors. For example:

• navstat: queries navigation statistics.
Example reply: (NAV) 2020-06-23 13:28:06/63.8728 8.6404/C:69/
dC:-20/r:-57/th:0/S:0.0/aws:0.7/awd:118. The message starts with
the navigation ID (NAV). Then, in order, it contains: UTC date and time,
USV location, course over ground, desire course over ground, rudder angle,
thruster actuation, speed over ground, absolute wind speed, absolute wind
direction.

• ctd report: queries a report of the last CTD measurements.
Example reply: (CTD) 2020/06/23 09:37:49/63.8728 8.6404/S:0.29/
C:0.04/T:15.80/SS:1471/D:0.05/P:1340. The message starts with the
sensor ID (CTD). Then, in order, it contains: UTC date/time, USV location,
salinity (PSU), conductivity (S/m), water temperature (degrees Celsius),
sound speed (m/s), depth (m), pressure (hPa).
The reports from scientific sensors can be transmitted also when the sensor
is momentarily OFF because it is sampling periodically or when the sensor is
permanently OFF. In the first case, the ID of the reply will be (CTD-P), where
P stands for “periodical”. In the second case instead, the reply will start with
(CTD-L), where L stands for “last”. In this case, the software keeps inmemory
the values of the last received information, the USV location and more im-
portantly the date and time of when the measurement occurred. This helps
scientists and oceanographers to have a better insight of the observed natural
phenomena.

3.7.3 VHF radio communication

Onboard the vehicle, an OWL VHF7 radio transceiver allows efficient point-to-point
communication between the operators and Level 1. It supports a large variety of
modulation types and encoding, that can be configured through a serial port. A
Java GUI (see Figure 3.10) enables manual control and direct monitoring of the
vehicle, over VHF. During a mission, this link is turned off in order to save energy. It
is however turned on when manual control of the vehicle is needed. An automatic
routine enables the radio whenever a fault is detected. The radio transmits the lo-
cation and power settings, allowing the operators to find the vehicle and manually
control it to shore.
A passive duplexer allows the OWL VHF radio to share one antenna with the AIS.
Unlike an active splitter, the duplexer has a passive notch filter in each port that

7http://skagmoelectronics.com/
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attenuates the frequency used by the other port. This means that both radios can
always transmit without hearing each other and everything is sent out on the an-
tenna. The filters are tuned to specific frequencies, so the radios cannot change
frequency. The selected cut-off frequency of the AIS port is 162MHz (center of AIS
frequencies 161,975MHz and 162,025MHz) and 155,9MHz for the VHF radio.

3.8 A near real-time environmental monitoring system

This section describes how the information carried by each communication link
presented above is conveyed to a centralized hub (NTNU server) responsible for
compressing, storing and displaying it. The designed system is composed of three
subsystems as described in Figure 3.11: the data transmission unit onboard the
USV, a server at NTNU, and USV’s operators (end-users).

3.8.1 The role of IMCProxy

The data transmission system onboard the USV is constituted of the 4G/LTE and
Iridium modems that transmit data when requested by the operators onshore or
by the onboard software. The transmission of IMC messages between the USV
and the onshore station is relayed by the NTNU server, as shown in Figure 3.15
and Figure 3.13, independently of the employed communication link. Compres-
sion and transmission of the IMC payload is handled by the IMCProxy for all the
three components (USV, NTNU server, onshore station). Onboard the USV and in
the operators computers, a client is running, whereas at NTNU the server side of
the proxy is implemented.
IMC networks are implemented in a way that they are able to automatically dis-
cover and connect to each other by listening to broadcasted announce and dis-
covery messages. When using IMC over the UDP protocol, these broadcasted mes-
sages are often not routed to other networks, and thus they are limited to the
local network. In solutions where traffic across different networks is necessary, a
proxy solution is necessary to bridge two (or multiple) networks. The IMCProxy
has been created for this purpose, and it is based on a WebSocket8 server/client
architecture written in Java9, where the server (NTNU server) has a separate con-
nection for each connected client (the USV and the operators). The proxy server
receives all IMC messages from connected clients, and relays them to all the other
connected clients, as shown in Figure 3.14.

8A computer communication protocol, providing full-duplex communication channels over a
single TCP connection

9https://github.com/adallolio/imcproxy
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Figure 3.14: The implemented software architecture that enables: real-time con-
trol, and mission monitoring from the operators and near real-time mission obser-
vation from the involved scientists.

3.8.2 Relational database

Databases are used to store large amounts of data in a way that balances searching
performance and overhead storage. A Database Management System (DBMS) is
used to create a database, by defining its structure, filling it with data, and stor-
ing them based on some predefined data-structure. After creation, an application
program can access the DBMS to manipulate the data, or run queries to receive
the indexed data. An important aspect is that the DBMS allows multiple-users to
access the database simultaneously in a way that maintains the database in an
atomic state [103].
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In a relational database, the content is defined by tables having attributes stored
in tuples. Each single row of the table is a tuple that contains related data. The
structure description of such a database includes the datatype of the attributes. For
each database, there exist a key that uniquely identifies every tuple. To be able to
efficiently search a database on keys, auxiliary data structures called indexes are
used. How these are implemented varies between database systems. Most com-
monly, hash-tables or binary-heap implementations are used. For some types of
data (e.g., spatial or time-varying data), specialized indexes exist. The method to
access the data stored in a database is based on queries that precisely describe the
desired portion of the data to be retrieved. For this purpose, multiple languages
have been invented and, a desirable characteristic of such languages is that they
do not depend on the underlying data structure. The Structured Querying Lan-
guage (SQL) is a standard language for relational DBMSs, that provides a high-
level declarative way of querying [103]. SQLite is a light-weight DBMS that stores
its database in a single self-contained file [104]. This makes it widely employed
in a number of applications, and also serves as a base for a lot of file formats10.
Unlike many other DMBSes, no server is required to use SQLite since everything
is implemented in a single library written in the C programming language. Both
DUNE and Neptus use SQLite to store information, e.g., the vehicle’s mission plans.
This means that the library is already integrated in both software packages.

3.8.3 InfluxDB: a Time-Series Database Management System

A Time-Series Database Management System (TSDBMS), is a DBMS optimized for
time-stamped data11. The primary key of a TSDBMS is always a measure of time.
InfluxDB is open-source and has been optimized for storing time series through
associated pairs of time(s) and value(s). The values are further divided into tags
and fields. While tags are automatically indexed, fields are not being indexed at all
and, choosing between them is a part of the database design. This choice depends
on which queries will be performed most frequently.
In the application developed and presented in this thesis, the data are received by
the NTNU server, which compresses and stores them in a InfluxDB database. In
particular, InfluxDB is used for storing converted IMC messages (see Figure 3.14).
Accessing InfluxDB is done through a SQL based language called InfluxQL12, or
through a HTTP-based API. In this work, the Grafana API is used for accessing and
displaying the data from the database.

To ingest the IMC messages into the database, a simple Java application has been

10https://www.sqlite.org/about.html
11https://www.influxdata.com/time-series-database/
12https://docs.influxdata.com/influxdb/v1.8/querylanguage/
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Figure 3.15: An example of CTD measurements displayed in real-time in the
Grafana API, during a mission in Nordfjord (Central Norway) in May 2020.

developed13 based on the original version from LSTS. This new implementation
allows to store data in the database and at the same time relay them to the con-
nected IMC clients. Moreover, since one of the requirements was to make the sys-
tem independent of the communication link, a software program was developed14
to re-direct satellite messages from the Iridium API to the server, where they are
decoded and inserted into a dedicated table of the database. This allows the NTNU
server to collect, store and display without any loss all the information transmitted
from the USV.

3.8.4 Real-time data querying and display

The server runs an API named Grafana15, which queries the database and displays
them (see Figure 3.14 and 3.15). Grafana is a multi-platform open source ana-
lytics and interactive visualization web application that lets users create multiple
dashboards containing data visualizations16. The time range, visualizations and
appearance is entirely defined by the user, and is configured in the web interface.
Grafana supports multiple data sources (e.g., Prometheus, MySQL, InfluxDB and

13https://github.com/adallolio/imcproxy
14https://github.com/adallolio/iridium-to-influxDB
15https://grafana.com/
16A live demo: https://play.grafana.org/
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PostgreSQL) that can be queried through an online interface. The result can then
be be presented in diverse visualizations such as graphs, maps, gauges, tables etc.
Since the interface is open source, custom visualizations can also be implemented.
Moreover, queried data can be exported in CSV or JSON format. Once the dash-
boards are configured, users can browse through the data without any knowledge
of the underlying database or querying happening in the background.
In this work, the data flow is continuous. This means that once the AutoNaut is
turned on and the a communication channel is up and running (either 4G/LTE
or satellite), data are transmitted from the USV to the server at NTNU. The data
are automatically stored in the InfluxDB and Grafana is set to constantly query,
automatically, the database. Grafana dashboards can be set to refresh the query at
periodical intervals between 5 seconds and one day. This means that the minimum
data delay is 5 seconds, which is considered not crucial since the majority of users
is made of oceanographers and marine biologists. On the contrary, this allows pre-
cise data time-stamping and georeferencing, since multiple samples collected by
the USV can be analysed in time and space (i.e., associating them with the current
or past vehicle’s locations) An example is shown in Figure 3.15, which shows CTD
data transmitted by the USV while operating in a Norwegian fjord in May 2020.
This system is primarily needed to scientists and oceanographers at NTNU (and
not only), who can observe in near real-time the progress of a mission and the
data collected by the USV on the sea. In the course of the last two years, this tool
has proved to be useful and important to support mission planning from shore,
during the execution of the mission itself.

3.9 Power system validation

The initial architecture has been validated through several field trials in the Trond-
heimsfjord (Trondheim, Norway). The missions conducted initially aimed at test-
ing the correct functioning of Level 1 and Level 2 subsystem. This involved mon-
itoring of the onboard energy balance of the vehicle, manual control and basic
autonomous way point navigation. Implicitly, all three communication links were
successfully tested. The proper functioning of Level 3 was validated months later,
since its practical assembly happened once the basic functionalities of the USV
were operational.
Since advanced navigation functionalities are discussed in the next chapters, here
it is presented a validation of the designed power system. The validation of the
power system makes use of a 24-hours long dataset acquired on September 7,
2019 in Trondheim. Figure 3.16 shows that the power harvested by two solar
panels properly fits within the margins defined by historic data (see Figure 3.5).
Figure 3.17 shows a 24-hours system run. It can be observed that measured cur-
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Figure 3.16: Power generated by two solar panels on September 7, 2019 in Trond-
heim.

Figure 3.17: Current consumption by Level 1 and Level 2 on September 7, 2019

rent consumption of Level 1 and Level 2 is below the estimated value of 1.4A,
based on maximum consumption of the whole system as mentioned in Section
3.3. Graphs showing the expected remaining onboard energy for Trondheim and
Svalbard (Norway) areas, where the vehicle is expected to operate mostly, are
presented in Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19. Graphs are based on expected power
consumption of all three subsystems, and the historic data of solar irradiance in
these regions. The graphs give an insight about the remaining energy stored in
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Figure 3.18: Expected onboard stored energy based on data from 2016 in Trond-
heim.

Figure 3.19: Expected onboard-stored energy based on data from 2016 in Svalbard
(Norway).

the onboard battery bank of the vehicle during a long-term mission. By evaluat-
ing both the power produced by solar panels and that consumed by the system,
including Level 1 and Level 2, the graphs show a higher energy efficiency than the
estimated values.
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Chapter 4

Course control system
Design and experimental validation

This chapter is inspired by the journal article [105].

For the AutoNaut, stable COG control can be a challenge whenever the forces ex-
erted by the environment predominate on its steering and propulsion forces, and
prevent them from achieving an intended behavior. The maneuverability limita-
tions due to adverse environmental forces cannot be addressed with common nav-
igation and control techniques, which rely on the ability of motored propulsion to
firmly govern the behavior of the vehicle. The design of course-keeping autopilots
usually refers to classical linear control theory, based on basic models such as the
classical Nomoto model [92] that neglects the effect of environmental forces and
simply relies on integral action [72]. Course control of a different wave-propelled
USV using linear control theory is addressed in [106]. That work is however de-
veloped for the Wave Glider [22], a multi-body unmanned platform that is signif-
icantly different from the one considered in this thesis since the propulsion and
steering force generating underwater body is tethered (i.e., not rigidly attached)
to the surface hull. Despite being focused on modeling the speed, [107] and [108]
show relevant modeling approaches for the Wave Glider.
The literature lacks detailed mathematical analyses of how control systems on-
board wave-propelled vehicles can cope with environmental forces that are in the
same order of magnitude as their propulsion capabilities. This chapter describes
the dynamic modeling and course control system for the AutoNaut, taking into
account the relevant effects of ocean current and other environmental forces that
may lead to very low speed-over-ground (SOG). When removing this assumption,
we must consider singularities at zero ground speed that are generally not consid-
ered in the course-keeping control of marine vehicles with motorized propulsion
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and that can therefore avoid these conditions. The models give insight into the
changes in steering dynamics as a function of changing environmental conditions,
which is exploited in the control design to handle singular situations that occur
when the SOG approaches zero. Although the singularity as zero ground speed
invalidates the common assumption of linearity of the course-keeping model, it is
shown that classical control design principles based on robust linear course and
heading control can still be applied by switching to heading control at low ground
speed.
In this research, the derived dynamic models are used to design a model-based
control system. The dynamic properties and limitation of the wave-propelled USV
are incorporated into the design process to obtain robust performance.

4.1 Theory

This section includes an overview of the path-following control architecture, a de-
tailed presentation of the nonlinear model and an extensive investigation of its
nonlinearities achieved with a frequency domain analysis.

4.1.1 Control architecture

As described in Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2, LOS-based methods are widely em-
ployed in path following systems onboard USVs.
Different principles for path following can be applied depending on whether the
velocity measurements is available or not. Figure 4.1 depicts the path-following
control architecture designed for the AutoNaut USV. As shown in the previous
chapter, the enclosure-based steering law can be applied and the desired course χd
can be computed as

χd(t) = atan2(ylos − y(t), x los − x(t)), (4.1)

such that the BODY x-axis of the craft points in the direction of the LOS intersection
point Plos (see Figure 2.2). In this approach, the crab angle β is assumed to be
unknown and the control objective is χ → χd . Consequently, a course autopilot of
PI type is

τ= −Kpχe − Ki

∫ t

0

χe(τ)dτ, (4.2)

where χe is the course error, Kp and Ki are the proportional and integral gains
respectively. Similarly, equations 4.1 and 4.2 can be formulated for the control ob-
jective ψ→ψd , as indicated in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Path-following control architecture: the LOS guidance system com-
putes a desired course/heading to the target location Pk = (xk, yk), based on
the vehicle position (x , y) obtained from the measured USV’s state S; rudder and
course/heading control is achieved by measuring the current course (χ) or head-
ing (ψ), selected based on the measured ground speed (U).

Figure 4.1 also shows the course/heading switching mechanism based on the mea-
sured SOG (U). Further details and motivations for this implementation are pro-
vided in Section 4.1.3 and 4.2.2.

4.1.2 Nonlinear dynamic model

The USV’s speed relative to its surrounding water is mainly determined by sur-
face currents, waves, and wind direction and speed. Speed drops are commonly
observed when currents from starboard or port side prevent the vehicle from glid-
ing on top of the waves or when strong winds and surface currents oppose to the
vehicle’s forwardmotion. Forces applied to the vehicle’s sides also influence course-
keeping performances, resulting in low controllability situations when the magni-
tude of environmental forces exceeds that generated by the propulsion system. In
order to understand the control problem and the vehicle’s inherent performance
limitations, both a mathematical model analysis and field experiments are used.
Typically, the speed over ground (SOG) achieved by a wave-propelled USV is in the
range of 0-3 knots depending on the sea state and the ocean currents and wind.
This implies that the vehicle’s speed is of the same order of magnitude as the
ocean currents, which must therefore be considered in the model and the course
control algorithm. The common approach of relying on integral action to deal with
the ocean current and second-order wave forces by viewing them as a slowly time-
varying disturbance may still be highly useful and necessary, but the nonlinearities
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Figure 4.2: AutoNaut’s 3D model with BODY-fixed reference frame. Vertical struts
at the vehicle’s bow and aft end with symmetrical spring-loaded hydrofoils, main
source of its propulsion.

and couplings in the USV dynamics should also be addressed.
Consider the 3-degrees of freedom rigid body and hydrodynamic vehicle model
(see Figure 4.2) for the horizontal plane [72]

M ν̇̇ν̇νr + C(νννr)νννr + D(νννr)νννr = τττ, (4.3)

where M = MA + MRB accounts for rigid body and hydrodynamic added mass,
C(νννr) = CA(νννr)+CRB(νννr) accounts for Coriolis and centripetal terms, and D(νννr) in-
cludes damping terms. In this representation νννr is the velocity vector of the vehicle
relative to the ocean current. The vector τττ contains forces in surge and sway, and
the corresponding yaw moment, generated by winds, waves, steering and propul-
sion mechanisms. Expanding the matrices in Equation 4.3 we obtain

M =









m+ A11 0 0

0 m+ A22 0

0 0 Jz + A66









, (4.4)

C(νννr) =









0 −mr −A22vr

mr 0 A11ur

A22vr −A11ur 0









(4.5)
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and

D =









D11 0 0

0 D22 0

0 0 D66









. (4.6)

The following notation was used:
• m is the rigid-body vehicle mass;
• r = ψ̇ is the yaw angular rate, where the yaw (heading) angle is denoted by
ψ;

• u and v are the longitudinal and lateral components of the speed over ground
(SOG), respectively, decomposed in the vehicle’s BODY coordinate frame,
such that SOG = U =

p
u2 + v2

• uc and vc are the longitudinal and lateral components of the ocean current
velocity vector, respectively, decomposed in the vehicle’s BODY coordinate
frame. The current is assumed to be irrotational such that rc = 0;

• ur = u−uc and vr = v− vc are the longitudinal and lateral components of the
relative velocity, respectively, decomposed in the vehicle’s BODY coordinate
frame; νννr = [ur , vr , r]T

• Jz is the moment of inertia about the vertical axis;
• Ai j are hydrodynamic added mass and moment of inertia coefficients;
• Di j are linear hydrodynamic damping coefficients;
• FX and FY are the longitudinal and lateral steering and propulsion forces

acting on the vehicle body, respectively, and τZ is the corresponding moment
about the vertical axis acting on the vehicle body; τττ= [FX , FY ,τZ]T .

The damping can be modeled using linear skin friction, quadratic surge resistance,
and cross-flow drag in sway and yaw, see [72] for details. Since the USV’s ground
speed is low, the quadratic damping in surge and the cross-flow drag can be lin-
earized. The off-diagonal damping terms are set to zero since they are negligible
at low speed. In fact, the linear coupling terms will be less than 5 % of its diago-
nal counterparts if the method of [109] is applied. The parameters of the system
matrices M , C and D for the AutoNaut are presented in Appendix A.1.1.
By assuming that the ocean current is stationary and irrotational in the inertial co-
ordinate system, a rotation with the vehicle’s yaw angle should be used to define
(uc , vc). Note that since the vector (uc , vc) is decomposed in the BODY frame, we
have that u̇c = vc r and v̇c = −uc r. Moreover, Ur =

Æ

u2
r + v2

r is the USV’s velocity
relative to the water flow.
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The course angleχ =ψ+β depends on the crab angle β = arctan(v/u) = arcsin(v/U).
Hence, the course angle dynamics can be expressed as

χ̇ = r +
1

1+ v2

u2

d
d t

� v
u

�

= r +
1

U2
(v̇u− u̇v). (4.7)

The expressions for u̇ and v̇ can be obtained from the vehicle’s dynamics given by
Equation 4.3:

u̇ = rvc +
m+ A22

m+ A11
vr r −

D11

m+ A11
ur +

1
m+ A11

(FX + FX w), (4.8)

v̇ = −ruc −
m+ A11

m+ A22
ur r −

D22

m+ A22
vr +

1
m+ A22

(FY + FY w), (4.9)

ṙ = −
D66

Jz + A66
r −

A22 − A11

Jz + A66
ur vr +

1
Jz + A66

(τZ + NZw), (4.10)

where we define FX , FY and τZ as

FX := Fprop + FXR, (4.11)
FY := FY R, (4.12)
τZ := NZR. (4.13)

Here we assume that the propulsion force generated by the submerged hydrofoils
mechanism only affects the surge dynamics. FXR, FY R and NZR are respectively lon-
gitudinal and lateral horizontal forces, and yaw moment, generated by the rudder.
FX w, FY w and NZw are longitudinal and lateral horizontal forces, and yaw moment,
generated by the wind. While the steering model is discussed in the next section,
we refer to Appendix A.1.2 for the wind model. Moreover, we refer to Appendix
sections A.3 and A.2 for the definition of wind and sea current relative directions
and their transformation from Earth-fixed to BODY frame and viceversa.
In this chapter it is shown that a model of the longitudinal propulsion force gen-
erated by the submerged foils is not necessary for the design of a course-keeping
autopilot that instead uses the longitudinal speed as a time-varying known (mea-
sured) variable.

Steering model

The steering model captures the dynamics of the rudder forces and moments given
by FXR, FY R and NZR. The rudder normal force is expressed as [110]

FN =
1
2
ρU2

r ARCN sin(αR), (4.14)
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where AR is the rudder area, Ur is the total relative speed as defined earlier, and

αR = δ− tan−1
�

vr

ur

�

(4.15)

is the relative angle between rudder and current (in BODY frame) angles. Accord-
ing to [111], CN can be computed by

CN =
6.13Λ
Λ+ 2.25

, (4.16)

where Λ = b2/AR is the rudder aspect ratio, where b is the rudder height and AR
is the rudder area. The rudder normal force FN contributes to forces in surge and
sway as

FXR = −(1− tR)FN sin(δ) (4.17)
FY R = −(1+ aH)FN cos(δ) (4.18)

and to the yaw moment as

NZR = −(xR + aH xH)FN cos(δ), (4.19)

where xR is the longitudinal coordinate of the rudder position (approximately
−0.5Lpp, where Lpp is the length between perpendiculars of the vehicle). The co-
efficient for additional drag tR can be approximated according to [112]

1− tR = 0.28CB + 0.55, (4.20)

where CB is the USV block coefficient. The coefficients aH and xH can be chosen ac-
cording to [110]. The numerical values associated to the presented rudder model
are presented in Table A.2 of Appendix A.1.

Simplified quasi-linear model

Assume the surge velocity u is constant. This may be reasonable when following
straight paths in open ocean, but has limitations during fast heading changes and
when operating closer to shore where currents may change quickly. In this section
we neglect the wind forces, for simplicity. In this case the course angle dynamics
becomes

χ̇ = r +
u

U2
v̇

= r +
u

U2

�

−ruc −
m+ A11

m+ A22
ur r −

D22

m+ A22
vr +

1
m+ A22

FY

�

= γr +
u

U2

�

−
D22

m+ A22
vr +

FY

m+ A22

�

, (4.21)
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where

γ = 1−
u

U2
uc −

u
U2

m+ A11

m+ A22
ur . (4.22)

Combining this with the lateral vehicle dynamics leads to the third order quasi-
linear system









χ̇

v̇

ṙ









=









0 − u
U2

D22
m+A22

γ

0 − D22
m+A22

−uc −
m+A11
m+A22

ur

0 0 − D66
Jz+A66

















χ

v

r









+









u
U2

D22
m+A22

D22
m+A22

0









vc −









0

0
A22−A11
Jz+A66









ur vr (4.23)

+









u
U2

1
m+A22

0
1

m+A22
0

0 1
Jz+A66













FY

τZ



 , (4.24)

whose equivalent formulation is:









χ̇

v̇r

ṙ









=









0 − u
U2

D22
m+A22

γ

0 − D22
m+A22

−m+A11
m+A22

ur

0 −A22−A11
Jz+A66

ur − D66
Jz+A66

















χ

vr

r









+









u
U2

1
m+A22

0
1

m+A22
0

0 1
Jz+A66













FY R

NZR



 . (4.25)

The normal force generated by the rudder, Equation 4.14, can be rewritten as

FN =
1
2
ρUrARCN (ur sin(δ)− vr cos(δ)). (4.26)

We further assume the rudder angle is small andmake the approximations cos(δ)≈
1 and sin(δ) ≈ δ. The lateral force and yaw moment given by equations 4.18 and
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4.19 then become

FY R ≈ −
1
2
(1+ aH)ρUrARCN (urδ− vr), (4.27)

NZR ≈ −
1
2
(xR + aH xH)ρUrARCN (urδ− vr) (4.28)

or equivalently

FY R ≈ αY RUr(urδ− vr) (4.29)
NZR ≈ αZRUr(urδ− vr), (4.30)

where αY R = −
1
2(1+ aH)ρARCN and αZR = −

1
2(xR + aH xH)ρARCN . The simplified

quasi-linear model corresponding to Equation 4.25 then becomes:








χ̇

v̇r

ṙ









=









0 − u
U2

1
m+A22

(D22 +αY RUr) γ

0 − 1
m+A22

(D22 +αY RUr) −m+A11
m+A22

ur

0 − 1
Jz+A66

((A22 − A11)ur +αZRUr) − D66
Jz+A66

















χ

vr

r









+









u
U2
αY RUr ur
m+A22

αY RUr ur
m+A22

αZRUr ur
Jz+A66









δ. (4.31)

In the forthcoming we denote the transfer function resulting from this model
Hql(s) =

χ
δ (s).

4.1.3 Model analysis and control

We consider in this section the case in which the lateral dynamics is eliminated
from the model in Equation 4.31 by discarding the second row and column of the
third-order state-space model and the effects of FY R. Assume that u = uc + uprop,
where uprop is an equivalent constant speed due to wave propulsion only. This
leads to a second-order system that can easily be shown to correspond to the well-
known and widely employed Nomoto model [72] with a gain that depends on γ,
uprop and Ur :

Hn(s) =
χ

δ
(s) =

γupropUr K

s(1+ Ts)
. (4.32)

Consider first a nominal reference case where uprop = 1 m/s and uc = vc = 0. The
transfer function Hql(s) is shown in Figure 4.3. The figure also shows the transfer
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Figure 4.3: Transfer functions of quasi-linear third order model Hql(s) (red) and
Nomoto model Hn(s) (blue).
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Figure 4.4: Transfer function Hql(s) from δ to χ for third-order quasi-linear model
when uc ∈ [−1, 1] m/s and uprop ∈ [0.1, 1.1] m/s.
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Figure 4.5: Example of γ as a function of uprop and uc.

function of the Nomoto model (Equation 4.32) for comparison. It can be seen that
the high-frequency gain is the same, but there is a difference in the gain at lower
frequencies between 0 and +8 dB, while the phase difference is up to 40◦. In order
to understand how the dynamics changes with variations in sea state (uprop) and
current (uc), we assume vc = 0 and show the family of transfer functions Hql(s)
in Figure 4.4, where uc ∈ [−1, 1] m/s and uprop ∈ [0.1, 1.1] m/s. Due to the com-
bined effects of order of magnitude variations in both ur and U , we conclude by
comparing Figure 4.4 with the nominal case in Figure 4.3 that one can expect
gain variations between -50 dB and +20 dB compared to the nominal model. At
the same time, the variations in phase up to 60◦ are observed. The cases with in-
creased gain correspond to conditions where the ground speed U becomes very
small, while cases with decreased gain correspond to situations where the propul-
sion speed uprop = ur is very small (e.g., due to the wave propulsion becoming
ineffective in sea states with very small waves and/or waves from the side).
The main variations in dynamics are due to the parameter γ that influences the
gain in the Nomoto model (4.32). We show how γ varies as a function of uprop and
uc in Figure 4.5. Note that the parameter γ is infinite along the line uc +uprop = 0,
which corresponds to the singularity U = 0. Figure 4.6 indicates that it is indeed
the gain γ that is the main cause for the variations, where the normalized trans-
fer function 1

γHql(s) is shown. For reference, Figure 4.7 plots Hql(s)/Hn(s), which
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Figure 4.6: Normalized with γ: Transfer function Hql(s)/γ for third-order quasi-
linear model when uc ∈ [−1, 1] m/s and uprop ∈ [0.1,1.1] m/s.
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Figure 4.7: Ratio between the transfer functions of the quasi-linear third-order
model and the Nomoto model with nonlinear gain Hql(s)/Hn(s), when uc ∈
[−1,1] m/s and uprop ∈ [0.1, 1.1] m/s.
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indicates that the Nomoto model with parameter-dependent gain is an accurate
approximation at high frequencies, while its magnitude deviation is reduced by up
to 14 dB at lower frequencies, and phase deviation still up to 60◦.
This indicates that course-keeping control should consider the variations in the
gain γ, and counteract the disturbances due to winds and current. The latter can
be obtained by integral action, since the current, wind and propulsion speeds can
be expected to be slowly time-varying variables.
Gain-scheduling based on γ is in principle an interesting approach as illustrated by
the above mentioned analysis that shows that the main influence on the transfer
function from rudder angle to course angle is captured by the scalar parameter
γ. The linear control design approach that is the basis for gain-scheduled (quasi-
linear) control is justified by the observation that the main nonlinearities are re-
sulting from the slowly time-varying environmental parameters (winds, waves and
current) as well as the course angle command. However, the prospects of a practi-
cal realization of a gain-scheduling strategy is limited by the following facts:

• The parameter γ depends on the ocean current, which may not be known.
It should be kept in mind that although USVs could be equipped with an
acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP), such an instrument is expensive,
power hungry, and results may be inaccurate due to its proximity to the sea
surface and the USV’s pitching/rolling motions.

• Increasing the gain may not be very effective due to saturation of the rudder
angle.

• There is a singularity with infinite γ when U goes to zero, which may be un-
avoidable due to the limited propulsion that makes the vehicle uncontrollable
when the wind or current are too strong compared to the wave propulsion
force.

• The course angle may not be reliably measured with the global navigation
satellite system (GNSS) when U becomes close to zero, and is in fact unde-
fined at the singular point U = 0.

It is therefore proposed a linear course controller that is robust over a range of
environmental conditions, with a switch to a heading controller in case U becomes
close to zero or the forward propulsion speed becomes negative. Due to the slowly
time-varying nature of the quasi-linear model, a robust linear course controller
should be designed with acceptable performance for any constant environmental
parameters and course angle command for which U is sufficiently far from zero.
In compliance with a preliminary analysis of the vehicle steering model [28], the
implemented autopilot is a linear PI-controller, and its parameters are robustly
tuned for U ≥ 0.2 m/s. This strategy is evaluated in field experiments as described
in the next sections.
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4.2 Experimental results and discussion

Sea trials are carried out in both the Trondheim fjord and off the coasts of Norway
in the North Atlantic Ocean. Figure 4.1 depicts the USV’s control architecture and
shows how the GNSS is used to close the outer path control loop and the inner
course control loop. The choice of controlling the course or the heading of the USV
is based onmeasured currents (from ADCP or oceanmodels), winds (fromweather
station) and USV’s ground speed. An example of how this logic is employed in the
field is shown in Section 4.2.2. Autonomous path following is achieved via line-of-
sight (LOS) guidance system that computes the desired course over ground that
steers the vehicle towards the desired path [72].

4.2.1 Experimental control: basic results

In the following experiments (Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.1) basic control results ob-
tained in fjord and ocean waters, respectively, are shown. In both experiments the
USV course is controlled by a PI-controller with gains Kp = 1.25 and Ki = 0.02,
tuned experimentally.

Autonomous navigation in the Trondheim fjord

Fast and irregular waves are expected in fjords, where a reduced wind fetch gener-
ates short-crested waves whose amplitude and frequency are mainly dependent on
the local wind speed. It is therefore expected that the vehicle’s speed is affected by
a combination of sea currents, waves andwind. The USVwas commanded to follow
a sequence of way points disposed in a way that the intended path would create
a square and expose the vehicle to different angles relative to the aforementioned
disturbances. The mission site is strongly affected by tidal currents with direction
and intensity depending on the time of the day. At the time of the mission, low
tide generated currents from South-East and the observed mean wave amplitude
was approximately 1 meter. The effects of the current can be observed in Figure
4.8, where it is clear that the USV ground speed U is higher when it navigates
North and West. Figure 4.8 also shows that the ground speed drops significantly
when the vehicle turns into the wind and finds sea currents on its starboard side.
In the fourth leg of the trajectory (i.e., from time t = 5500s), the ground speed
increases due to a combination of wind and current forces in the direction of the
vehicle’s heading. However, the USV’s velocity remains quite high when it enters
the last section of the mission. From this it is possible to conclude that surface
currents have a greater impact than winds on the ground speed and that some
forward propulsion is ensured as long as waves are present. From Figure 4.8 it
can also be concluded that the chosen PI-controller shows a degree of robustness
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Figure 4.8: From the top: wind angle in USV’s BODY frame (βB
w); wind speed rela-

tive to the USV (V B
W ); vehicle ground speed (U); desired course (χd) and measured

course over ground (χ) andmeasured heading (ψ); commanded rudder angle (δ).
Black dashed lines indicate way point change.

that is good enough to steer the vehicle through the desired way points. The bot-
tom graph shows the rudder angle commanded by the course autopilot where it is
clear that the contribution of the integral action produces an average constant off-
set in the commanded rudder angle allowing the USV to keep the average course
error within 10◦. More wave-induced course and rudder oscillations are however
observed in the third leg (from time t = 3000s to t = 5500s), where the vehicle
heads into the sea currents. The proportional action of the course controller al-
lows indeed larger rudder oscillations meant to correct for the course error. This
is in agreement with the linear analysis since the reduced ground speed leads to
a higher gain γ in the response from rudder to course, which leads to less sta-
bility margins and more oscillations. The field-tested PI course controller proves
itself capable of controlling the USV course when the forward propulsion due to
waves exceeds the magnitude of environmental forces. Additionally, it is demon-
strated that standard integral action is enough to compensate for environmental
disturbances.
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Autonomous navigation in the North Atlantic Ocean

The same controller was tested in ocean waters, where more regular (i.e., constant
in height and frequency over the considered time period) and higher waves are
expected as a result of more constant and strong winds. As a consequence, the ve-
hicle propulsion due to waves is also expected to be more regular, with variations
in ground speed mainly due to wind and ocean current disturbances. The con-
trol architecture was tested along the Norwegian North Atlantic coasts, in a site
located approximately 40km north of the Norwegian islands of Frøya and Hitra
(mid-Norway). This area is know for quite intense coastal currents from South-
West, as a result of the main North Atlantic Current (NAC) hitting the coasts of
Norway (Norwegian Current) and continuing North/North-East. In this section it
is discussed a portion of a 2-weeks mission which lasts for approximately one day.
Figure 4.9 shows that the absolute wind direction varies significantly (variations
up to 120◦) in the first hours of the mission, while it becomes more stable before
the USV reaches the first way point and thereafter. The wind speed is very low
in the first part of the mission, and keeps increasing steadily up to approximately
5 m/s in average in the first hours of June 16th. The wind speed increase is fol-
lowed by an increase of the USV’s ground speed that stabilizes around 0.75 m/s
halfway between the first and second way point. Later during the same day it can
be observed again a wind speed drop and increase, both somewhat correlated with
the vehicle’s ground speed. Figure 4.9 also compares measured heading (ψ) and
course over ground (χ) to the desired course (χd) between the way points. In the
first leg of the mission it can be observed a course error always within 10◦ and
an average positive rudder angle with oscillations of 15◦ mean amplitude, mean-
ing that the despite its lowest speed the wind is the main disturbance the integral
action compensates for. The wind speed increase impacts the course control, that
shows larger oscillations (with amplitude within 20◦) around the desired course
due to a combined effect of enhanced ground speed and rudder oscillations (up to
25◦) observed after the second way point. Again, rudder oscillations of amplitude
below 15◦ are commanded to compensate for first-order wave-induced vehicle mo-
tions, while larger oscillations are commanded to compensate for the wind gusts
blowing on the USV port side and that have an immediate effect on the vehicle
turning rate r. Moreover, the USV speed increases while moving North-East due
to the additional speed provided by the ocean current that moves in the same di-
rection. Overall, the course controller proves itself capable of rejecting the natural
disturbances that act against its course-keeping capabilities.
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Figure 4.9: From the top: wind direction (βw) relative to North; wind speed relative
to the vessel (Vw); vehicle ground speed (U); comparison between the measured
heading (ψ) and course (χ), and desired course (χd); commanded rudder angle
(δ). Black dashed lines indicate way point change.

4.2.2 Experimental control: adverse environmental disturbances

In this section, the limitations of this course control approach are discussed and
situations in which the magnitude of environmental forces exceeds that of the
propulsion system, leading to navigation instability, are shown. In most cases, loss
of course controllability coincides with a loss of speed. The course over ground is
defined only when the ground speed is greater than zero, when the latter drops
significantly the course measurement provided by the GNSS system becomes un-
reliable. Most importantly however, if the ground speed drop coincides with a de-
crease of the USV’s speed relative to water (i.e., when the current speed is low),
the rudder becomes incapable of exerting a significant steering force. In such sit-
uations the closed-loop system (rudder to course) looses its performance as the
commanded rudder angle does not generate a significant torque on the vehicle’s
yaw axis. This phenomenon is also observed when the environmental disturbance
(e.g., wind or sea surface current) generates a force that balances the forward
propulsion force produced by the submerged hydrofoils.
In this paragraph, two situations in which environmental forces prevent the vehi-
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Figure 4.10: Top: wind direction (βw) and filtered wind direction (βw, f ) relative
to North; absolute wind speed (Vw); measured ground speed (U); comparison be-
tween the measured heading (ψ) and course (χ), and desired course (χd); com-
manded rudder angle (δ).

cle to navigate in the intended direction, leading to large course oscillations and
eventually total loss of control, are analysed.

Upwind control experiment

This field experiment took place in enclosed waters within the archipelago of
Froan, which separates the coasts of mid-Norway from the North Atlantic Ocean.
There the USV was commanded to navigated straight into the wind, which came
from South-East with a speed between 10 and 12 m/s in average as shown in
Figure 4.10. At the bottom of the figure it can observed the USV’s speed over
ground, that increases and decreases as the course oscillates around the desired
course, which aligns with the wind direction. Figure 4.10 shows that the wind
blows from an average direction βw, f ≈ 140◦, which coincides with the intended
vehicle’s course (χd) as observed in the fourth plot of Figure 4.10. The signal βw, f
is obtained after low-pass filtering βw with a time constant t f = 100s. From this
we also notice that heading and course oscillations have a similar amplitude of
approximately 60◦. The last graph of Figure 4.10 clearly shows that the course
controller introduced in Section 4.2.1 is not capable to keep course control with-
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Figure 4.11: USV’s track over time. The black dashed line indicates direction (χd)
to the target location.

out significant course oscillations. This situation is observed, as expected, when the
vehicle’s speed over ground decreases towards zero as a result of the wind exerting
a force on the USV that balances (or exceeds) its propulsion. This in turn makes
the rudder ineffective and the integral error accumulates fast as the commanded
rudder angles does not produce a yaw momentum on the vehicle and hence a
course change. Moreover, at time t = 1600s the on-board software switches to a P
controller with gain Kp = 1, as an attempt to reduce the amplitude of oscillations
by removing integral effects, at the expenses of the USV’s turn rate. Smaller oscil-
lations are indeed observed until time t = 1800s, where the amplitude observed is
the same as with the initial controller. This indicates, in addition, that the course
is not controllable when the ground speed approaches zero. Figure 4.11 shows
the track covered by the USV, characterized by numerous oscillations and a very
inefficient navigation towards the desired location.

Heading control switch experiment

This experiment took place in Frohavet, located North-East of the island Frøya
and separated from the North Atlantic Ocean by the Froan archipelago. Frohavet
is typically affected by full scale oceanic winds, whereas waves and sea currents
show lower intensity thanks to the archipelago shielding. Since the effects of the
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Figure 4.12: From the top: wind direction (βw) relative to North; absolute wind
speed (Vw); measured ground speed (U); comparison between themeasured head-
ing (ψ) and course (χ), and desired course (χd); commanded rudder angle (δ).
The black dashed line indicates switch to heading control.

North Atlantic Current are filtered by the Froan islands, major currents compo-
nents are due to tides.
In this example we show a situation in which with total loss of vehicle’s controlla-
bility, caused by a combined action of wind and sea currents that cause a signifi-
cant ground speed drop. In this experiment, the USV navigates towards a location
North-West of its initial position with the same nominal PI gains of Section 4.2.1.
Figure 4.12 shows that the vehicle is asked to head straight into the wind, which
has initially an average speed of 9 m/s. The USV ground speed in the initial part
of the considered period oscillates significantly (between 0.1 and 0.8 m/s), sug-
gesting the presence of related course and heading oscillations. The wind speed
decreases over time, causing a ground speed similar drop most likely due to the
presence of smaller waves. Figure 4.12 shows in fact large course oscillations of
approximately 60◦ amplitude from the very beginning. As the USV keeps moving
with oscillatory course towards the desired location, the effect of tidal currents in-
creases causing the speed over ground to drop even further (around 0.1 m/s). At
time t = 2100s the current takes over the vehicle, which spins around and looses
its course control stability. At time t = 2870s the on-board software switches from
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Figure 4.13: USV track over time: course over ground control (blue) and heading
control (red). The black dashed line indicates the desired vessel path between the
two way points.

course control to heading control, closing the control loop with the GNSS-provided
measurementψ instead of χ. The heading control parameters are relaxed (Kp = 1
and Ki = 0.01) in order to produce a less aggressive steering control action. Im-
mediate effects can be observed in the commanded rudder signal in Figure 4.12,
whose oscillations and saturation are suppressed. As a consequence the vehicle’s
heading stabilizes around the desired reference (now a heading angle). Also the
course over ground stabilizes with a larger error to the desired heading, indicating
that the forces exerted on the USV by the environment are efficiently suppressed
with integral action.
Figure 4.13 shows the complete track covered by the USV. It can be observed that
when the autopilot tries to control the course over ground (blue curve), the USV
oscillates around the desired path (black dashed line) connecting the two way
points and eventually drifts away from it. When the autopilot switches to heading
control (red curve) the USV’s course becomes more stable as a result of oscillations
suppression. Additionally, the vehicle navigates towards the desired location more
efficiently.
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4.2.3 Experimental model validation

In this section we present the validation of the full nonlinear model given by (4.7)-
(4.10) and of the simplified quasi-linear model given by (4.31). As the quasi-linear
model is valid on specific premises (i.e., straight line navigation) and is obtained
by applying some assumptions to the full nonlinear model, we expect this model to
performworse than the full nonlinear model during turns. The validation is carried
out using the data collected on-board the USV during sea-trials in the Trondheim
fjord. Information on sea currents speed and direction, and waves (height and
frequency) are instead obtained from the weather forecast service NorKyst-8001.
For the purpose of model validation we use a constant propulsion force (Fprop) in
our simulations. The propulsion force is set such that the average surge velocity u in
the simulation matches the average surge velocity of the USV during the sea trial.
In reality, as the propulsion depends on waves, variations in propulsion force and
USV’s ground speed should be expected. As discussed in Section 4.1, sea currents
have a large impact on the vehicle’s course dynamics. The turning rate r (4.10) is
indeed directly affected by currents as these modify both theMunkmoment as well
as the force that the rudder is able to exert on the water mass. The Munk moment
has destabilizing effects due to quadratic velocity terms which can be positive and
negative [72].
The validation consists in simulating the USV’s dynamics with the same wind and
sea current disturbances, and comparing the response of the simulated vehicle
after step-wise changes in the desired course.
In the sea trials the rudder was controlled by the same PI-controller with gains
mentioned in Section 4.2.1. In this validation we run both open- and closed-loop
simulations. In the open-loop simulations the measured rudder angle from the sea
trials is input to the model. In the closed-loop simulations the controller is included
in the simulator to compute the rudder angle.

Open-loop model validation

Figure 4.14 compares the measured course over ground (χ) to the courses simu-
lated with full nonlinear model (χnnl) and the quasi-linear model (χql). It can be
observed that the simulated courses resemble the measured USV’s course. When
the step in the desired course happens the course response of the nonlinear is
nearly identical, while it shows some under-damping before stabilizing. The course
of the quasi-linear model resembles closely the measured one during straight line
navigation, while a larger overshoot is observed during the turn, confirming the
premises that make this model valid. Figure 4.14 also compares the measured ve-
hicle’s states with the full nonlinear and quasi-linear models states. In the first

1https://imr.brage.unit.no/imr-xmlui/handle/11250/113865
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Figure 4.14: From the top: simulated courses from the full nonlinear and quasi-
linear models (χnnl ,χql), measured (χ) and desired course over ground (χd); rud-
der signal (δ) used during the field test and fed to the models; full nonlinear model
(unnl ,vnnl ,rnnl), quasi-linear model (uql ,vql ,rql) and measured states (u,v,r).

graph we notice that the surge velocity (unnl) varies less than the actual USV’s
speed due to the constant propulsion force simplification used in the model simu-
lation. Moreover, given the assumptions made to derive the quasi-linear model, we
have chosen a constant surge velocity uql = u. Figure 4.14 shows that u increases
rapidly at time t = 200s. At that point u̇ is large and positive, leading to a damp-
ening effect on the course since v is positive (as seen by the last term in (4.7)).
In the simulations however, u̇ is smaller and thus the dampening effect is smaller,
resulting in the under-damped behaviour. In the quasi-linear model the dampen-
ing effect of u̇ is completely neglected, which explains the large overshoot. In the
same figure it is also observed how waves impact the vehicle’s turning rate r. A
high-frequency component caused by first-order waves is present in the measured
angular velocity r, while it is not present in the simulated one rsim. An overshoot
of rql is also observed, as a result of the higher USV surge speed uql when it enters
the turn. Overall, the response of r clearly shows that the dominating dynamics
are due to the rudder and that the employed models are able to capture them.
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Figure 4.15: From the top: simulated courses from the full nonlinear and quasi-
linear models (χnnl ,χql), measured (χ) and desired course over ground (χd); rud-
der signals computed by the simulated autopilots and used as input to each model;
full nonlinear model (unnl ,vnnl ,rnnl), quasi-linear model (uql ,vql ,rql) and measured
states (u,v,r).

Closed-loop model validation

In this section we analyse the models’ stability when the vehicle is controlled by
a fixed-gain PI-controller, using the same experimental data of the previous para-
graph. This analysis is meant to confirm that the models are still valid when the
controller is included in the control loop. The desired vehicle course (χd) com-
puted by the LOS guidance during the sea trials is fed to the simulated control
loop, for each model. Figure 4.15 shows the course response of the simulated mod-
els compared to the measured course (χ). It can be observed that the quasi-linear
model has a faster course response. This is due to the quasi-linear model overes-
timating the surge velocity at the moment of turning, as seen in the same figure.
This leads to a larger rudder force, seen as an overshoot in the turn rate r in Figure
4.15, and therefore a faster response. In comparison, the nonlinear model has a
surge velocity closer to the measurement and both the course response and turn
rate r closely resemble the true measured course during the turn.
When the assumptions of the quasi-linear model becomes invalid during the turn,
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the gains of the controller are no longer suitable, resulting in oscillations in the
course after the turn. The integrator in the controller starts at zero at the beginning
of the sea trial and integrates the error. As the integrator state is not an available
measurement, its value at any point during the sea trials is unknown. In the sim-
ulations we set the initial conditions of the integrator to zero, thus an error can
be expected in the initial conditions, resulting in an error at the beginning of the
closed-loop simulations. The simulated courses still clearly resemble the measured
course, see Figure 4.15, proving the validity of the presented models.

4.3 Discussion

Nonlinear dynamic modeling of wave-propelled USV has been presented, taking
into account the effects of ocean current that may lead to very low speed-over-
ground. This includes zero and negative speed-over-ground that lead to singular-
ities.
The models give insight into the changes in steering dynamics as a function of
changing environmental conditions, which is exploited in the control design to
handle singular situations that occur when the speed-over-ground approaches zero.
Classical control design principles based on robust linear course control is used in
normal conditions with a sufficiently large speed-over-ground, and with a switch
to heading control in the singular conditions.
The presented numerical models highlight challenges and limitations of course-
keeping control. This knowledge can be useful for high-level mission planning and
decision-making purposes, e.g., a priori knowledge of wind and currents speed and
direction might suggest that an alternative route would decrease the travel time
to the destination.
In this context, a speed model is key and would provide useful knowledge used for
mission planning and course control purposes. The investigation of a speed model
for this unique wave-propelled USV is left as a future work.
The nonlinear model, the linearized model analysis, and the control design, are
all validated using field experimental tests. The controller has been operational
and tested at several sites both in the open ocean and coastal environments for
about 7 weeks in total. Selected results have been presented to show the practical
performance on the control system.
Themodel frequency analysis presented in Section 4.1.3 indicates that gain schedul-
ing based on the variable γ is a viable approach to maintain a stable navigation
when the singularity U = 0 is approached. Gain scheduling relies however on ac-
curate knowledge of the ocean current, which may not always be a reliable mea-
surement due to uncertainty in the ADCP instrument and ocean models. For this
reason we propose a solution in which control performances are kept and eventu-
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ally improved using the heading measurement from GNSS, which is accurate and
reliable at low ground speeds.
The next chapter investigates the control approach based on gain scheduling. Even-
tually, onboard wind and ocean current measurements will be used to adjust the
controller’s gains, in order to avoid deterioration of the control performances when
the magnitude of environmental forces exceeds the USV’s wave-induced propul-
sion.
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Chapter 5

Gain-scheduled steering control

The previous chapter presents the model of the USV’s dynamics and control so-
lutions that allow stable course control in different sea states and environmen-
tal conditions. In that first investigation, it is identified the main source of model
nonlinearity in a parameter named γ (see Equation 4.22), and it is anticipated
that this variable can be employed in gain scheduling techniques of the course
controller gains. When a controller is designed based on a linearized system, it
is guaranteed to work optimally only in some neighbourhood of its equilibrium
point. However, nonlinear systems may have multiple operating point depending
on exogenous disturbances and hence the controller performances may deterio-
rate [113]. A solution to this is to extend the linearization approach to a range of
operating points. This method is called gain scheduling and it finds its origins in
works related to flight control systems [114]. In this work, γ is identified as the
scheduling variable.

This chapter brings those assumptions to analysis and validation and it is based on
the manuscript [115] submitted to the Ocean Engineering journal. In the first part,
theoretical considerations are supported with an extensive model analysis in the
frequency domain. The author presents two variations of the scheduling approach
(with and without ocean current measurement) and demonstrates that the navi-
gation performances are improved in both cases. Feasibility and limitations of both
approaches are discussed and supported by simulation and experimental results.
The first presented gain-scheduling method relies on the measurement of USV’s
speed relative to the ocean current provided by the ADCP, which can be affected by
a number of factors as described in Sections 4.1.3 and 5.4. Additionally, when the
vehicle moves slowly with respect to the Earth surface, the ground speed measure-
ment provided by the GNSS is also deteriorated. The noise in both measurements
will consequently appear in the computed ocean current, since Uc = U−Ur . More-
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Figure 5.1: GNC with gain-scheduled controller.

over, the possibility of retrieving the current speed and direction from weather
forecasts is hampered by their limited coverage and forecast update, and by the
fact that the USV would necessarily require 4G/LTE coverage or connection to
shore.
In the second part of this chapter, the practical implementation of a gain-scheduled
course controller is presented. First, benefits and performances of the proposed
approach are discussed with several simulations, in which different environmental
disturbances are included. Finally, the controller is integrated in the USV’s onboard
navigation software and tested experimentally in the Trondheim Fjord (Central
Norway).

5.1 Gain scheduling principles

Gain scheduling is an approach to control of nonlinear systems that makes use of
a family of linear controllers [113]. In fact, the single linear controller is meant
to provide a satisfactory control performance for its specific operating point of
the system. The operating points are characterized by a scheduling variable, that is
used to adjusts the controller gains based on the operating points. Figure 5.1 shows
a typical GNC system with gain-scheduled controller. In this work, the scheduler
computes γ (see Equation 4.22) and then adapts the proportional and integral
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gains that are forwarded to the linear course controller that commands the rud-
der.
Since each linear controller can be tuned independently, one could see the gain
scheduling method as a divide and conquer approach for controlling a nonlinear
system where the advantage is that well established linear control theory can be
used.
Gain scheduling is a common method which is applied today in a number of fields
[116, 117]. The literature in the field of marine robotics shows several examples
in which control strategies make use of gain scheduling. For example, [118] and
[119] demonstrate that gain scheduling can be efficiently employed to tune a low-
level heading controller and enhance navigation performances when a sailboat
USV navigates into the wind. In [120] classical PID control with gain scheduling
is used to adapt the speed of a motored USV. The design of a course control system
that makes use of a gain-scheduled PID controller is discussed in [121], where the
authors have initially identified offline the parameters of a classical Nomoto model
[72]. Based on that, they have computed the optimal PID controller parameters
using the pole-zero configuration method at different speeds.

In this work, the controller parameters are scheduled using γ, which is a slow-
varying variable since variations in the sea current and USV’s ground speeds are
slowly changing processes. The main contribution proposed in this chapter is the
novel and practical gain scheduled control design that is shown, via model analysis
and simulations and experimental results, to compensate for the main system non-
linearities when the USV operates at very low speed over ground. Such situations
occur when the ocean current and/or wind forces are of the same magnitude as
the wave-induced propulsion forces. Unlike other methods, the scheduling process
is not a brute force assignment of the gains to pre-computed values, but results in-
stead from the observation of the ocean current velocity and the vessel’s velocity
over ground. For this reason, the controller is more robust and is able to main-
tain course-keeping performances in a number of navigation scenarios including
different currents, winds and waves.
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5.2 Three-state quasi-linear model frequency analysis
As described in the previous chapter, the assumption of a constant surge velocity
u leads to
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where αY R and αZR are constants obtained from a linearization of the steering
model. Equation 5.1 allows us to isolate the main source of nonlinearity in the
variable named γ (see Equation 4.22).
In the following section we use the three-state model of Equation 5.1 for gain-
scheduled control design.We denote: Hql(s) =

χ
δ (s) the transfer function of the pre-

sented quasi-linear model; Hql(s)/γ the normalized transfer function; Cpi(s)Hql(s)
and Cgs(s)Hql(s) transfer functions of the open-loop systemswith fixed-gains PI and
gain-scheduled controllers, respectively; Mpi(s) = Cpi(s)Hql(s)/(1 + Cpi(s)Hql(s))
and Mgs(s) = Cgs(s)Hql(s)/(1 + Cgs(s)Hql(s)) the complementary sensitivity func-
tions of the two closed-loop systems; Npi(s) = 1/(1 + Cpi(s)Hql(s)) and Ngs(s) =
1/(1+ Cgs(s)Hql(s)) the corresponding sensitivity functions.

In Chapter 4 it is shown that the main variations in dynamics are due to the pa-
rameter γ that influences the gain in the simplified Nomoto model. The frequency
analysis confirms that course-keeping control should therefore consider the vari-
ations in the gain γ, and use that knowledge to counteract the disturbances due
to winds, waves and current. Much can be achieved with the integral action, since
the current, wind and wave-driven propulsion speeds can be expected to be slowly
time-varying variables. Moreover, while the integral action is well suited to handle
additive disturbances, it is not sufficient to handle multiplicative disturbances (as
the factor γ). Gain scheduling based on γ is therefore an interesting approach,
and the design of a gain-scheduled course controller is justified by the fact that
the main nonlinearities are introduced by the slowly time-varying environmental
parameters (winds, waves and current) as well as the course angle command.

Figure 5.2 shows the values of γ when considering a range of typical longitudinal
AutoNaut’s speed and ocean current values, e.g., u ∈ [0, 1.5] m/s and uc ∈ [−1, 1]
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5.2. Three-state quasi-linear model frequency analysis

Figure 5.2: Nominal value γn = 0.4.

m/s. As discussed in our previous chapter, singularities are reached when the ve-
hicle’s ground speed drops towards zero in presence of ocean currents. Far from
singularities, γ stabilizes around the nominal values γn = 0.4, which is the value
that γ reaches when the current uc is zero and when no lateral motion is observed
(i.e., U = u), as shown in Figure 5.2. Further analysis reveals that γ becomes neg-
ative when uc ≥ u, i.e., ur ≤ 0. From a control perspective this would lead to gain
sign changes which means that the vehicle is “driving in reverse”, which is not a
desirable situation. In the transition from positive to negative gain, there is a sin-
gular uncontrollable state when ur = 0 m/s, where the rudder has no effect.
In this analysis we therefore assume ur > 0 and hence γ > 0. This means that the
analysis excludes situations in which uc > u in the USV’s BODY frame, i.e, when
the vehicle is transported “in reverse” by a current and its speed is lower than
that of the current itself. Figure 5.3 shows the frequency response (Bode plot) of
the quasi-linear model for a set of different values of ur . The relative longitudinal
speed ur is computed assuming a fixed longitudinal speed of the USV u= 0.8 m/s
and a varying current uc ∈ [−0.7, 0.7] m/s in BODY frame. As ur varies, the ma-
jor differences are in the magnitude of the gain (≈ 85 dB), although some phase
variations are also observed. While increased gain is observed for high relative
velocities, lower relative velocities reduce the system bandwidth to lower frequen-
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Figure 5.3: Magnitude (top) and phase (bottom) of Hql .
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Figure 5.4: Magnitude (top) and phase (bottom) of Hql/γ.
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cies, i.e., at low ur the rudder response is slower when trying to control the USV’s
course. In order to better evaluate the impact of γ, the quasi-linear system is nor-
malized as shown in Figure 5.4. Since γ appears as a gain in the transfer function,
no change in phase variations are expected. It can however be observed that gain
variations are significantly reduced to ≈ 15 dB. Notably, the gain variations are
smallest for 0.1 rad/s ≤ ω ≤ 0.4 rad/s, where the closed loop control bandwidth
may be located. In fact, control design models should have smallest uncertainty
in this frequency range since this will lead to best stability margins. This suggests
that most of the model variation due to changes in ur are captured by γ, and fur-
ther suggests this variable may be suitable for gains scheduling. Based on this, it
is proposed that the system can be controlled by a PI controller with a simple gain
scheduling with the factor 1/γ:

Cgs(s) =
1
γ

Cpi(s) =
Kp

γ
(1+

1
Tis
), (5.2)

where Kp is the proportional gain and Ti the integration time.
The linearized closed-loop stability properties can be investigated by analysing the
phase and gain margins of the open-loop system. Figure 5.5 and 5.6 show the Bode
plots of the open-loop transfer functions Cpi(s)Hql(s) and Cgs(s)Hql(s) respectively,
where a lower bound on γ (γ ≥ 0.05) was used in order to avoid it becoming in-
finitely small (and hence the gains infinitely large). Figure 5.5 shows that when
the fixed-gain linear controller is employed it is hard to find a set of gains which
both achieve high control bandwidth and make the closed-loop systems stable for
all values of ur due to the large variation in the gain. The variation in the cross-over
frequency is very large, i.e., when ur is low the system is very slow and when it
is high the system is very fast. The difference in cross-over frequency between the
lowest and higher ur spans almost four orders of magnitude, and at high values of
ur the system is unstable. Stability margins are also weak at low ur values. Since
the course dynamics acts as a pure integrator, including the integral action also
in the controller would result in low phase margins unless the integral gain are
chosen to be very small. Despite derivative action in the controller may improve
the stability margins, this option is discarded for reasons described below.
Figure 5.6 shows that when the gain-scheduled controller is included in the open-
loop the gain variations decrease and the bandwidth of the family of transfer func-
tions narrows down mostly to the range between 0.01 rad/s and 1 rad/s. In other
words, it is possible to find a combination of gains that make the closed-loop sys-
tem stable for each value of the considered relative velocity.

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the Bode plots of the complementary sensitivity functions
Mpi and Mgs, used to evaluate the systems’ ability to track the reference. For low
relative velocities the bandwidth is reduced (see Figure 5.7), meaning that the
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Figure 5.5: Magnitude (top) and phase (bottom) of the open-loop system CpiHql
(fixed-gain).
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Figure 5.6: Magnitude (top) and phase (bottom) of the open-loop system CgsHql
(gain scheduling).
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controller is only able to track course references of very low frequency. Also the
gain-scheduled controller will have troubles tracking the course reference when
the relative velocity is low, as the bandwidth is smaller than the expected frequen-
cies of the course reference (see Figure 5.8). This may justify a different control
strategy for very low relative velocities, e.g., heading control [105]. For the lin-
ear controller, the closed-loop system becomes unstable for high relative velocities
(ur ≥ 1.2 m/s), and explains the unusual phase of these systems.
Figure 5.8 shows that, for large relative velocities, the gain-scheduled controller
has significantly better tracking properties compared to the fixed-gain one.

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the Bode plots of the sensitivity functions Npi and Ngs,
which are used to evaluate the systems’ ability to reject noise and disturbances.
The magnitude of the sensitivity plots shows the frequencies that are rejected or
amplified in the closed-loop system. It can be noticed that the magnitude peaks
for some of the considered relative velocities with the PI controller are large (see
Figure 5.9). The three largest peaks (up to 38 dB) correspond to the cases where
the system is unstable, and any noise or disturbances with frequency correspond-
ing to one of the peaks will be amplified by the closed-loop system. For the linear
controller with fixed gains (see Figure 5.9) at ur = 0.1 m/s the peak is at 0.6 rad/s
(period of approximately 10 seconds). This falls within typical frequencies of ocean
waves and it is therefore important that the controller is robust enough to reject
them from the closed-loop system. This technique is named wave filtering and the
importance of attenuating wave-induced first-order oscillatory components in the
rudder is more investigated in Chapter 6.
Figure 5.10 shows that when the gain-scheduled controller is employed the peaks
are smaller, meaning that the closed-loop system will amplify the disturbances
less. Moreover, the peaks are located around 0.4 rad/s, corresponding to a period
of 15 seconds, which is larger than the most commonly encountered wave periods.
This indicates that using derivative action in the controller, as discussed earlier, is
not beneficial as the increased controller bandwidth would increase sensitivity to
first-order wave disturbances.

5.2.1 Scheduling of the course controller gains

By selecting the gains according to γ, the control system will ensure stable course
control when either the USV’s ground speed (U) or its longitudinal velocity relative
to water (ur) become small. The controller gains are computed according to

Kp =
γn

γ
Kn

p (5.3)

Ki =
γn

γ
Kn

i , (5.4)
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Figure 5.7: Magnitude (top) and phase (bottom) of the complementary sensitivity
function Mpi.
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Figure 5.8: Magnitude (top) and phase (bottom) of the complementary sensitivity
function Mgs.
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Figure 5.9: Magnitude (top) and phase (bottom) of the sensitivity function Npi.
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Figure 5.10: Magnitude (top) and phase (bottom) of the sensitivity function Ngs.

where γn is the nominal value and Kn
p and Kn

i are nominal gain values defined
according to Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.11: Closed-loop poles for the fixed-gain course controller (top); closed-
loop poles for the gain-scheduled course controller (bottom).

As already discussed in the previous chapter, the practical realization of a gain-
scheduling strategy is mostly hampered by physical limitations of the onboard
ADCP instrument.
In the following two approaches in which γ is computed based on the available
information are presented and discussed.

ADCP-based gain scheduling

If the ADCP instrument is available, the longitudinal current uc can be computed
as described in the Appendix A.2. This means that we can compute γ according to
Equation 4.22.
In this analysis we consider for simplicity that the current in the USV’s BODY
frame has no lateral component, i.e., vc = 0 m/s and we compare the stability of
two closed-loop systems: one controlled with a fixed-gain PI controller and the
other with a gain-scheduled PI controller. The model used in this analysis is the
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5.2. Three-state quasi-linear model frequency analysis

one in Equation 5.1, while the nominal controller gains are the same as in Chapter
4: Kn

p = 1.25 and Kn
i = 0.02.

In this scenario, the USV travels at a ground speed U = u = 0.54 m/s that corre-
sponds to 1 knot, a typical speed for the AutoNaut. In this situation, we simulate
and analyse the closed-loop stability when the vehicle is also affected by a current
uc ∈ [−1, 0.5] m/s. Figure 5.11 shows the poles of the closed-loop systems with
respect to the relative speed Ur . In the first plot (top), we observe that the higher
the relative speed, the more unstable the system is, meaning that the controller
is not able to maintain stability in the system with the fixed gains. On the other
hand, gain scheduling based on the parameter γ allows the closed-loop system to
remain stable (poles in the left half-plane) even when the relative speed increases,
as shown in the bottom graph.
Despite it is impossible to associate the poles to the system states (χ, vr , r), the
pole placement analysis indicates if the closed-loop system is stable or unstable
with the employed PI controller. For the purpose of course-keeping, it is useful to
confirm that the closed-loop system is stable with the chosen gains.

SOG-based gain scheduling

The nonlinearities introduced by γ are mainly caused by of the vehicle’s ground
speed relative to the speed of ocean currents (i.e., Ur). In circumstances in which
the sea current cannot be measured, the gains of the course controller can still be
adapted assuming knowledge of the USV’s ground speed U and longitudinal speed
u:

γU ≈ 1−
u2

U2

m+ A11

m+ A22
. (5.5)

However, Equation 5.5 reduces to γ = 0.4 when v = 0 m/s. This means that in
order to schedule the controller gains, the lateral velocity component is essential.
We assume therefore that the current is not measured and that the USV’s speed in
the BODY frame is made of a longitudinal and lateral component. In this scenario,
the USV travels with a ground speed U that varies from 0 m/s to 1 m/s and again
to 0 m/s. Figure 5.12 shows the results of the pole placement analysis. It can be
observed that when the USV’s ground speed drops towards zero, the closed-loop
system with the fixed-gain controller becomes unstable and the poles reach the
right half-plane. Again, the gain-scheduled controller manages to keep the system
stability.
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Figure 5.12: Closed-loop poles for the fixed-gain course controller (top); closed-
loop poles for the gain-scheduled course controller (bottom).

5.3 Simulation results

The proposed gain scheduling technique is initially tested in simulation. The full
nonlinear model of equations 4.7-4.10 is implemented in the Matlab®/Simulink
environment. Closed-loop simulations are achieved by simulating a line-of-sight
(LOS) guidance system that computes desired vehicle courses from a list of way
points. On the basis on the quasi-linear model of Equation 5.1, the response of
two USVs with the same nonlinear dynamics but with different course controllers
is compared. Whereas the course of one USV is controlled by a fixed-gain PI con-
troller with nominal gains Kn

p and Kn
i , the gains of the other are computed accord-

ing to Equation 5.4.

Table 5.1 contains the parameters that were used in the two simulations presented
below.
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Table 5.1: Simulation parameters

Symbol Value (Exp. 1) Value (Exp. 2)

Initial location L ini t (0,0) m (0,0) m

Initial long. speed uini t 0.35 m/s 0.2 m/s

Initial COG χ ini t 0◦ 0◦

Desired COG χd 0◦ [0,90,180]◦

WP location WP (0,75) m [(0,75),(50,75),(50,0)] m

Current dir. βc 180◦ -45◦

Current speed Uc 0.3 m/s [0,0.3] m/s

5.3.1 Straight line navigation with environmental disturbance

In the first simulation the USV navigates North (χd = 0◦) with initial speed U =
uini t = 0.35m/s. At time t = 400 s a current fromNorth to South appears (direction
in Earth-fixed coordinates βc = 180◦) with total speed Uc = 0.3 m/s. Figure 5.13
compares the desired (χd) and measured (χ) course over ground of the vehicle
controlled with fixed (nominal) gains Kn

p = 1.25 and Kn
i = 0.02. It can be observed

that when the current hits the vehicle its ground speed decreases below 0.1 m/s
(bottom plot). The USV’s course is not initially affected by the sea currents, but as
the ground speed keeps decreasing slowly and drops below 0.06 m/s oscillations
appear. Figure 5.13 shows that course oscillations reach 60◦ of amplitude, there-
fore proving the inability of the controller to maintain a stable course control. The
vehicle controlled with a gain-scheduled PI controller manages instead to keep a
stable course despite the ocean current, as shown in Figure 5.14. This figure clearly
indicates that adapting the gains according to the observed ocean current allows
the USV to maintain the intended course and navigate more efficiently towards
the desired location. Figure 5.15 also shows the adaptation of gains according to
γ. The top graph compares the value of γ computed during the simulation to its
nominal value γn = 0.4. Figure 5.15 also shows the relaxation of controller gains
needed to cope with the speed drop. The last graph of the same figure compares
the rudder angle commanded by the course-keeping autopilot of both vehicles.
Whereas the fixed-gain controller commands large rudder efforts, reaching satu-
ration, the rudder compensation commanded by the gain-scheduled controller are
small enough to be considered negligible.
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Figure 5.13: Desired (χd) and measured (χ) course over ground (top); ocean cur-
rent direction (βB

c ) in vehicle’s BODY frame (middle); vehicle’s ground speed (U ,
bottom).
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i (middle); comparison of the scheduled (δgs) and not (δ) rudder angles.

5.3.2 Way points navigation with environmental disturbance

This simulation compares the USVs responses during turns when the the differ-
ence between the initial speed of the vehicles and the ocean current velocity is
increased. Table 5.1 shows the initial USV state, the location of the way points
and the desired courses computed by the guidance system each time a way point
is reached (Exp. 2 column). Both vehicles are initially moving North with ground
speed U = uini t = 0.2 m/s when at time t1 = 300 s a current directed towards
North-West (βc = −45◦) appears with speed Uc = 0.3 m/s. The current fades away
at time t2 = 1500 s. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the steering response of both
vehicles. Figure 5.16 shows that the USV controlled with fixed gains is not able
to cope with the speed drop and its course starts oscillating around the desired
one. In Figure 5.17 it can be noticed instead that the system controlled with gain
scheduling robustly governs the course over ground, avoiding propagation of the
rudder and course oscillations. The current appears while the vehicles navigate
between the first and second way points (see Figure 5.19). While the course of
the USV governed by fixed-gains controller starts oscillating and drifting North,
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Figure 5.16: Desired (χd) and measured (χ) course over ground (top); ocean cur-
rent direction (βB

c ) in vehicle’s BODY frame (middle); vehicle’s ground speed (U ,
bottom).
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Figure 5.17: Desired (χd) and measured (χgs) course over ground (top); ocean
current direction (βB
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the vehicle with gain-scheduled course control efficiently reaches the second way
point (WP 2) and then aims towards the third (WP 3). Some initial oscillations are
observed when the current appears and when the way point is reached (see Figure
5.17). Figure 5.18 indicates that scheduling the gains based on the value of γ helps
damping rudder and course oscillations. The impact of currents on the vehicles
navigation is best observed in Figure 5.19, where it is clear that the ocean current
transports both USVs North. The impact of drifting forces generated by the cur-
rent on the USV navigation can be noticed while the system with gain-scheduled
steering control navigates between WP 2 and WP 3. Finally, when the sea cur-
rent disappears, both vehicles resume normal navigation with nominal gains. The
simulation terminates when one vehicle reaches the initial location. The USV with
gain-scheduled control navigates more efficiently, hence reaching the destination
while the other is still far behind.

5.4 Field experiments

The USV is equipped with a Nortek Signature500 ADCP with four tilted beams
that sample the water column as represented in Figure A.1 in Appendix A.2. The
instrument measures current components in the beam frame (see Figure A.1) up
to a depth of 60 meters. The ADCP is in general a very complex instrument, whose
performances can vary significantly depending on the application. Factors such as
bathymetry, flow turbulence and suspended matter may influence the stream ve-
locity measurements and, to date, a rigorous assessment of ADCP measurement
uncertainty is not yet available. The mean velocity spatial distribution is therefore
subject to uncertainty associated with ping ADCP errors and the fact that instanta-
neous measurements both represent the mean velocity and turbulent velocity fluc-
tuations. This means that instantaneous raw data are affected by variance due to
both measurement error and real fluctuations and, therefore, instantaneous mea-
surement may be a poor realization of the local mean velocity in some occasions
[122]. The experimental results presented in this chapter are based on sea trials
conducted in the Trondheim Fjord at outlet of the Nidelva river (see Figure 5.20).
Tidal currents can be very strong in fjords, depending on their width, depth and
other factors. As described in Chapter 4, there are situations in which the forces
generated by the environment overcome the wave propulsion force. The area north
of Munkholmen island is known for its strong currents, due to the steepness of the
island shelf. For this reason, on the day of the mission it was decided to conduct
the test close to the river outlet. The benefits of operating in this area are two.
First, the vehicle can experience a constant current (river outflow) and hence it is
easier to test the controller methodically. Secondly, we are able to assess the ac-
curacy of the ADCP measurements, important for the gain scheduling procedure.
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Additionally, proximity to the deployment and recovery facilities is a benefit.
Despite some techniques have been investigated in order to estimate the measure-
ments uncertainty [123, 124], in this work we assume that the measured current
shows a predominant velocity component that is the true velocity of the flow. The
transducers are located approximately 40 centimeters below the waterline, so an
additional half-meter as blanking distance1 was chosen. Additionally, for the pur-
pose of gain scheduling we avoid sampling the whole column and it was decided
to set a 1-meter cell size. This means that the useful current measurements are
performed in the range 90 to 190 centimeters depth. The instrument measures
current velocities in each beam frame or an overall current velocity vector in its
Cartesian (XYZ) frame, for each cell. The latter is then transformed to the USV
BODY frame and eventually to Earth-fixed frame, as described in the Appendix
A.2.

In the following, two scenarios are presented in which the gain-scheduled con-
troller is tested and compared with the fixed-gains one. In the designed experi-
ments, the USVwas commanded to navigate autonomously from the fjords straight
into the mouth of the river outlet (see Figure 5.20). So doing, the USV would ex-
perience a negative current in its longitudinal BODY frame component (uc ≤ 0).
Intuitively, the current would slow down the vehicle making the nominal course
controller gains become ineffective. The current is measured by the ADCP and
then post-processed by the onboard software, in order to extract i) its BODY frame
components and ii) to compute the Earth-fixed components (see Appendix A.2),
useful to provide the onshore operators with some situational awareness about the
environment surrounding the USV.

5.4.1 ADCP-based gain-scheduled steering control

In the first experiment the USV initially navigates in the surroundings of the river
outlet (see Figure 5.20). Figure 5.21 shows the computed longitudinal current
component uc in the USV’s BODY frame. It can be observed that when the USV
moves away from the river mouth the perceived current is positive in the BODY
frame, while it is negative when the vehicle heads towards the outlet. This confirms
that the current moves outwards (North-East) as expected. Figure 5.22 shows the
expected values γ̂ specific to this scenario and compares them with the values (γ)
computed during the sea trials. The expected values γ̂ are computed by iterating
through a range of ground speed (U) and heading (ψ) values chosen in a way
that simulate the USV moving from North to South towards the river mouth, i.e.,
U ∈ [0.05,0.7] m/s and ψ = χ ∈ [150,210]◦. Also, the computation of γ̂ depicted

1The blanking distance is the region immediately in front of the transducer where no measure-
ments can be made while the transducers recover from the transmit pulse.
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Figure 5.20: USV’s operational area close to the mouth of the Nidelva river.

Figure 5.21: USV’s track while collecting current measurements at the outlet of
the Nidelva river.
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Figure 5.22: Expected values γ̂ and the values computed during the sea trials (γ).

in Figure 5.22 assumes a sea current with constant Earth-fixed velocity Uc = 0.5
m/s and direction βc = 10◦, and that χ = ψ for simplicity. With the presented
information it is possible to compute the NED and BODY frame velocities of the
USV, its velocities relative to the water flow and hence γ̂. It can be observed that γ
shows values similar to the expected ones when the USV’s ground speed exceeds
0.2 m/s, i.e., the points are one the surface or very close to it. When the ground
speed drops some error is observed, despite the trend of the spatial distribution of
γ resembles that of the expected surface (e.g., increasing γ as U decreases). The
error observed at low ground speeds can be due to two main reasons: the assump-
tions made on the current velocity and direction, and high sensitivity to noise that
affects the ground speed U and course χ measured by the onboard GNSS receiver
when operating at low speeds. Moreover, it is important to notice that the values of
γ computed during the sea trials will never match exactly the surface since the cur-
rent measured by the ADCP is not constant. The authors have decided to simulate
γ for an average, constant current velocity Uc = 0.5 m/s and direction βc = 10◦

and, if one would iterate through more values of both would obtain a family of
surfaces that would fit all the values computed during the sea trial. However, it is
relevant to observe that the trend of γ resembles what is expected for the specific
scenario.
The top graph of Figure 5.23 shows the measured velocities. It can be observed
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Figure 5.23: Measured ground speed U and its BODY frame components u and v
(top); the longitudinal current component uc in BODY frame (bottom).
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Figure 5.24: Measured (χ) and desired (χd) course over ground (top); the
computed rudder angle (δ) (bottom). Dashed lines indicate switching to gain-
scheduled (red) and nominal (black) course controller.
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that when the USV navigates with the current, then U and u are similar and pos-
itive. A negative lateral speed v is observed and it is due to the vehicle’s heading
relative to the current which is hitting its starboard side. When the USV turns
around and heads towards the Nidelva outlet the longitudinal current component
in the BODY frame (uc) becomes negative and the vehicle’s speed drops and os-
cillations are observed. This is where the nominal gains Kn

p = 1.25 and Kn
i = 0.02

become ineffective and the controller commands large rudder oscillations. The
bottom graph of Figure 5.23 shows the value of uc computed based on measure-
ments during the experiment.
Figure 5.24 compares the measured course angle (χ) with the desired one (χd). It
can be observed that large course oscillations are usually connected to large rud-
der angles (bottom). The red dashed lines indicate when the controller replaces
the nominal gains with the scheduled ones. The reduction of the rudder efforts is
clear when the scheduled gains are applied at time t = 474 s and t = 1123 s. As
the rudder angle is reduced, an attenuation of the amplitude of course oscillations
can be observed. Figure 5.24 clearly indicates that the nominal gains that have
been employed extensively for controlling the USV in a number of missions (see
Chapter 4) involve large rudder oscillations when a sea current is experienced in
the same order of magnitude of the vehicle’s speed. The gain scheduling approach
based on ADCP data is capable of reducing the rudder effort and produce a more
efficient navigation in the desired direction. The effects of gain scheduling of the
rudder control signal can also be appreciated in the measured USV’s pattern. The
top graph of Figure 5.23 shows that when the gains are scheduled, the longitudi-
nal speed (u) and the ground (U) speeds converge to the same values meaning no
crab angle, while the lateral vehicle speed oscillates and eventually settles around
0 m/s. When the nominal gains are employed, however, larger course oscillations
imply higher variation in the lateral speed as well.
Figure 5.25 shows the gains computed based on γ, as indicated in Equation 5.4.
Periodically (every 2 minutes), an average γ is computed and used to update the
scheduled gains. A new computation of the gains does not indicate when the con-
troller actually uses them: the choice of switching to nominal or scheduled gains
(see Figure 5.24) is left to the operators for this initial experiment.

5.4.2 SOG-based gain-scheduled steering control

In this section we evaluate the performances of the gain scheduling approach when
the knowledge of the sea current is not available. This implies that the computa-
tion of the scheduling variable (renamed γU) is based only on the USV ground
velocity, see Equation 5.5. The test area is the same as in the previous experiment.
Again, the objective of the experiment is to quantify the benefits of gain-scheduled
steering control when the USV’s ground speed drops.
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Figure 5.25: Average γ (top); the nominal (Kn
p ) and scheduled (Kp) proportional

gain (middle); the nominal (Kn
i ) and scheduled (Ki) integral gain (bottom).

Figure 5.26 compares the expected values γ̂U with those computed during the
field experiment (γU). Similarly to the previous experiment, the values computed
during the mission are close to the expected surface, despite the surface itself has
a different shape. This is due to the different equation that models the system
nonlinearity γU . Again, expected values are computed by iterating through typical
values of u and U .

The top graph of Figure 5.27 depicts the measured ground speed (U) and the
BODY frame longitudinal (u) and lateral (v) velocities. Right below, it shows the
periodical average (γU) used to compute the scheduled gains. It can be observed
that there are relatively large U oscillations measured until time t = 400 s and
from time t = 800 s to the end of the mission. It can be noticed that such oscilla-
tions are partially followed by oscillations of u and v. Figure 5.27 also shows the
proportional and integral gains that are computed using γU .
Figure 5.28 compares the measured (χ) and desired (χd) course angles. Large
course oscillations are caused by large rudder angles (bottom). The red dashed
lines indicate when the controller replaces the nominal gains with the scheduled
ones. The reduction of the rudder efforts is evident when the scheduled gains are
applied at time t = 400 s. As the rudder angle is reduced, an attenuation of the
amplitude of course oscillations can be observed. Not only the course over ground
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Figure 5.26: Expected values γ̂U and the values computed during the sea trials
(γU).
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Figure 5.27: Measured ground speed U and its BODY frame components u and v
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Figure 5.28: Measured (χ) and desired (χd) course over ground (top); the
computed rudder angle (δ) (bottom). Dashed lines indicate switching to gain-
scheduled (red) and nominal (black) course controller.

stabilizes, but also the speed over ground does (see Figure 5.27), increasing the
navigation performance of the vehicle in the intended direction. The gains applied
at time t = 400 s are Kp = 0.55 and Ki = 0.008. When the gain scheduling con-
troller is deactivated and the nominal gains are restored at time t = 800 s, large
rudder oscillations are commanded and the course-keeping performances deteri-
orate.

5.5 Discussion

In this chapter the gain-scheduled steering system for the AutoNaut USV has been
presented and discussed, taking into account the effects of ocean currents that
may lead to very low speed relative to ground and to water.

A three-state quasi-linear model gives insight into the changes in steering dynam-
ics as a function of changing environmental conditions, which is exploited in the
control design to handle singular situations that occur when the USV’s speed rela-
tive to the current approaches zero. Classical control design principles are applied
based on a frequency analysis of the proposed model. The same analysis confirms
that robust linear course control can be further investigated and achieved by im-
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plementing a gain-scheduled course-keeping autopilot.

The presented gain scheduling approach is first studied theoretically using the pole
placement technique, which supports the previous frequency analysis of the model
and highlights the benefits of relaxing the controller gains. The analysis shows that
the variable γ can be used to schedule the autopilot gains both when the sea cur-
rent measurement is available and when it is not.
The proposed control system is initially studied with simulations, which reveal the
benefits of scheduling the controller gains when the ocean currents appears in the
same order of magnitude of the vehicle’s speed.

The author has addressed the challenges and limitations related to the ADCP in-
strument, before experimental results are presented based on sea trials performed
in the Trondheim Fjord (Central Norway). Experimental results demonstrate that
the proposed gain scheduling approach enables a more efficient navigation of the
vehicle, reducing the rudder efforts and the course oscillations. Furthermore, speed
oscillations are suppressed and the average velocity of the USV increases when the
scheduled gains are applied. This is observed both when the ocean current mea-
surement is available and when it is not, proving the validity of both approaches.
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Chapter 6

Estimation of the wave encounter
frequency
Wave-filtered steering control

This chapter is based on the conference article [125], which describes the experi-
mental validation of a nonlinear wave encounter frequency (WEF) estimator.

Sea state estimation is of importance in marine operations. It provides information
that can be used to increase mission safety and reduce operational risk, but also to
enhance the seakeeping and autopilot system performance of marine crafts whose
motion is determined by sea waves, ocean currents and winds. Estimation of the
WEF can be used to forewarn incoming impetuous waves and rough environmen-
tal conditions.
For marine vehicles whose propulsion and course-keeping capabilities mainly rely
on environmental forces, the estimation of the encounter frequency is relevant for
two main reasons. First, it allows the vehicle to have in-situ situational awareness
of the operational environment. Decision-making methods may benefit from esti-
mates of the sea state and synthesize high-level mission plans that comply with
the current condition of the environment. Moreover, by combining onboard esti-
mates with metocean models it is possible to predict future sea states and eventu-
ally re-plan or modify the mission accordingly. Secondly, the estimated encounter
frequency can be used as cut-off frequency in filters employed in wave filtering
techniques for the rudder control command in a course-keeping controller [72].
When considering the nature of the AutoNaut’s propulsion, it appears obvious that
the onboard control system would benefit from the knowledge of the sea state, in
order to adapt the mission parameters from a high-level perspective. For exam-
ple, an estimation of the sea state might indicate that the current path cannot be
pursued. Based on that, the decision-making unit might then modify the current
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Figure 6.1: Knowledge of theWEF is important to enhance high-level mission plan-
ning and to perform wave filtering of the rudder command signal.

target locations in a way that makes the USV’s navigation more effective with re-
spect to wind, currents and waves.
Figure 6.1 suggests that, for example, sea currents (C) and surface winds (W)
information can be merged, together with an estimate of the WEF (ω̂e) and am-
plitude (Â), and used to estimate the current sea state (S). Moreover, onboard
decision-making entities can evaluate the feasibility of the current mission and
eventually modify or re-plan the intended mission (e.g., desired course change) to
comply with the environment.
Figure 6.1 also indicates that the same estimated wave information can be em-
ployed in the onboard guidance, navigation and control (GNC) system for wave
filtering of the rudder command signal usually achieved with conventional low-
pass, band-stop or notch filters. As discussed in [72] and in the next section, pre-
cise knowledge of the encounter frequency allows better tuning of these filters.
The figure indicates that filters for this purpose are usually placed between the
autopilot and the vehicle servo, producing a filtered version (δ f ) of the computed
rudder angle (δ) that reduces wear of the servo mechanism.

6.1 Wave filtering of the rudder control

Wave filtering is one important issue to consider when designing ship control sys-
tems [126]. Environmental forces due to waves, wind and ocean currents are con-
sidered disturbances to the control system. These forces are conceptually separated
into low-frequency (LF) and wave-frequency (WF) components. Waves produced
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forces that are applied to the hull surface. These pressure-induced forces have an
oscillatory component that depends linearly on the wave height. For this reason,
these forces have the same frequency as that of the waves and are therefore re-
ferred to as wave-frequency forces [72]. Wave forces also have a component that
depends nonlinearly on the wave height, and these present a wider frequency
range.
In low and medium sea states, the oscillation frequencies of the linear wave forces
do not normally affect the navigational performance of the USV. Hence, controlling
only LF motion avoids correcting the motion for every single wave, which would
result in unacceptable operational conditions. Course and heading control appli-
cations, for example, only require the control of LF motions.
It is important that only the slowly varying forces are counteracted by the steering
system. In other words, the oscillatory motion due to the waves (first-order wave-
induced forces) should be prevented from entering the feedback control loop. This
is the purpose of wave filtering techniques [127].
This chapter refers to wave filtering as the reduction of wave-induced control
forces, that are a combination of second-order slowly varying and zero-mean first-
order oscillatory components. Whereas the former can be canceled by an integral
action, the latter may be removed from the measured motion states using a band-
stop (or similar) filter.

6.2 Wave encounter frequency estimation

Spectral analysis is a commonly adopted technique used to study irregular waves
and approximate them to a series of sinusoidal components with different am-
plitude, frequency and phase. This operation is commonly achieved by the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm, that applies the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) on a window moving over the signal. This makes the transformation itself
affected by lag and the estimation of the time-varying WEF based on obsolete
data. Rather than estimating the whole wave spectrum, the dominant frequency
could be observed instead and used for wave filtering. In addition, more accurate
techniques allow to estimate the direction of incoming waves [128, 129]. How-
ever, these are constrained by the same lag affecting FFT and require a dynamic
model of the vehicle, which in this case is complicated to derive due to the wave-
propulsion assembly.
The signal-based method employed in this work is based on [130], where it is
demonstrated that roll and pitch angles can be used to estimate the WEF. This
approach was further extended to include a variation of the estimation algorithm
that employs the heave displacement measured onboard the vehicle [131]. The
same work, where the observer is tested on a container ship whose model and
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hydrodynamic coefficients can be found in [132], contains the only experimental
data prior to the present manuscript.
This chapter describes the validation of the WEF estimator on data collected by the
AutoNaut. The algorithm is validated with simulations and experimental results in
both fjord and ocean waters, proving its ability to converge in different sea states.
The originality of this research stands in the application of a WEF observer to a
small (5 meters long) USV, which shows completely different wave response and
motion than a large ship, and which is never demonstrated before. Moreover, this
chapter presents the first closed-loop field experiments employing this observer in
a course-control architecture.

6.3 Heave dynamic model
The heave motion of the USV can be modeled as a linear second-order system with
sinusoidal forcing, [72],

z̈ + 2ζωnż +ω2
nz =

F
m− Zẇ

sin(ωt + ε) (6.1)

whereω is the modal (dominating) frequency of the waves, z is the heave position,
ωn in the natural frequency, ζ is relative damping ratio, F/(m−Zẇ) is the wave force
divided by mass (including hydrodynamic added mass Zẇ) and ε is the oscillation
phase. We only consider the steady-state solution

z =
F

(m− Zẇ)Zmω
sin(ωt + ε +φ) (6.2)

where Zm is the impedance or linear response function and φ is the phase angle
relative to the driving force F . However, for a vehicle moving at ground speed
U > 0, the Doppler Shift causes the wave angular frequency ω to be modified as

ωe(U ,ω,βwa) =ω− kU cos(βwa) (6.3)

whereωe is the wave encounter frequency, k is the wave number satisfying the deep
water dispersion relationω2 = kg in which g is the acceleration of gravity and βwa
is the wave encounter angle (zero for following seas). The wave number k relates
to the wave length λ as k = 2π/λ. This implies that the solution (Equation 6.2)
can be reformulated as

z = Asin(ωe t + ε) (6.4)

where
A=

F
(m− Zẇ)Zmωe

, ε= ε +φ (6.5)

are the amplitude and phase of the measured heave position, respectively.
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6.4 Switching-gain WEF estimation
The estimation problem aims at estimating online the unknown frequency ωe of
a measured time-varying signal z given by Equation 6.4, whose amplitude A and
phase ε are not known. The sinusoidal signal of Equation 6.4 can be represented
by the linear differential equation

z̈ =ψz (6.6)

where ψ := −ω2
e is the parameter to be estimated. As indicated in [133], the

frequency ωe is estimated using the auxiliary filter

ζ̇1 = ζ2

ζ̇2 = −2ω f ζ2 −ω2
f ζ1 +ω2

f z.
(6.7)

The filter cut-off frequency ω f has to be chosen so that
0 < ωe < ω f . The Laplace transformation of the linear system (Equation 6.7)
leads to the transfer function

ζ1(s) =
ω2

f

(s+ω f )2
z(s) (6.8)

From Equation 6.6 it follows that s2z(s) =ψz(s) and

z(s) =
2ω f s+ω2

f +ψ

ω2
f

ζ1(s) (6.9)

The time domain representation of Equation 6.9 is recognized as

z =
1

ω2
f

�

2ω f ζ2 +ω
2
f ζ1 +ψζ1

�

. (6.10)

The parameter update law for ψ presented in [134] makes use of the variable
given by the auxiliary filter

z′ := ζ̇2 = −2ω f ζ2 −ω2
f ζ1 +ω

2
f z (6.11)

By denoting ψ̂ the parameter estimate and defining ẑ′ = ζ1ψ̂, the parameter up-
date law becomes

˙̂
ψ= k f ζ1

�

ζ̇2 − ζ1ψ̂
�

, (6.12)
where k f is the adaptation gain obtained by low-pass filtering the gain switching
mechanism as described in the next paragraph.
Global exponential stability of the equilibrium point of the estimator is proven
in [131], where it is shown how the original fixed-gain estimation algorithm of
[134] can be modified to include a gain adaptation algorithm, which depends on
the estimated heave amplitude Â.
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6.4.1 Switching-gain mechanism

According to [130], we choose the switching mechanism for the gain as

k(A) =











kini t if t ≤ t ini t

kmin if t > t ini t ∧ A> A0

kmax if t > t ini t ∧ A≤ A0

(6.13)

where A is the signal amplitude, A0 is the amplitude used to switch gains, and t ini t
is the time duration in which the gain is in its initial value. The amplitude A of
the measured signal cannot be directly computed. However, the amplitude can be
estimated using the squared measurement

z2 =
A2

2
(1− cos(2ωe t + 2ε). (6.14)

Consequently, by low-pass filtering the signal of Equation 6.14, the amplitude A2/2
of the squared measured signal z2 is obtained

γ=
1

Ts+ 1
z2, (6.15)

where T > 0 implies that the estimate of amplitude becomes

Â=
p

2γ. (6.16)

The adaptation gain k f (t) is obtained by low-pass filtering k(Â) according to

T f k̇ f + k f = k(Â), (6.17)

where T f > 0 is recognized as the switching time constant and k(Â)≤ max(kmax , kini t).

6.4.2 Preliminary considerations

In this work we assume that the wave amplitude is similar to the heave amplitude
of the USV (unitary transfer function in heave). Hence we use the heave amplitude
measured by the GPS placed at the bow, after a transformation to the vehicle’s
BODY frame (located in the CG). The homogeneous transformation does not af-
fect the measured heave period of the USV, but it uses the knowledge of lever arm
and Euler angles to compute the heave in BODY frame, which shows intuitively
a lower amplitude. For the purpose of WEF estimation, the effects of sensor loca-
tion and lever arms can be neglected since it is primarily the time between peaks
that contains information. Alternatively, it is possible to estimate the USV heave
displacement from the vertical acceleration (z̈) measured by the IMU [135], as
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Figure 6.2: Expected WEF perceived by the USV based on varying ground speed
U , encounter angle βwa and wave frequency ω.

indicated in Figure 6.1.
For wave periods in the interval 5< Tw < 20 seconds, the modal frequency f of a
wave spectrum will be in the range 0.05 < f < 0.2 Hz. Therefore, the wave circu-
lar frequency ω = 2π f is in the range of 0.3 < ω < 1.3 rad/s. Fast and irregular
waves are expected in fjords, where a reduced wind fetch generates short-crested
waves whose amplitude and frequency are mainly dependent on the local wind
speed. Typical fjord waves show therefore spectra with higher dominant frequen-
cies ω > 1.3 rad/s. Depending on the sea state, the measured speed over ground
(SOG) of the USV may fluctuate between 0.5 and 2 knots (approximately 0.25 to 1
m/s). Figure 6.2 shows how the WEF, computed as in Equation 6.3, varies accord-
ing to variations in waves encounter angle (βwa), vehicle ground speed (U) and
wave frequency (ω). As the wave direction and frequency are not directly mea-
sured, assumptions needs to be made according to weather forecasts.
The natural frequency of the USV heave motion is computed using standard meth-
ods from hydrostatics [72]. Assume that the added mass −Zẇ = m. Hence,

ωn =

√

√ρgAwp

2m
, (6.18)

where Awp is thewaterplane area andρ is the seawater average density 1025 kg/m3.
An estimate of ωn can be found by approximating the USV as a box for which
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Symbol Value

Switching time constant T f 0.05 s

Switching time constant T f 0.05 s

Filter cut-off frequency ω f 1.5 rad/s

Initial frequency ω̂ini t
e 0 rad/s

Switching amplitude A0 0.5 m

Initialization time t ini t 200 s

Adaptation gains (S1) kS1
f 10,5,25

Adaptation gains (S2) kS2
f 25,10,50

Table 6.1: Estimator parameters used in the Norwegian Sea experiment.

Awp = LB (length times beam). Furthermore, the mass m of a box-shaped USV is
m= ρLBTUSV where TUSV is the draught. Hence,

ωn ≈
√

√ g
2TUSV

, (6.19)

The vehicle draft TUSV = 0.3 m (0.7 m including the submerged struts and hydro-
foils) gives ωn = 4.1 rad/s, which corresponds to a heave period of approximately
1.5 seconds. Hence, the natural frequency is far away from theWEF and resonance
situations are avoided.

6.5 Offline experimental validation
The estimated encounter frequency is compared to the dominant frequency ob-
served with spectral analysis (FFT). Moreover, we compute and compare the av-
erage frequency of heave peaks measured by the GPS. This does not indicate the
dominant frequency of the asymmetric wave spectrum and therefore we expect the
frequency ω̂e estimated by the observer to be higher. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 contain
the employed estimator parameters, where ω̂ini t

e is the initial WEF.

6.5.1 Experimental validation in the Norwegian Sea

The estimation algorithm was first tested on data collected in the ocean, 40 km
north-west of the island Frøya situated along the coasts of Central Norway. We
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Figure 6.3: Top: heave displacement (zB). Bottom: USV ground speed (U).
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Figure 6.4: Estimated WEF with different gains sets (ω̂S1
e , ω̂S2

e ), as compared to
average frequency computed from heave peaks (ω̄P

e ). The red dashed line indicates
change in desired course.
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Symbol Value

Switching time constant T f 0.05 s

Filter cut-off frequency ω f 4 rad/s

Initial frequency ω̂ini t
e 2 rad/s

Switching amplitude A0 0.2 m

Initialization time t ini t 200 s

Table 6.2: Estimator parameters used in the Trondheim Fjord experiment.

focus on a 100 minutes long portion of the collected data in which there is an in-
crease of USV ground speed from 0.4 m/s to 0.7 m/s on average. The red dashed
line in Figure 6.3 indicates the separation before and after the speed increase. The
estimator is run with parameters indicated in Table 6.1. Figure 6.4 shows the WEF
(ω̂e) estimated with different sets of gains (S1, S2) and same initial value (ω̂ini t

e )
for the estimation. The estimation results are compared to the average frequen-
cies (ω̄P

e , yellow lines) obtained by computing local maxima of the heave signal
(zB in Figure 6.3), on both trajectory legs. Local maxima are data samples that are
larger than its two neighboring samples. It can be noticed that the set of higher
gains (S2) allows the estimator to converge faster (ω̂S2

e ) to approximately 1 rad/s
and 1.2 rad/s and that the estimation trend resembles the average frequencies
computed in each leg. Higher estimated values are however observed since the
estimator extracts the peak in the spectrum. Ground truth is obtained with FFT
spectral analysis (Figure 6.5), that reveals higher peaks around the estimated fre-
quencies observed in Figure 6.7, and proves the ability of the observer to estimate
dominant frequencies in both spectra.

6.5.2 Experimental validation in the Trondheim Fjord

Figure 6.6 shows the heave measurement collected while the USV executed au-
tonomously a squared trajectory in Trondheimsfjord. The estimator was run with
parameters indicated in Table 6.2 and same sets of gains of Table 6.1. Figure 6.7
shows the estimated WEF for both gain sets and compares it to the average fre-
quency measured from the heave signal. Even if the convergence speed is increased
by setting the initial frequency to 2 rad/s, it is observed that the amount of data
collected in the first trajectory leg is not enough to achieve convergence. Again the
use of a set of higher gains (S2) leads to a faster convergence.
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Figure 6.5: FFT indicates the range of frequencies present in the heave signal zB.
Top: before wind speed increase. Bottom: after wind speed increase.

FFT in Figure 6.8 shows richer spectra with frequencies in the range of 1.5 and
4 rad/s. It can be noticed that the frequencies at which the estimator converges
(Figure 6.7) match, in each section of the trajectory, with the peaks observed in
FFT spectral analysis. Moreover, wave spectra do not contain significant energy at
lower frequencies, indicating predominance of irregular waves on swell compo-
nents.

6.6 Wave-filtered steering control
The estimator was implemented on the USV onboard navigation software DUNE
[97] and tested during open ocean operations. The observer ran at regular time
intervals with initial frequency ω̂ini t

e obtained from the previous run. Once esti-
mation stabilized to a range of values, the estimated WEF was used to filter the
rudder angle signal computed by the course autopilot as shown in Figure 6.1.
The course-keeping autopilot used in this mission is a PI controller with gains
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Figure 6.6: Heave displacement in body frame (zB); red dashed lines indicate
change in desired course.

Kp = 1 and Ki = 0.1. Wave filtering is achieved with a first-order low-pass filter
with cut-off frequency ωLP = nω̂e where n = 1.2 is chosen in order to remove
only high-frequency components. The filter cut-off frequency is computed from an
estimated WEF ω̂e = 1.12 rad/s. Figure 6.9 compares magnitude and phase of the
closed-loop transfer functions (from course reference to course) with and without
the filter, HLP(s) and H(s) respectively. This analysis assumes that the USV’s steer-
ing dynamics is represented by a first-order Nomoto model [72] with parameters
identified in [96]. It can be observed that the systems show the same response at
high frequencies and a negligible difference up to 2 dB in magnitude and 4◦ in
phase at low frequencies.
Figure 6.10 shows the rudder response when the low-pass filter is applied at time
t = 265 s (red dashed line). The suppression of high frequencies is clear, despite the
amplitude of rudder oscillations (bounded to approximately 10◦) is not affected.
This indicates that the control bandwidth of the system was not significantly re-
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Figure 6.7: Estimated WEF with different gains sets (ω̂S1
e , ω̂S2

e ), as compared to
average frequency computed from heave peaks (ω̄P

e ). Red dashed lines indicate
change in desired course
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Figure 6.8: FFT spectral analysis indicates the range of frequencies present in the
heave signal zB, for each trajectory section.
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duced (as the Bode plot confirms) and that despite the suppression of undesired
wave-induced frequencies the autopilot is still able to command large oscillations
to adjust the USV’s course. While the rudder angle (δ) is logged onboard the
USV, angular velocity (δ̇) and acceleration (δ̈) are obtained offline. Figure 6.10
shows that the amplitude of the rudder angle velocity oscillations reduces of ap-
proximately 61% after the application of the filter. This increases the mechanism
lifetime since prolonged use of the rudder at higher angular velocities is what
wears the servo mechanism the most. Angular acceleration oscillations are instead
damped by 89% of their average value when the filter is introduced, also limiting
rudder jerks and therefore the stress on the mechanism. From a course-control
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Figure 6.9: Bode plots of the closed loop transfer functions with (HLP(s)) and with-
out (H(s)) low-pass filter.
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Figure 6.10: Commanded rudder angle δ (top) and its derivatives δ̇ (middle) and
δ̈ (bottom). Red dashed lines indicate when filtering is activated.

perspective, Figure 6.11 shows that course-keeping performance is not impacted
once the filter is introduced in the control loop, since similar course oscillations
(with amplitude within 15◦) are observed before and after the application of the
rudder signal filter at time t = 265 s.

6.7 Discussion

This chapter discussed the validation of a nonlinear WEF estimator, which is tested
on experimental data collected by a 5meters long wave-propelled USV during field
campaigns in the fjord and in the ocean. The estimated WEF is compared to the
dominant frequency obtained with FFT, used as ground truth, and to the average
frequency observed in the USV’s heave measurement. Offline experimental results
prove the ability of the observer to identify the dominant frequency in different
waves spectra (ocean and fjord). Online use of the estimator onboard the USV is
shown and experimental results clearly indicate the benefits of using the discussed
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Figure 6.11: Measured (χ) and desired (χd) course over ground, before and after
filtering (red dashed line).

algorithm for wave filtering of the rudder command from the course-keeping au-
topilot.
The obtained results show the benefits of using theWEF estimator for the computa-
tion of the dominant frequency of wave encounters, due to its lower computational
needs as compared to FFT and search for local maxima in the heave measurement.
Moreover, the use of the estimated WEF for wave filtering of the rudder command
implies a significant suppression of the USV’s ruddermotions at higher frequencies.
However, this does not involve an amplitude reduction in the rudder’s commanded
angles, allowing the onboard controller to maintain course-keeping performance.
On the other hand, significant reduction of wave-induced motions of the servo re-
duces wear and stress while increasing the mechanism lifetime.
Sustained autonomous control is still an open challenge and even more so under
the highly dynamic environmental changes experienced by an USV. Commanded
and generated plans would likely be invalid during sustained exploration, relying
on shore-based operators for support with new or modified mission goals. This, to-
gether with the fact that communication with shore could be sporadic and costly
over expensive satellite links, motivates the need for the system to be self aware,
robust to operational risks and failures, and therefore capable to generate its own
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goals. In this chapter we indicate how the estimated WEF can additionally be used
onboard a small USV to increase its situational awareness about the environment,
by merging this knowledge with onboard sensors measurements and eventually
re-planning the USV’s intended route.
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Chapter 7

Anti-Collision and
anti-grounding system
Design and experimental validation of a ENC-based
approach

This chapter is based on the accepted conference article [136].

The unpredictability of the environment, the low speed and the limited maneu-
verability that characterizes wave-propelled USVs motivate the need of monitoring
continuously both static and dynamic obstacles at sea. Detailed knowledge of the
surrounding environment and vessels is important in order to maximize safety and
ensure risk-free operations in both the near and distant future. While the knowl-
edge of surrounding vehicles can be acquired with the automatic identification
system (AIS) and radars, marine vessels usually rely on Electronic Navigational
Charts (ENC) [137] to locate themselves with respect to land and static objects
present at sea.
Anti-collision with other vessels is a well-investigated topic in the field of marine
robotics [138, 139]. Typical collision avoidance systems are however developed
for motored vehicles, for which course over ground and speed over ground are
controllable in most of the sea states. For wave-propelled vehicles, the risk of col-
liding with other vessels or with static obstacles increases with the magnitude of
environmental forces and the literature currently lacks of works that discuss the
implementation of anti-collision and anti-grounding systems for wave-propelled
vehicles.
This chapter presents an anti-grounding and anti-collision system that integrates
the information contained in digital charts and AIS messages received onboard,
to enhance the situational awareness as perceived by the AutoNaut, and enable
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of a ENC-based approach

evasive maneuvers to avoid grounding and collisions with static and dynamic ob-
stacles. Part of the work presented in this chapter is inspired by a collaboration
between the author of this thesis and a master student at NTNU [140].

The proposed architecture merges two distinct functionalities that cooperate to
ensure risk-free navigation at sea: anti-collision and anti-grounding. The first relies
on the marine traffic information acquired over AIS, which is used in a scenario-
based model predictive control (SB-MPC) algorithm [100] that computes optimal
behaviors in order to minimize the risk of collision, grounding and damage. The
employed algorithm is based on [100] and its implementations [141], [142]. Anti-
grounding functionalities are instead achieved by consulting digital charts that are
stored onboard the USV in the form of point clouds. Information about land and
static obstacles at sea are compressed into a SQL database that contains precise
indication of their location. Moreover, the databases contain depth contours (e.g.,
10 meters depth contour) that are used to keep the adequate clearance from ob-
stacles and avoid damage of the underwater propulsion system and sensors. The
advantages of storing the information in databases are that fast SQL queries en-
able information retrieval in the order of milliseconds and that the onboard storage
space required is minimal (e.g., ≈1GB for an area of 12.000 km2).
Unlike the simulations and field experiments performed in [141] and [142], in
this work there is additional focus on the environmental conditions and the im-
plications that rough weather can have during scenarios with potential collisions
and grounding. In particular, we focus on the effects that winds, waves, surface
currents and coastal bathymetry have on the choice of an optimal control be-
haviour during an hazardous scenario. This is already partially investigated in
[143], where the effects of wind are introduced in the cost function and increase
the grounding risk if land is found in the wind direction. In our work, additional
environmental terms (e.g., currents and surface waves) are also included in the
optimization process of the SB-MPC algorithm, resulting in a pure anti-grounding
system when the USV is close to land or to static objects but no vessels are in the
surroundings.

This chapter describes the interaction between the two functionalities from a the-
oretical point of view. Limitations and benefits are described with a set of simula-
tions and field experiments that validate experimentally the theoretical consider-
ations.
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7.1 MPC strategy for anti-collision & anti-grounding

Awide range of control algorithms for ship collision avoidance are nowadays found
in the literature [144, 145]. Despite many of them implement compliance with
the main rules of COLREGS, they generally do not scale very well to handle a high
number of obstacles in dense traffic and accurately take into consideration the
dynamics of the ship, steering and propulsion system, as well as environmental
disturbances such as winds and ocean currents.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a powerful control method that can be used to
compute an optimal trajectory based on predictions of the obstacles’ motion, and
account for their uncertainty. It is demonstrated that this method supports both
the employment of a nonlinear dynamic vehicle model including environmental
forces, but also a formalization of risk, hazard and operational constraints and ob-
jectives as a cost function and constraints in an optimization problem [100]. MPC
has in fact been extensively employed for collision avoidance in automotive vehi-
cles [146], underwater and ground vehicles [147, 148], and aircraft traffic control
[149].
While numerical optimization methods can be used to compute optimal trajecto-
ries, the main challenges are related to the convergence and computational com-
plexity of the optimization itself. In fact, complex scenarios may lead to non-convex
optimization formulations which may be affected by local minima. This, and the
fact that real-time implementation requires low latencies, makes it challenging to
implement MPC algorithms for collision avoidance. For this reason, the formula-
tion of models, trajectory parameterization, constraints, and numerical algorithms
need to be carefully designed.
Higher performances and low software complexity can be achieved by limiting the
optimization process of MPC over a finite number of control behaviors, based on
a comparison of the cost, feasibility and risk that they involve [150, 151].
This work makes use of a MPC algorithm that considers a relatively small number
of control behaviors that are parameterized as course over ground offsets. Since
numerical optimization and the associated computation of gradients that is inher-
ent in conventional MPC are avoided, the degrees of freedom available for control
are reduced. This means that the set of alternative control behaviors must be care-
fully designed in order to achieve the required control performance of the collision
avoidance system and COLREGS compliance. The main objective of the original
implementation of the scenario-based MPC (SB-MPC) is to compute modifications
to the desired course (χd) and speed (ud) that lead to a COLREGS-compliant USV
trajectory. Since the AutoNaut’s speed cannot be controlled, this work only con-
siders course offsets. While the obstacle’s future motion is predicted as a straight-
line trajectory, this formulation focuses on a hazard minimization criterion (i.e.,
a cost function) that considers dynamic obstacles and COLREGS compliance. Un-
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like previous works that make use of the same optimization principles [138, 139],
this analysis integrates anti-grounding functionalities. To this purpose, the original
algorithm is extended to include knowledge about land and static obstacles (e.g.,
buoys, beacons, islands, permanent or temporary installations). It is demonstrated
that the extended algorithm provides efficient anti-collision and anti-grounding
functionalities, that can operate at the same time and result in evasive maneuvers
to avoid both static and moving obstacles. Finally, the integration of environmen-
tal factors allows the algorithm to choose the best control behavior that keeps the
USV far from ground in case of high sea states, minimizing the risk of damaging
the vehicle.
The proposed system is designed in way that allows anti-collision and
anti-grounding functionalities to operate together or independently. This choice is
motivated by the fact that, for example, operations in the open ocean might not
require computational efforts to retrieve bathymetry. However, fjords can be con-
gested and their coastlines are usually jagged.

As previously mentioned, the main objective of the SB-MPC algorithm considered
in this work is to compute modifications to the desired course (χd) that lead to a
safe, COLREGS-compliant USV trajectory. In this case, safety is not only related to
risk-free navigation with respect to other vessels, but also with respect to ground-
ing and static obstacles at sea.
A scenario in the MPC is defined by the current state of the USV, the trajectories
of obstacles, and a candidate control behavior [100]. As already found in previous
related works [141], the following course offsets are evaluated and assumed to be
fixed on the prediction horizon: χca ∈ [−90,−75,−60,−45,−30,−15, 0,15, 30,45,
60,75, 90]. The course modification is in turn applied to the desired course (χd)
from the guidance system to obtain a course command (i.e., χd = χd + χca). This
parametrization leads to a total of 13 possible scenarios to be simulated and eval-
uated. Since the obstacles’ trajectories must also be predicted, the computational
complexity depends on the number of scenarios, of obstacles and on the chosen
prediction horizon.

7.1.1 Own USV model

A model of the USV is necessary to generate the trajectories to be evaluated by the
cost function. At the time of the experiments, the full nonlinear dynamic model
of Chapter 4 was not available yet. For this reason, this analysis assumes that the
trajectory computed with the kinematic equations only is accurate enough. The
kinematic model

η̇ = R(χ)v (7.1)
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is therefore employed [72], where η = (x , y,χ) denotes the position and course
over ground in the earth-fixed frame, R(χ) is the rotationmatrix from body-fixed to
earth-fixed frame and v = (vx , vy , r) denotes the velocities in surge, sway and yaw
decomposed to BODY-fixed frame. The prediction of the trajectory in a scenario k is
obtained by inserting the desired values into Equation 7.1. This model is however
very simplistic, since it assumes no drift due to winds and currents (i.e., χ = ψ).
As discussed in Chapter 4, the steering performances of the USV are very much
affected by the environmental forces, making this model not suited to represent
the true dynamics of the USV in some cases. Nevertheless, the applicability of this
model is confirmed by [101], in which both the kinematic equation and the full
3-DOF model were tested and produced only minor differences in the simulation
results.

7.2 Environmental factors for collision avoidance
scenarios

Typical scenarios encountered by the AutoNaut are in coastal environments includ-
ing fjords and archipelagos that may involve multiple dynamic and static obstacles.
Most importantly, situations with reduced maneuverability of the USV might occur
depending on the sea state, wind and ocean currents. For this reason, the collision
avoidance system needs to be aware of the prevailing environmental conditions. In
order to safely navigate in these situations, informed and well-balanced decisions
are needed in order to minimize the hazard and, thus, potential damage to the
own vehicle and others.

7.2.1 Balancing operational risk with intent

The optimal solution in such complex scenarios is often dependent on the envi-
ronmental conditions. If the sea is calm, there is no significant wind, waves, or
current, and the seabed in the USV’s surrounding coasts mainly consists of sand-
banks, then cost and hazard associated to the scenario is not proportional to the
perceived danger (i.e., distance to land). Therefore, in this situation, the main con-
cerns is to avoid colliding with dynamic obstacles with a clear margin and comply
with the rules of COLREGS.
However, if the sea is rough, the wind and currents strong, the waves high, and
there are mainly rocky shores around, navigating close to land is far more danger-
ous and the consequences of a grounding and damaging the vehicle are higher. In
this case, avoiding ground should be a higher priority than complying with COL-
REGS, and in some cases, even higher than avoiding collisions with other vessels.
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In order to differentiate between these situations, the following environmental
factors are modeled.

7.2.2 Bathymetry

The bathymetry factor represents the amount of damage that is expected if the
USV hits ground. The bathymetric features might differ greatly between fjords,
archipelagos and other coastal areas. In this work, it is assumed that it is asso-
ciated a higher cost to a steep rocky shelf than a flat sandbank because the USV
would most likely suffer greater damage by colliding with the former. Information
about the bathymetry and the seabed can be extracted from the ENCs. The ENCs
contain the object Seabed Area (SBDARE), which contains the attribute Nature
of Surface (NATSUR). NATSUR describes the surface material of the seabed and
categorizes it into one or several categories, including mud, silt, sand, stone, rock,
coral, and boulder. Although this information can be quite sparse, it gives an indi-
cation of the seabed conditions.
In areas with little information about the bathymetry, it is possible to use ENCs
to compute the slope of the coastal shelf based on depth information and hor-
izontal distance between the depth queries. The ENCs contain a Sounding ob-
ject (SOUNDG), which are depth measurements that can be used to calculate the
steepness of the underwater terrain slope towards the coastline. Despite the lack
of accurate information, it is possible to assume that steep shelves are likely to be
made of rocks and stony materials. The full bathymetric information will give an
idea of what the underwater terrain looks like and how dangerous it would be for
the AutoNaut to crash into it.
In the algorithm implementation, the bathymetry is treated as a binary term that
indicates whether the shore is safe (sandy) or not (rocky).

7.2.3 Heave displacement

For the AutoNaut, the heave displacement and the wave height are very similar in
amplitude. A large displacement in heave is associated to a higher environmen-
tal hazard because it indicates rough sea and increases the danger of damage if
grounding. The heave displacement and wave height are measured directly in the
onboard GNSS and/or IMU. Alternatively, the USV’s pitch angle can be used.
Similarly, high waves correspond to higher environmental hazards because they
make the sea shallower in the troughs, than it is indicated in the ENCs, and in-
crease landing force to grounding. Alternatively, the wave height can also be ob-
tained from weather forecasts. In the proposed implementation, the average heave
displacement is named H.
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7.2.4 Wind

Similarly to [143], for a scenario k the wind cost for the static obstacle i is defined
as:

W k
i (t) =

Vw(t)k

d0,i(t)k
max(0,χk

ca · βw(t)
k)), (7.2)

where V k
w and β k

w are the wind speed and direction defined according to [72] and
dk

0,i is the distance between the USV. The dot product scales the wind force contri-
bution toward the static obstacles in any orientation around the USV. This means
that the risk increases for an obstacle to the east of the vehicle if the wind is com-
ing from the west, etc. The dot product is positive when the angle between the
USV-obstacle vector and the wind direction vector is less than 90◦. Negative dot
products are however set to zero, disregarding favorable winds with respect to
perceived risks.

7.2.5 Sea current

Similarly, the sea current cost C is defined as:

Ck
i (t) =

Uc(t)k

d0,i(t)k
max(0,χk

ca · βc(t)
k)), (7.3)

where Uc and βc are the Earth-fixed current velocity and direction.

7.3 Risk factors & collision costs
Essentially, the algorithm computes the best control behavior associated to the
worst-case hazard for each scenario, where the latter is a combination of own
vehicle and predicted dynamic obstacle trajectories. The cost function indicates the
hazard evaluation criterion used in the anti-collision strategy. This works adopts
the main components proposed in [100] and [141].

7.3.1 Collision avoidance with dynamic obstacles

According to [100], the risk factor for collision with obstacle i can defined as

Rk
i (t) =







1
|t−t0|p

�

dsa f e
i

dk
0,i(t)

�q

, if dk
0,i(t)≤ dsa f e

i

0, otherwise
(7.4)

where t0 is the current time and t > t0 is the time of prediction. The index
k denotes a scenario associated with a single course offset belonging to χk

ca ∈
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[−90◦,+90◦] leading to a trajectory with distance dk
0,i(t) to obstacle i at time t un-

der scenario k. The distance dsa f e
i and the exponent q ≥ 1 must be selected large

enough to follow COLREGS rules (e.g., COLREGS rule 16 that demands early and
substantial give-way actions). In order to prioritize avoiding collisions that are
close in time over those that are further into the future, the exponent p ≥ 1/2 in-
dicates the inverse proportionality to time until occurrence of the event. Thus, the
collision risk factor is higher for events close in time than for events in the more
distant future.
The cost associated with collision with an obstacle i is chosen to be

Ck
i (t) = K col l

i |~vk
0 (t)− ~v

k
i (t)|

2 (7.5)

where K col l
i is the cost of collision parameter. The relative velocity of the obstacle

is included, in order to minimize the consequences of a collision if a complicated
situation would occur, where a collision is unavoidable. ~vk

0 is the predicted velocity
of the own vehicle and ~vi is the predicted velocity of the obstacle with index i
in scenario k. We observe that since the own vehicle’s ground speed is typically
less than 3 knots, the cost associated to a collision is mostly proportional to the
obstacle’s speed.

7.3.2 Collision avoidance with grounding and static obstacles

The risk factor for grounding and collision with static obstacles, associated with
each course offset k is defined as

Rk
g(t) =

¨

1
|t−t0|m

(rk(t))q, if dk
c (t)≤ dsa f eG

k ∨ dk
±(t)≤ dsa f eG

k

0, otherwise,
(7.6)

where rk(t) = rk
c (t) + rk

+(t) + rk
−(t) and

rk
c (t) =

dsa f eG

dk
c (t)

,

rk
+(t) =

dsa f eG

dk
+(t)

, (7.7)

rk
−(t) =

dsa f eG

dk
−(t)

.

The distance dk
c (t) is the distance between the own vehicle and the grounding ob-

stacle at time t when own-ship follows the center direction χLOS + χk
ca, which is

in the direction of the course offset that is currently being evaluated in scenario
k. The terms dk

− and dk
+ correspond the distances between the own-ship and land
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locations found in the −15◦ and +15◦ directions, i.e., χLOS + χk
ca ± 15◦, and their

projection onto the desired course path as defined in Figure 7.1. This is done to
ensure safe navigation through narrow passages, keeping enough distance to land
on the sides. Here, −15◦ and +15◦ are used, since this grounding data already is
available for these courses. However, this can be tuned to include a wider range of
directions to ensure that the distance to land in the range −90◦ to +90◦ is being
kept larger than the safe distance to land. For collision avoidance with dynamic
obstacles, the exponent factor p is used to prioritize events that are close in time
over those that are further in the future and because there is an uncertainty of
where the dynamic obstacle will be located in the future. For anti-grounding in-
stead, since the obstacles and their locations are static the last argument is no
longer valid. On the other hand, the USV will have more time to maneuver when
looking further ahead. Nevertheless, the exponent m should have a smaller value
for anti-grounding than for collision avoidance.
The cost associated with grounding is chosen to be

Ck
g (t) = Kg + Kenv Ek(t) (7.8)

where Kg is the cost of grounding parameter, Kenv = [k1, k2, k3, k4] is a vector
containing the weights for each environmental factor. The environmental factors

Figure 7.1: Definition of the distances used in the anti-grounding risk function.
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are contained in the vector Ek(t) = [B, H, W (χk
ca), C(χk

ca)]
T . The velocities of the

obstacle and of the own USV are not included, since static obstacles do not move
and the ground speed of the USV is low.

7.3.3 Total environmental cost

The total environmental cost for a course offset χk
ca is finally defined as:

Kenv Ek = k1B2 + k2H + k3W (χk
ca) + k4CO(χ

k
ca). (7.9)

The weights in Kenv are tuned in simulations with a trial and error approach. More-
over, the weights can be adjusted to make some terms have a greater impact on
the total cost than others, mostly depending on the current scenario and onboard
measurements. The impact of large values of the bathymetry term and the heave
displacement factor is emphasized by adding an exponent. The bathymetry, heave
displacement, and wave height factor will give a constant cost for each course
offset and will therefore only affect the trade-off between collision or grounding.
The wind and current term, on the other hand, are functions of the course offset
and will give different costs for different course offsets, depending on the direc-
tion of the wind and the current. For this reason, these terms will also affect the
choice of the optimal course offset during pure anti-grounding situations (i.e., no
surrounding vessels).
The total environmental cost of Equation 7.9 is added to the grounding cost func-
tion (Equation 7.8), and will only have an impact on the total hazard if the ground-
ing risk for the given course offset is nonzero, i.e., there are grounding obstacles
close by in the direction of the course offset.

7.3.4 Hazard evaluation criterion

In summary, the total hazard associated with scenario k at time t0 is

Hk(t0) =max
i

max
t∈D(t0)

�

Ck
i (t)R

k
i (t) + Ck

g (t)R
k
g(t) +κiµ

k
i (t)

�

λiτ
k
i (t)) + f

�

χk
ca

�

,
(7.10)

where the first and second terms of the cost function are the collision hazard
and the grounding hazard, respectively. As described in [100], the term κiµ

k
i (t)

is the cost of not complying with COLREGS, where κi is the tuning parameter
and µk

i ∈ (0, 1) is a binary denoting violations of COLREGS rule 14 or 15. The
term λiτ

k
i (t)) is a COLREGS-transitional cost, where λi is a tuning parameter and

τk
i (t) ∈ (0, 1) is described in [141]. Finally, the fifth term is the cost of deviating

from the nominal course respectively. We observe that the grounding hazard term
Ck

g (t)R
k
g(t) is representing the term g(·) used in [100].
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Figure 7.2: The key information used for hazard evaluation at a given future time
t in scenario k. The blue and red dots indicate the predicted position of the own
vehicle and of an obstacle with index i, respectively.

The selected control behavior at time t0 among the scenarios k ∈ 1, 2, ..., N is the
one with minimal hazard Hk(t0)

k∗(t0) = arg min
k

Hk(t0). (7.11)

During a potential collision scenario, this minimization is done at regular intervals
of 5 seconds. In [100] it is emphasized that this optimization is “brute-force” de-
terministic and guarantees that the global minimum is found after a pre-defined
number of cost function evaluations.

7.4 Scenario definitions

As in agreement with [100], four different scenarios are defined depending on the
obstacle’s position relative to the own USV (the AutoNaut in this case). According
to Figure 7.2, a scenario is named:

• CLOSE: if obstacle dk
0,i(t) ≤ d cl

i , where dk
0,i(t) is the distance between Auto-

Naut and obstacle i for scenario k. This distance d cl
i is the largest distance

where the COLREGS rules will apply.
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• OVERTAKEN: the AutoNaut is overtaken by the obstacle if the obstacle has
higher speed, is CLOSE to the AutoNaut and

~vk
0 (t) · ~vi(t)> cos (φahead)|~vk

0 (t)||~vi(t)|, (7.12)

where ~vk
0 is the predicted velocity of the AutoNaut and ~vi is the predicted

velocity of the obstacle with index i in scenario k.

• STARBOARD: the obstacle is starboard of the AutoNaut if the bearing angle
of ~Lk

i (t) is larger than the heading angle of the vessel. ~Lk
i is a unit vector in

the LOS direction from the AutoNaut to the obstacle with index i in scenario
k.

• HEAD-ON: the obstacle is head-on if it is CLOSE to the AutoNaut, and the
obstacle’s speed |~vi(t)| is not close to zero and

~vk
0 (t) · ~vi(t)< − cos (22.5◦)|~vk

0 (t)||~vi(t)|

~vk
0 (t) · ~L

k
i (t)> cos (φahead)|~vk

0 (t)|
(7.13)

• CROSSED: the obstacle is crossed if it is CLOSE to the AutoNaut and

~vk
0 (t) · ~vi(t)< cos (φahead)|~vk

0 (t)||~vi(t)|, (7.14)

where the value of the angle φahead = 68.5◦ is selected to define where an
obstacle is said to be ahead of the AutoNaut.

7.5 Hydrographic data extraction & transformation

The anti-grounding system developed in this work is based on digital charts (ENCs),
which are vector-based electronic maps that contain all information necessary to
conduct safe navigation at sea. The employed S-57 digital charts is provided by the
Norwegian national hydrographic offices [152] for the International Hydrographic
Organization (IHO). The provided maps follow the IHO standard S-57 for transfer
of digital hydrographic data.
To store and use the a priori geographic information on the USV, a local SQLite
[104] database was created. The SQLite database was chosen because it does not
require connection to a server, and because DUNE already contains the necessary
libraries. Another benefit is that it’s a very light-weight database, since it stores
the entire amount of information in a single file. As the SQLite is a relational
database (see Chapter 3), it was decided to structure the information in a way
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Figure 7.3: Features of interest extracted using FME. Figure obtained from [153].

that would allow easy categorization of i) static objects at sea (e.g., buoys, bea-
cons, peers, etc) and ii) areas. Whereas the first category is represented by pairs
of (latitude,longitude) locations, the second category is represented by polygons
that are stored as 2-D grids or as a collection of vertices locations.

7.5.1 Extracting locations of interest from S-57 ENCs

Treating the data contained in S-57 ENCs can be done in several ways. In this work,
the FME suite1 was used, given its simple interface and the SQLite3 support already
integrated. The ENCs containmultiple features2 (e.g., BOYCAR, BCNSPP, BCNISD)
as point data that are of interest for an autonomous vehicle (see an example in
Figure 7.3).
In the S-57 ENC, there is an object (DEPARE) representing the depth of the queried
area. This is the most useful feature for navigational use, since from that one could
infer the coastline and the depth of shallow waters. The DEPARE object represents
the depth between an upper and lower bound, namely DRVAL2 and DRVAL1. For
navigational use, DRVAL1 can be assumed to be the shallowest depth expected at
a certain location. FME was used to create two-dimensional grids with the desired
attributes from polygons in the DEPARE ENC object. The result was saved as a
table in a SQLite database. FME also allows to change the resolution for certain

1https://www.safe.com/fme/
2http://www.s-57.com/
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Figure 7.4: Two-dimensional grids with different resolutions. Figure obtained from
[153].

depth intervals. For example, it is possible to have a higher resolution in these
areas close to the coastline than in the open sea, where there is less danger of
grounding. An example shown in Figure 7.4, where a 10 meters spatial resolution
between queried locations is obtained in areas with DRVAL1 ≤ 20 m, and a 50
meters resolution is obtained for the locations with 100 m > DRVAL1 > 20 m.
Areas with DRVAL1 ≥ 100 m have a resolution of 75 meters.

7.5.2 Extracting the vertices of S-57 polygons

The two-dimensional grids uses a lot of storage, and searching for the desired area
in the data also becomes computationally expensive. The approach of extracting
only the vertices of the polygons is explored. This means that the vehicle only
gets to know the boundaries of static obstacles or areas present at sea. For the
DEPARE object, this means that the software onboard the USV can only observe
the depth contours as it explores an area with different depths. This is considered
to be enough for implementing anti-grounding functionalities. For further reduc-
ing the amount of data handled with this method, just including the depth ranges
that are interesting can be done. For the purpose of anti-grounding, depths above
a certain threshold can be ignored, because the USV is only interested to know if
it is heading towards a shallow area.

For both the two dimensional grids and for the DEPARE vertices, finding the bal-
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Figure 7.5: Designed software architecture including anti-collision (AC) and anti-
grounding (AG) functionalities.

ance between spatial resolution and the amount of data is an important topic.
On the one hand, better resolution will lead to smaller features such as narrow
portions of the navigable area being detected. On the other hand, higher resolu-
tions will make searching the data slower, and for motion planning on the two-
dimensional grid, path planning is made more computationally expensive. The
master thesis [153] contains more considerations about the performances of the
employed method.

7.6 Architecture design

The method employed in this research is based on the second approach, i.e., the
digital bathymetric information stored in the database uses the vertices extraction
method presented above. The information contained in the database is queried
with SQL queries implemented in DUNE’s C++ environment.
Figure 7.5 shows the designed software architecture. A navigation plan is com-
manded from shore based on the available communication link. The plan is re-
ceived onboard the USV and a dedicated software digests it. A preliminary evalu-
ation of the commanded plan is performed, and each plan is categorized as feasible
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Figure 7.6: Trondheim’s coastline, depth
contours around Munkholmen.

Figure 7.7: Islands and rocks sur-
rounding Mausund.

or infeasible. A plan is infeasible plan if, for example, the path that connects mul-
tiple desired locations crosses land, islands, or static obstacles contained in the
database. Also, a navigation plan is considered infeasible if the commanded path
makes the USV navigate too close to static obstacles. A set of parameters have
been established for determining when a plan is considered unsafe. In that case,
the software replies with a warning, that is sent back to the operators. A plan that
is considered safe is instead forwarded to the GNC unit and the vehicle can start
executing the plan. As it navigates, the software will periodically assess themission
safety, by computing the USV’s position with respect to the queried digital informa-
tion. The periodical queries extract database information in a surrounding of the
USV, so new information is provided as the USV moves. This is essential, since the
navigation performances of the AutoNaut are highly dependent on the sea state
and, environmental forces may cause the USV to drift from the original path which
was initially considered safe. This means that a mission can initially be evaluated
as safe and, during its execution dangers appear and the plan is not safe anymore.
Also in this case the operators are notified through the available communication
link. Figures 7.6 shows the initial evaluation of mission plan commanded from
shore. The plan involves three way points around the Munkholmen island, start-
ing from the initial USV’s location. The figure represents the knowledge that the
USV has about land and depth contours. The same situational awareness might
not be available to the operators on shore, which motivates the importance of
the developed system. Bathymetric information is displayed in the form of point
clouds, whose color is defined based on the depth of the seafloor in the considered
location. Moreover, Figure 7.6 also shows how the software evaluates the safety
and feasibility of a commanded navigation plan: the path connecting the target
locations is queried and the depth along it is retrieved. By checking the depth
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Figure 7.8: Area of operation of the field tests in December 2019.

soundings along a commanded path, the software becomes aware of the obstacles
that it may be in its proximity. In this way, it is able to halt the execution of a
mission in which the target destinations or the paths that connect them are not in
safe, navigable waters.
Figure 7.7 confirms the importance of the proposed tool. The area considered in
the figure is surrounding Mausund, an island part of the Froan archipelago, a few
kilometers north of Frøya (Central Norway). The archipelago contains a myriad of
small islands reefs and rocks that can reach the sea surface depending on the tide.
As presented in other chapters of this thesis, some operations were based on the
Mausund islands and the USV had to navigate in the dangerous waters depicted
in Figure 7.7. Knowledge of the precise location of each island was important,
especially if one considers the low maneuverability of the AutoNaut.

7.7 Results

The results presented in this chapter are a combination of field tests and simu-
lations. In the first section below, pure anti-collision functionalities are presented
and discussed. Then, the anti-grounding system is evaluated with a set of simula-
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tions. Finally, anti-collision and anti-grounding functionalities are tested together
and the results are discussed. Eventually, the onboard control architecture of the
USV will benefit of both systems in order to ensure safe navigation when other ves-
sels, land and/or islands are in the surroundings of the AutoNaut. Furthermore,
the simulations indicate that it is possible to include the state of the environment
in the algorithm’s optimization process in order to enhance the mission’s safety.

7.7.1 Anti-collision with dynamic obstacles

The collision avoidance algorithm was tested for the first time on the field in De-
cember 2019 in Børsa, 20 km south-west of Trondheim. Børsa is a small town
situated in a branch of the Trondheim Fjord, as depicted in Figure 7.8. This area
was chosen mainly because of the available infrastructure at the Marina of Børsa
and because of the very little marine traffic in the area. In this first experiment,
the tested collision avoidance involved only dynamic obstacles at sea, i.e., other
vessels. At the time, no vehicles with AIS were available to be used as obstacles
and a hybrid solution had to be found in order to create collision scenarios and
test the implemented algorithm. The experiment lasted two consecutive days. On
the first day, some virtual obstacle vessels were simulated on the operator’s laptop
onshore and the local network created on the laptop was shared with the USV. Do-
ing so, the AutoNaut was perceiving the virtual obstacles as if they were actually
real vehicles navigation at sea. This concept is shown in Figure 7.9. An instance of
DUNE is run on the operators’ laptop, where vehicles acting as obstacles for the
collision scenarios are simulated. The operators are in this way capable of simulat-
ing motored vessels and deciding their speed and direction. The simulated vessels
are set to transmit a fake AIS message (IMC::AIS) over the closed network at reg-
ular intervals, in way that emulates actual vehicles at sea. The AutoNaut transmits
its telemetry back, so that the operators can observed the mission in Neptus. The
simulated message contains both their static and dynamic information, usually en-
capsulated in AIS messages 1, 2, 3 and 53. While AIS messages of type 1, 2 and
3 contain navigational information (e.g., location, ground speed, heading, navi-
gation status, etc), type 5 messages contain static information about the ship as
ship’s length, width, draught, as well as the ship’s intended destination. Whereas
dynamic information (types 1, 2, 3 messages) is used by the collision avoidance
algorithm to predict the ship’s state and trajectory, the notion of its size (type 5
messages) is used to let the AutoNaut keep the appropriate clearance.
The onboard software monitors the vessels transmitting AIS messages in the 5000
meters surrounding the AutoNaut. When a potential collision scenario is identi-
fied, the collision avoidance algorithm runs at an interval of 5 seconds. This is

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automaticidentificationsystem
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Figure 7.9: Hybrid testing: virtual obstacles are simulated on the onshore com-
puter and shared with the AutoNaut via the IMCProxy while it operates in the
field.

Symbol Value

Prediction horizon H 600 s

Time step T 5 s

Max. obstacle surveillance range dmax 5000 m

Disappeared obstacle Tmax 240 s

SB-MPC surveillance range dsbmpc 700 m

Minimal safe distance to vessels dsa f e 300 m

Table 7.1: Collision avoidance algorithm parameters.

considered enough, given the slow dynamics of the USV. However, if the distance
between the AutoNaut and one or more obstacles drops below a defined safety
threshold, this interval is reduced.
Table 7.1 contains the parameters that are used in this initial test, which happened
on 12th of December 2019. The obstacle’s and AutoNaut’s states are evaluated
with a time step T = 5 s over a prediction horizon H of 600 seconds. The software
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Figure 7.10: Head-on scenario with a static obstacle.

remembers the vessels in the dmax range up to Tmax = 240 s, period after which the
potential obstacles which do not update their state via AIS are discarded from the
monitored list. The algorithm actually considers an obstacle as a potential threat
when its distance to the AutoNaut drops below dsbmpc = 700 m, meaning that ac-
tion will be taken within this range if a potential collision is predicted. This range
was chosen given the limited width of the fjord in the test area. A larger range
should be used when the USV operates autonomously in open waters: given its
slow dynamics it is desirable to perform safety maneuvers well in advance. The
algorithm classifies the scenario according to the definitions in Section 7.4.
The first presented field test is a simple head-on scenario in which the obstacle is
not moving. This is the simplest possible head-on scenario, since the obstacle speed
is zero. The USV navigates from South to North with a desired course χd = 355◦

towards a desired way point, as shown in Figure 7.10. When the distance between
the USV and the obstacle reaches 700 meters the SB-MPC algorithm decides to
apply an offset χca = +30◦ so that the new desired course used as reference for
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Figure 7.11: Head-on scenario with a moving obstacle.

the control becomes χd = 25◦. This offset is re-evaluated at each algorithm itera-
tion until the offset becomes χca = 0◦ again. This can be clearly noticed as the USV
takes a port turn and heads straight to the desired location. During the evasive ma-
neuver, it can be observed that the minimum distance between the AutoNaut and
the obstacle is approximately the desired one (Dmin = 303 m). The same result
would be achieved if the static obstacle was a buoy, a beacon or, for example, a
permanent or temporary installation at sea as long as its information is contained
in digital S-57 charts.
The second tested scenario is a head-on scenario in which the obstacle is moving
towards the AutoNaut. In this experiment, the simulated obstacle has a ground
speed of approximately 1.3 m/s and a course of 118◦, as depicted in Figure 7.11.
Similarly to the previous experiment, when the distance between the two vehicles
drops below 700 meters, the collision avoidance algorithm commands a positive
course offset χca = +60◦. The new desired course becomes χd = −2◦. It can be
noticed that a larger course offset is commanded, since COLREGS rule 14 state
that in a head-on scenario a vehicle is expected to turn starboard in order to avoid
the other one. Once the AutoNaut is located on the port side of the obstacle the
offset is set to χca = 0◦ since the algorithm expects that also the other vessel is
taking the necessary action. However, the obstacle does not comply with the COL-
REGS regulations and keeps a constant speed and course. The algorithm computes
therefore a 0◦ course offset in order to avoid the collision and try keeping the de-
sired minimal safety clearance to the obstacle. The minimal distance between the
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USV and the obstacle is approximately 200 meters. Once the obstacle has passed,
the AutoNaut resumes nominal navigation towards the desired destination.
In the third experiment, the obstacle is in the port ahead sector (see Figure 7.2
and Figure 7.12), i.e., the obstacle see the AutoNaut on it starboard side. COL-
REGS rule 15 states that in a crossing situation with risk of collision, if one vessel
can see another vessel on its starboard side, the former has to give way. In same
situation, the vessel that has the other one on its port side is the stand on vessel. In
other words, the simulated obstacle is expected to take a starboard turn in order
to avoid colliding with the AutoNaut. In the test, this does not happen, and when
the distance between the two vehicles drops below dsbmpc, the algorithm opts for a
course offset χca = +45◦ as shown in Figure 7.12. While the AutoNaut keeps navi-
gating with the new course χd = 20◦, the obstacle does not take any action to avoid
collision and the collision avoidance algorithm is forced to keep the same course
offset in order to avoid collision and respect the desired minimal distance. When
the obstacle has passed the AutoNaut, the offset is zeroed and the USV resumes
line-of-sight navigation towards the desired location. The minimum distance be-
tween the two vehicles is 330 meters.
On the second day of field trials the operational setup was further modified. In
this occasion, a small motorboat named Buster was employed to act as an obstacle
(see Figure 7.13). Since this boat is not equipped with a AIS system, it was decided
to create again a fake message and run this in the laptop’s DUNE instance. Unlike
the previous experiments, this time the telemetry of the simulated obstacles was
obtained by the laptop’s GPS and, the operator with the laptop was passenger on
the motorboat. In this way, as the boat was moving on the sea, the laptop’s GPS
was providing telemetry data to DUNE, which was emulating the AIS on a vessel
and sharing that with the AutoNaut over the closed network. In other words, the
AIS of the motorboat was emulated through DUNE and the motorboat itself was
acting as a vessel transmitting AIS messages. The advantage of using this setup is
that the scenario can be more flexible, i.e., it is possible to steer the Buster in order
to change the scenario. The first tested scenario involves two head-on situations,
in which the Buster heads towards the AutoNaut. Figure 7.14 shows the first situ-
ation. Again, the obstacle does not comply with COLREGS regulations and keeps
a constant course of approximately 115◦ and speed of 3.5 m/s. This time the algo-
rithm decides to disregard COLREGS rules as a starboard turn is likely to lead to
a collision. The decided offset is therefore χca = −90◦. The minimal distance be-
tween the vehicles during this scenario is approximately 200 meters, which is the
maximum clearance that the AutoNaut can impose between the two vehicles given
their velocities and the provided course offsets. Once the obstacle has passed over,
the USV resumes its straight-line navigation towards the desired destination. Few
minutes after, the Buster was driven back to its initial location and a new head-on
scenario was initiated. Figure 7.15 shows the second consecutive head-on situa-
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Figure 7.12: Crossing from starboard scenario with a moving obstacle.

tion. This time the AutoNaut finds itself on the port side of the obstacle’s frame,
making it easier for the algorithm to choose a positive course offset.
In the last tested scenario the obstacle overtakes the AutoNaut without taking
the precautions indicated by the COLREGS rule 13, which states that “any vessel
overtaking any other shall keep out of the way of the vessel being overtaken”. The
obstacle maintains instead its course and speed and, hence, the AutoNaut is forced
to move out of its way with a starboard turn, as shown in Figure 7.16.

7.7.2 ENC-based anti-grounding

In this section, the results of the anti-grounding system are presented. To date,
anti-grounding functionalities are only tested in simulation whose objective is to
assess the feasibility and limitations of the proposed method.
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Figure 7.13: The Buster motorboat.

Symbol Value

Time step Tg 60 s

Max. surveillance range dmax 5000 m

Minimum safe depth Hsa f e 5 m

Minimum safe distance to land dsa f e
g 100 m

Grounding cost Kg 100

Table 7.2: Anti-grounding algorithm parameters.

The anti-grounding system checks for land or static obstacles every Tg = 60 s,
given the low speed of the USV. In this implementation, the S-57 object DEPARE
(depth area) is the only object considered since from this it is possible to retrieve
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Figure 7.14: Head-on scenario involving the Buster.

Figure 7.15: Head-on scenario involving the Buster.

the coastline as well as areas with shallow waters. Despite the database discussed
previously also contains information about other static objects at sea, in this anal-
ysis the main focus is the depth contours. When the system scans the USV’s sur-
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Figure 7.16: The AutoNaut being overtaken by the obstacle.

roundings, a query is made to the database containing the ENC data point clouds,
asking for the depth of all the data points located within a distance of dmax = 5000
meters from the AutoNaut, whose depth is within a specified range. For this rea-
son, a minimum safe depth value parameter (Hsa f e) is defined (see Table 7.2).
Then, the algorithm iterates through the retrieved information in order to find the
point that is the closest to the AutoNaut for each of the directions corresponding
to the course offsets. This results in a new vector containing the closest data point
in each course offset direction, shown as red points in Figure 7.17. Each point re-
trieved from the point-cloud database contains the geographic location and depth
of the seafloor.
In this implementation, the SB-MPC algorithm is used for anti-grounding function-
alities only, treating the land information as an obstacle that does not move. The
optimization is then run as if the obstacles were moving. In order words, exactly as
before, the algorithm iterates through all the possible course offsets and chooses
the one corresponding to the lowest hazard, based on the associated distance to
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Figure 7.17: ENC data points (black) retrieved from the database in a square area
around the AutoNaut. The red dots indicate the locations in the direction of the
course offsets (χca) relative to the USV’s course (χ).

land along the considered offset. This is achieved by computing the risk and cost
of grounding for each course offset. The chosen optimal course offset is added to
the course angle from the LOS guidance law, and the modified course reference is
sent to the autopilot.

From Equation 7.10 it can be deduced that the hazard in the case of anti-grounding
only can be computed as

HG(t0) = max
t∈D(t0)

(CG(t)RG(t)), (7.15)

where CG is the grounding cost function (see Equation 7.8) and RG is the risk of
grounding (see Equation 7.6).
In the first scenario, the AutoNaut moves straight towards the Munkholmen island
(see Figure 7.18). Figure 7.19 shows how the grounding hazard evolves based
on the distance between the USV and land, when environmental factors are not
considered. This means that the risk evaluation is based on distance only. When the
distance to land gets smaller, the magnitude of the hazard increases up to 7×104.
Figures 7.20a-7.20d show the evolution of the hazard as a function of distance
and of the environmental factors. Different values for wind and current velocity
and direction are tested, while the remaining terms are set to constant values:
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Figure 7.18: The AutoNaut moving straight towards the Munkholmen island.
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Figure 7.19: Grounding hazard and distance to land when environmental factors
are not considered.

bathymetry B = 1.0, heave H = 2.0 m. The given wind and current directions
are the absolute directions, and the course of the AutoNaut is kept at 87◦ in all
simulations. The plots in Figure 7.20a and 7.20b show that when the wind and
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current are directed towards land, the hazard is higher. Figure 7.20b shows in fact
that the hazard still increases, since the USV keeps moving towards the island, but
it does not grow high since wind and sea current try to push the vehicle towards
West. Similarly, in Figure 7.20c, the wind and current speeds are lower than in
Figure 7.20b, but still the hazard is higher since the direction of wind and current
push the AutoNaut towards Munkholmen. In Figure 7.20d, the wind and current
come from the front sides of the vehicle, resulting in a smaller hazard than in
Figure 7.20a, but a similar hazard as in Figure 7.20c, and higher than in Figure
7.20b. Note that the hazard has amagnitude in the size of 105 in all of the four plots
shown here, which is considerably higher than in the plot without environmental
cost (see Figure 7.19). This shows that the environmental factors can have a large
impact on the perceived grounding hazard.

The behavior shown through these plots validates that the anti-grounding system
behaves according to the theory presented. When the AutoNaut approaches land,
the grounding hazard increases significantly. Adding the environmental factors re-
sults in a considerable increase in the grounding hazard, depending on the veloc-
ity and direction of wind and currents. A higher velocity leads to a larger hazard.
Moreover, when the wind and current are directed towards land, the hazard in-
creases.

The anti-grounding system is tested in simulation. In the first simulation, the USV
is commanded to a mission that involves crossing a portion of land in order to
reach the target destination. If the anti-grounding system is not activated, the ve-
hicle would just hit land (white dashed arrow in Figure 7.21). Figure 7.21 shows
the depth information extracted by the algorithm. The distance to land in the di-
rection of the course offsets (χ + χca) is provided to SB-MPC, which selects the
appropriate offset needed to avoid grounding. The minimum safe distance to land
is set to 100 meters, since the way point is located in a bay. The objective is that
AutoNaut reaches it without getting closer to land than the minimum safe distance
indicates. Instead, the minimum safe depth is set to 10 meters, meaning that the
AutoNaut considers this depth as ground and wants to keep the minimum safe dis-
tance to this depth contour. The 10 meters depth contour is the dark blue contour
shown in Figure 7.21.
It is important to emphasize that the anti-grounding system is a part of the reac-
tive obstacle avoidance control system and is not intended to be used as a path
planning system. Therefore, it does not aim at finding the optimal path to a way
point. Even though the anti-grounding system manages to find a good solution
in most of the situations, it cannot be guaranteed to work optimally. Because of
its relatively short time horizon, it can get stuck in narrow passages and complex
areas and not be able to find the optimal path for a longer mission.
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(a)
Vw = 10.0 m/s, βw = 90◦,

Uc = 0.3 m/s βc = 90◦
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(b)
Vw = 10.0 m/s, βw = 270◦,

Uc = 0.3 m/s βc = 270◦
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(c)
Vw = 5.0 m/s, βw = 90◦,

Uc = 0.1 m/s βc = 90◦
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(d)
Vw = 10.0 m/s, βw = 60◦,

Uc = 0.3 m/s βc = 120◦

Figure 7.20: Plots of the grounding hazard and distance to land with environmen-
tal factors added, when the AutoNaut moves towards land. Different wind and
current speeds and directions are tested.

7.7.3 Combined anti-collision and anti-grounding

In this last section, the combination of both systems is evaluated and discussed
with simulations. The objective is to test the proposed system when the Auto-
Naut operates close to land, when environmental conditions are not favorable and
other vessels are present in the vehicle’s surroundings. In such situations, the al-
gorithm should balance the risk of grounding with that of colliding with a moving
vessel. The tuning of the costs are essential to guide the algorithm towards the de-
sired behaviour. Additionally, the knowledge of sea state plays a main role in the
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Figure 7.21: The AutoNaut avoids land by keeping a safety distance from the coast-
line.

control decision since grounding may be cause more or less damages depending
on the state of the sea.
Figures 7.22 and 7.23 show a head-on scenario in which a simulated obstacle
navigates towards the AutoNaut, without complying with COLREGS rules, at a
constant speed of 13 m/s. When the anti-grounding system is deactivated (Fig-
ure 7.22), the algorithm chooses a 90◦ starboard turn, since this is the preferred
COLREGS direction as stated in rule 14. The shortest distance between the two ve-
hicles is 142 meters, while the shortest distance between land and the AutoNaut is
about 65 meters. In this head-on scenario, the obstacle maintains a high speed and
approaches the AutoNaut straight ahead, which means that the AutoNaut has too
little time to react, and cannot manage to keep the minimal safety distance (300
meters), although it turns 90◦ starboard. When the anti-grounding system is en-
abled (Figure 7.23), the AutoNaut turns to port instead, to avoid getting closer to
land, at the same time as it avoids collision with the obstacle. The shortest dis-
tance between the two vehicles this time is 202 meters, and the shortest distance
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Figure 7.22: Head-on without anti-grounding activated.

Figure 7.23: Head-on with anti-grounding activated.

to land is about 240 meters, which explains why the AutoNaut does not choose to
turn starboard. In this situation, the priority of avoiding grounding is considered
more important than complying with COLREGS.
The same simulation was repeated with a lower obstacle speed of 6 m/s. Figure
7.24 shows the same exact head-on simulation with the only difference being the
fact that the algorithm is aware of land. It can be observed that, knowing that
land is very close on the USV’s starboard side, the algorithm chooses a smaller
offset (χca = +45◦). Then in order to respect the minimal safety distance to the
other vessel, the algorithm commands a +90◦ offset for a short period, before the
offset is zeroed and normal navigation is restored once the obstacle has passed.
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Figure 7.24: Head-on with anti-grounding activated.

Despite land is close to the USV, the algorithm chooses a starboard turn, since
the obstacle’s speed allows the AutoNaut to comply with COLREGS rules, while
avoiding collision safely and navigate at a minimum desired distance from land.
Despite the minimal distance between the two vehicles cannot be respected (ap-
proximately 150 meters), the minimum safety distance to land (dsa f e

g = 100 m) is
respected since the measured minimum distance is 120 meters.

Including the environmental state

In this section, the environmental factors and their additional cost Kenv Ek are
added in the simulations. The simulated scenario is the same as in the previous
section and the speed of the obstacle is kept constant at 6 m/s. The environmen-
tal state is included, in order to understand if the environmental factors have an
impact and, most importantly, the desired impact on the decisions of the collision
avoidance and anti-grounding algorithm. In rough conditions, it is expected that
the USV prioritizes avoiding grounding obstacles more than before and is careful
about going close to land. In order to stress the importance of the sea state in the
control decision, high environmental costs are considered. A change in behavior
demands quite a high additional cost, which is desired since complying with COL-
REGS is important to ensure safe navigation at sea and should be the standard
behavior. The total environmental cost can be tuned by adjusting the weights in
the Kenv factor. The values of the environmental factors, the grounding cost, and
the weights used in this scenario are shown in Table 7.3. The values of the factors
are set to create rough environmental conditions. The plot in Figure 7.25 shows
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Symbol Value

Bathymetry B 1.0

Heave displacement H 2.0 m

Wind speed Vw 10.0 m/s

Wind direction βw 30.0◦

Current speed Uc 0.3 m/s

Current direction βc 30.0◦

Environmental weights Kenv [10.0, 50.0, 50.0, 100.0]

Grounding cost Kg 100.0

Table 7.3: Algorithm parameters.

the cost of each environmental term together with the resulting total environmen-
tal cost Kenv Ek (in red) for each course offset. As intended by design, the cost is
highest for the course offsets that coincide with the wind and current direction.
The costs from the sea current and the bathymetry are quite low compared to the
cost from wind and heave. This can be changed by adjusting the weights in the
Kenv vector.
Figure 7.26 shows that despite the obstacle speed is low enough to allow the USV
to comply with COLREGS rule 14, the algorithm opts for a port maneuver. This is
due to the wind and current that push the AutoNaut towards land on its starboard
side. It can be noticed that the AutoNaut turns −90◦ to port, instead of turning
+45◦ to starboard where it was considered safe to go in the previous simulation
when the environmental state was not included in the optimization (see Figure
7.24). Because there is a quite strong wind and a current directed North-East,
in addition to high waves, the total environmental cost is so high that keeping a
safe distance to land is prioritized over choosing the COLREGS compliant behav-
ior. Still, the AutoNaut manages to avoid collision with the obstacle and, at the
same time, a safe distance from land is kept on its starboard side. The shortest
distance to the obstacle is 118 meters, which is only a few meters shorter than
before (Figure 7.24), while the shortest distance to land has increased to more
than 200 meters. This result shows that in rough environmental conditions, the
system will prioritize avoiding grounding obstacles, and that the environmental
factors can have an impact on the decisions of the AutoNaut.
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Figure 7.25: The evolution of each cost depending on the course offset.

Figure 7.26: Head-on with anti-grounding activated and sea state included.
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7.8 Discussion

The anti-collision and anti-grounding system presented in this chapter is a reac-
tive obstacle avoidance control system intended to make the AutoNaut aware of,
and avoid, the surrounding moving and static obstacles in situations where it has
to diverge from its originally planned path. Anti-grounding situations will typi-
cally occur when the USV has to change its course to avoid collision with dynamic
obstacles. Therefore, it is important that the existing collision avoidance system
and the new grounding avoidance system work well together. The simulations and
experimental results presented in this chapter show that the performance of the
collision and grounding avoidance system is overall good and as desired. Further
tuning of the weights might be explored, in order to achieve even more accurate
results. Furthermore, the full system functionalities should be further tested in
the field in order to assess the validity of the theoretical assumptions. As a first
approach, simulations indicate that the two functionalities can co-exist.

The collision and grounding avoidance algorithms contain many tuning param-
eters which highly affect the control decisions and therefore the behavior of the
USV. In this work, the tuning of the collision avoidance parameters is based on
the values used in [101], which are adjusted to fit with the AutoNaut and the
integrated anti-grounding system. The parameters related to anti-grounding and
environmental terms are instead tuned through simulations. As pointed out in
[101], tuning the the anti-collision algorithm is not straightforward because there
are many parameters and some depend on each other as well as obstacle speed
and size. The simulation study contains several different scenarios that demon-
strate the most important mechanisms and functionalities of the system.
The minimum safe distance to land and to other vessels is set to 100 and 300
meters, respectively, in the simulations, but the USV is not always able to respect
this distance. Tuning the SB-MPC surveillance distance parameter could improve
the behavior, but note that these safe distances are not intended as absolute nor
explicit constraints. Rather, the distances are set to make the USV aware of the
high risk of keeping a distance shorter than the minimum safe distance. Although
the optimal behavior is to keep the minimum distance to all obstacles, the system
has not failed if it is not able to achieve that. In some situations where multiple
obstacles are present, there are conflicting demands, making it impossible to meet
all requirements. Then, the focus is to find a solution that will make the situation
as safe as possible, considering all obstacles and finding a compromise. The results
of the simulations show that the AutoNaut is able to do exactly that when scenarios
involve both static and dynamic obstacles.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, a natural future work is to include the non-
linear dynamic model (presented in Chapter 4) of the USV and use that to update
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the vehicle’s state when winds and currents affect its navigation [105].
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Chapter 8

Long-endurance operations in
harsh weather conditions
Challenges and lessons learned

This chapter is based on the article [154], presents operational experience of a
long-duration operation in Norwegian coastal waters.

The system presented in this thesis was tested on a number of field trials. In the
three years prior to the publication of this thesis, the control and communication
architecture was tested over twenty times in Norwegian fjords, coastal and ocean
waters.
The first long-duration deployment happened inMay 2020, where the AutoNaut was
employed in a week-long mission in Nordfjord (Central Norway). The objective of
that mission was to monitor the annual migration of Salmon smolt in the fjord,
by detecting the acoustic underwater signals emitted by tagged fish samples. This
experiment is described in detail in Chapter 10.
The second long-duration mission took place some months after, in July 2020 from
the Mausund island (close to Hitra and Frøya, Central Norway), where the USV
operated continuously for two weeks in the open ocean, off the coasts of Central
Norway. The purpose of this test was to test the long-term capabilities of the de-
signed system, as well as the robustness of control and communication routines.
Figure 8.1a shows the area covered by the USV in this long-duration mission. The
designed communication and navigation system proved to be robust to rough envi-
ronmental conditions, and reliable over time. On the last day of the mission, while
the USV was coming back to the headquarters (Mausund Field Station), some
strange behaviour was noticed. The speed suddenly dropped and the course could
hardly be controlled. A rescue mission was initiated, while the USV was still at ap-
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(a) the track covered by the AutoNaut in
July 2020.

(b) Side view of the strut extremity,
where the hydrofoil was connected.

Figure 8.1: July 2020 offshore mission.

proximately 20 km from Mausund. The USV was towed back to shore and major
damages to the underwater propulsion systems were discovered (see Figure 8.1b),
i.e., the metal supports holding the foils were torn apart. The damages were due to
the weakness of the struts that were holding the hydrofoils, and a system upgrade
was requested to the manufacturer.

8.1 Cooperative monitoring of HABs

8.1.1 Mission overview

The most recent extensive field campaign took place in March and April 2021
in Frohavet, a semi-enclosed sea that separates the Trondheim Fjord to the At-
lantic ocean (north-western coast of Central Norway). The deployment of the Au-
toNaut was planned as part of a larger mission that involved multiple robotic assets
working together to monitor the birth and growth of harmful algal blooms (HABs)
in the area. The AutoNaut’s responsibility in the context of the mission was to
monitor the levels of chlorophyll-a and of other parameters in the upper water
layer. Other relevant parameters were sampled, in order to determine the actual
appearance of an algal bloom, e.g., oxygen concentration, salinity, water tempera-
ture, sun radiation. The USV operated at sea for a total of 19 days, despite several
challenges appeared during the mission, the harsh weather conditions being the
most relevant. Safety procedure were put in place to ensure the safety of the peo-
ple and equipment involved. The mission was executed according to plan for 19
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days, until a system failure led the vehicle to grounding. Valuable experienced
on the vehicles situational awareness, abilities to navigate and communicate were
obtained and can be used to further improve the autonomy of the vehicle and stan-
dard operational procedures.
This experiment involved several manned and unmanned robotic assets for a dura-
tion of over one month. The objective of the field campaign was to study the algal
bloom at different space and time scales, from satellites observations of the whole
Frohavet region down to the underwater sampling of the epipelagic (upper) wa-
ter column. While satellite-based imagery was used to monitor the growth of the
algal bloom and assist with mission planning, aerial and terrestrial robotic plat-
forms were employed to gather in-situ measurements. Specifically, an airplane and
a multi-rotor UAV were used to collect hyperspectral images of the targeted areas,
the AutoNaut and an LAUV (AURLab, NTNU) where used to collect chlorophyll-a,
salinity, oxygen measurements of the upper water column while the latter also
recorded images with a silhouette camera. Additionally, vertical profiles were per-
formed and samples were collected manually for further validation.

8.1.2 Scientific context

An algal bloom is a rapid increase in the density of algae in an aquatic system. A
bloom is often triggered by the increase in temperature and sunlight during the
spring. Fish farming is an important industry along the north-western coasts of
Norway. The area surrounding Frøya (Central Norway) is populated with several
fish farms. Algae can cause depletion of oxygen or be toxic for fish, thus being
a threat to fish farms. It is uncertain exactly when and how a bloom evolves as
it depends on a variety of factors. An important role is however played by pho-
tosynthetically active radiation (PAR), which is the amount of light available for
photosynthesis. Algae will produce chlorophyll, thus an increase in chlorophyll-a
can indicate that a bloom is in progress. The AutoNaut is equipped with the neces-
sary instrumentation to measure both the level of chlorophyll-a and PAR, thus it is
be able to detect a bloom. In the described mission, the USV operates in Frohavet
and takes periodical measurements of PAR and chlorophyll. The measurements
collected by the AutoNaut are interpreted daily by a team of marine biologists,
who are responsible for announce the actual appearance of a bloom or, alterna-
tively, the need of additional measurements at different spatio-temporal scales.
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Figure 8.2: The area of operation in Frohavet and Mausund Field Station, opera-
tions headquarter.

8.2 Risk assessment & mitigation

8.2.1 Hazards

The area of operation (AO) for this mission is located along the Atlantic coast of
Central Norway (see Figure 8.2). This area is usually characterized by strongwinds
and currents, high waves and significant ship traffic. Moreover, the North Atlantic
Current, that hits the Norwegian continental shelf, brings a significant amount of
floating debris. The USV autonomy is also impacted in this area since, in spring,
strong rainfalls and cloudy sky are common,meaning low sun irradiance and hence
limited onboard energy. The use of electronic navigational charts (ENC) plays a
key role in this area, as the southern coasts of the Froan archipelago (upper part
of Figure 8.2) is populated with several static obstacles as fish farms and beacons.
Observing the bathymetric chart of the areas surrounding Frohavet, it is possible
to notice a myriad of small islands and rocks awash. This suggests the necessity to
define a safe operational area far enough from the archipelagos. Finally, the lack of
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a good cellular network coverage might limit the operational flexibility and force
the operators to rely on satellite communication. The mission requires the USV to
stay in the AO and sample regularly the upper water column. To achieve this, a
typical mission is defined in order to let the AutoNaut run in a loop within the AO.
The vehicle executes autonomously the predefined mission, which involves way
point navigation and data collection, storage and transmission to shore.

Collision

A collision with another vessel poses a risk for both the AutoNaut and other vessels
traveling in the AO. Small pleasure crafts are less likely to go into the AO at this
time of year and the area is likely to be mainly populated by larger fishing vessels,
cargo vessels, tankers and service vessels for the nearby fish farms. We therefore
expect most vessels in the AO to have automatic identification system (AIS) and
thus have the capability to detect the AutoNaut from a safe distance. As described
in Chapter 7, the USV is equipped with an AIS-based COLREGS-compliant anti-
collision system to prevent collisions with other vessels equipped with an AIS.
Given its small size, a collision with another vessel may be fatal to the AutoNaut,
but may result in only minor damages to any other vessel.

Loss of control

At early spring the AO is prone to harsh weather conditions. Strong winds are to be
expected and can regularly get as strong as 20-30 m/s at this time of year. Strong
wind in combination with the proximity to the open ocean generates large waves
as well. The proximity to islands and shallow waters is likely to generate strong
and unpredictable currents at the surface. As discussed in Chapter 4, since the
AutoNaut operates at low speed, low maneuverability and strong environmental
forces can end up dominating the propulsion force and make the vehicle difficult
to control, or in worst case completely uncontrollable.

Damage to external equipment

The operational area is populated by floating debris and garbage. External equip-
ment, like rudder, hydrofoils, sensors and antennas may be damaged by floating
objects. Damages to any of the communication antennas will lead to a failure in
communication which will limit or prevent any monitoring and control of the vehi-
cle from land. Contingency plans can then not be executed from shore if a critical
situation should arise, like a significant deviation from path caused by strong wind.
A loss of communication will also mean that the position of the vehicle will be un-
known, decreasing the chance of finding the vehicle if a rescue team is sent to
recover it. A failure of any of the critical navigation sensors, rudder or hydrofoils,
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would result in a loss of navigation capabilities, which leaves the vehicle uncon-
trollable.

Endangered recovery crew

The AutoNaut requires a support vessel to bring it between the deployment site
and the AO by towing it. This is due to the presence of shallow waters with many
reefs between the AO and deployment site. If a recovery of the vehicle is necessary,
the support vessel has to approach the AutoNaut in order to connect a tow line.
This operation can be very hazardous if the weather conditions are harsh (e.g., high
waves, strong winds), as the recovery vessel may collide with the USV. Moreover,
attempting a recovery of the USV in harsh weather conditions represents a hazard
for the manned crew the support vessel.

Onboard power depletion

Even though the vehicle requires no electricity to propel it self, it requires electric-
ity to power the onboard computers, sensors and rudder. This power is provided
by the battery bank, which is charged by the solar panels. Should the electric en-
ergy deplete, critical equipment such as the GNSS receiver and rudder will shut
down and leave the vehicle uncontrollable. The vehicle is set to start powering
down non-essential equipment if the battery voltage drops below a certain level.
The scientific payload (Level 3) is defined as non-essential, thus if the battery volt-
age drops too low, the vehicle will no longer be able to achieve the goals of the
assigned scientific mission. It will instead only focus on its survival and keep on
navigating the route planned.

8.2.2 Risk assessment

The hazards are summarized in tables 8.1 and 8.2, while the risk matrix (see table
8.3) categorizes the various hazards into a red, yellow and green category. Red
indicates an unacceptable risk and additional mitigating actions must be taken to
reduce the risk. The yellow instead, is an evaluation area where further mitigating
actions should be considered to reduce the risk. Green indicates an acceptable or
negligible risk where no action is required.

8.2.3 Safety procedures

As outlined in the previous section a number of risks will be present during the
mission. Safety procedures to reduce the risk associated with the hazards are dis-
cussed below.
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Hazard Consequence Mitigation

Collision A collision with either another
vessel or stationary object may
lead to damages to both par-
ties involved. Serious dam-
ages to the USV may result in
it sinking.

An AIS-based COLREG com-
pliant automatic collision-
avoidance system is imple-
mented to avoid collisions
with other vessels. In ad-
dition, a lantern and radar
reflector are used to increase
its visibility.

Grounding Grounding may damage the
external equipment or, in the
worst case, the hull.

The AO is restricted to deeper
waters to reduce the risk of
grounding. The AutoNaut is
towed to and from the AO.

Energy de-
pletion

Onshore planning considers
cloud forecasts. A loss of
power will result in loss of
critical sensors, actuators and
communication units, thus the
vehicle will be at risk of
grounding or colliding.

The power levels are moni-
tored and non-essential equip-
ment may be turned off if
power conservation is neces-
sary. If a complete loss of
power is expected, the vehicle
may be retrieved by the rescue
team.

Recovery
in rough
weather

Harsh weather conditions may
cause injuries to the rescue
team, damages to the rescue
vessel or the AutoNaut

The rescue team would only
be dispatched if the weather
allows it and will only consist
of highly experienced crew fa-
miliar with the AO.

Table 8.1: Summary of the hazards presented in this section and their correspond-
ing consequences and mitigation.

GPS satellite beacon

All sensors and actuators on the AutoNaut are powered by the onboard battery
bank. In the event of a failure of the electric system, all sensors and actuators will
stop working. This means the USV will be unable to navigate, but it also means
that the onboard GNSS receiver will no longer transmit the vehicle’s position to
land. In the event of such failure, the position of the vehicle is necessary so that
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Hazard Consequence Mitigation

Control
loss due
to rough
weather

If controlabillity is lost the ve-
hicle can end up colliding or
grounding.

Controlabillity can be re-
gained by altering the original
mission to align the vehicle
better with the environmental
forces. A set of contingency
plans were made prior to the
mission in case of extreme
weather.

Leak Significant leaks may fill the
hull with water and result in
electronics failure and vehicle
sinking.

The hull is split in three sep-
arate compartments and each
contains a bilge pump running
at fixed intervals. Critical elec-
tronic components are placed
in watertight boxes inside the
hull, and are connected with
watertight cable connectors.

Capsize A capsize may lead to dam-
ages to external equipment
(e.g., antennas) and cause
short circuits and failure of
electric components. Func-
tionalities would be lost for
the duration of the capsize.

The hull is designed to self-
correct. All internal equip-
ment are strapped in place to
prevent them from moving in
the event of a capsize.

Damage
to external
equipment

Damages to equipment critical
for navigation or communica-
tion may lead to a loss of con-
trol or loss of communication
with onshore operators.

The control architecture has
navigation and communica-
tion redundancy, and an inde-
pendent GNSS beacon.

Table 8.2: Summary of the hazards presented in this section and their correspond-
ing consequences and mitigations.

the rescue team is able to locate it. Thus, a separate GPS satellite beacon 1 was
installed on the vehicle. The beacon has built-in battery and can therefore transmit

1NOVATCH iSurface delivered by Metocean Telematics
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Consequence
Likelihood

Minimal
1

Low
2

Medium
3

High
4

Very
High

5

E
Very Critical

D
Critical

1,4

C
Dangerous

2,5 3

B
Relatively Safe

7 8 6

A
Safe

Table 8.3: Risk matrix identifying the risks associated with the mission.

its location independently of the main power system onboard the USV. This will
reduce the risk of collision or grounding in the event of a loss of power.

Around-the-clock monitoring

To reduce the risk of collision and grounding, a watch systems was implemented
with around-the-clock watches. This ensured that a person always was available to
asses the situation and take necessary action should the USV be in danger. During
the day the operations were supervised more or less continuously, while during the
nights it was watched every two hours. Given the vehicle’s low velocity (even while
drifting with the wind) and the distance to land in the AO, watches every second
hour was considered sufficient. For this purpose, the Grafana API (see Chapter
3) provides a good overview of the USV and the mission status, and can is easily
accessible to the public. This made it possible to recruit and train a larger team of
watchers. If an undesirable event were to happen, the watchers would contact an
operator with access to Neptus and the ability to control the AutoNaut.
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Contingency plans

In cooperation with the rescue team, contingency plans were made. Areas with
more sheltered water were identified such that the AutoNaut could be moved there
in case of faults or if the weather made it impossible to operate in the intended
area. This reduces the risk of the vehicle losing controllability and as a result col-
liding or grounding.

Monitoring of metocean forecasts

Several services providing tidal and metocean forecasts exists and were closely
monitored to anticipate future problems with navigation due to the weather. A loss
of controllability due to strong winds, waves, and currents may not be critical if it
can be regained by altering the mission, e.g., moving the way points to increase
the wind angle of attack on the vehicle. Persistently bad weather may increase
the risk of the vehicle losing controllability for a long period of time and thereby
grounding or colliding with other vessels. In that case contingency plans may be
executed on the basis of forecasts.

Monitoring of ship traffic

AIS online services give information about global marine traffic. This makes the
operators able to predict future possible collisions and take necessary action. If
necessary, AIS services can provide the operator with contact information to the
vessel, such that the crew can be alerted of the presence of the AutoNaut.

Search and rescue team

A search and rescue team was on standby at Mausund Field Station (see Figure
8.2). If the vehicle was in critical danger, the team could deploy on a short notice
if the weather conditions permitted it. The assets available for the rescue team
was the boat Hunter, a 11 × 3 meters aluminum vessel, as well as several smaller
vessels. Hunter has a cruising speed of about 20 knots, which makes it able to
reach any point in the entire AO in about one hour. Missions are planned such
that the AutoNaut keeps a distance of at least 10 km to land. Assuming a average
speed of 1.5 m/s for the AutoNaut, it will take the vehicle approximately 2 hours
to move 10 km. This means the USV will at all times be approximately 2 hours
from grounding, giving the rescue team a maximum response time of 1 hour in
the worst case.
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Software upgrades

Whenever the vehicle is within 4G cellular coverage the operators onshore have
the ability to update the software running on the Level 2 and Level 3 computers.
This means the navigation and control software can be altered or improved during
the deployment should a problem occur.

Data logging

Data is communicated back to the onshore operator at all times, either over 4G if
the vehicle is within cellular coverage or over the Iridium satellite network if oth-
erwise. However, all data is also stored on an onboard hard drive. When received
onshore, data are automatically logged by the server at NTNU (see Chapter 3).
Additionally, when the vehicle is retrieved, all measurements from the mission can
be retrieved by accessing the onboard storage.

8.3 Case study

In this section challenging mission scenarios are described. The first five scenarios
show situations where faults were detected or where the USV was unable to exe-
cute its plans. The safety procedure was triggered to maintain mission safety. The
two final cases show challenging scenarios in which the vehicle was able to handle
the situation autonomously without human intervention or any safety procedures
being executed.

8.3.1 Case 1: unfeasible path due to strong wind

As expected, strong winds up to 15m/s and currents were present in the AO. When
that happens, the passive wave-propulsion mechanism of the vehicle can be over-
powered and the planned path became unfeasible, as already investigated in Chap-
ter 4. An example of this can be seen in Figure 8.3. While maneuvering from the
eastern-most to the southern-most way point, the USV struggles more and more
to stay on track. While the absolute wind speed (V P

W ) and direction (β P
W ) are de-

picted in Figure 8.4, measured course (χ) and desired course (χd) are shown in
Figure 8.5. It can be seen that the wind approaches 20 m/s with gusts up to 30
m/s towards the end, as measured by the onboard weather station. The significant
wave height increased to about 3 meters, and course oscillations around the de-
sired one appear. As the wind increases, it eventually overpowers the vehicle and
it is no longer able to make any progress towards the way point. In this scenario
the wind is directed from south-west towards north-east, hitting the vehicle from
the front. While the AutoNaut is headed directly into the wind, the lateral force
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made by the wind is zero, but even a small deviation in heading will make the
lateral wind forces substantial and create a moment to turn the vehicle around.
This can clearly be seen in Figure 8.5, where large course oscillations can be ob-
served during the last part of the considered period. In this scenario the vehicle is
not able to reach the target location. In order to allow the USV to make progress
on the mission, a new way point was set manually by the onshore operators such
that the wind angle of attack is larger.

8.3.2 Case 2: re-routing due to forecasted strong wind

As stated in the safety procedures, the operators onshore should monitor the
weather forecast continuously to predict any hazardous situations. In this exam-
ple the USV was executing a circular navigation plan in the AO under moderate
weather conditions (see Figure 8.6), while the battery voltage started to approach
the critical level. At the same time the weather forecast showed an upcoming in-
crease in wind and waves. The forecast showed an increase in the winds towards
20 m/s and an increase in significant wave height from 2 to 3 meters. Low battery
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Figure 8.3: AutoNaut’s location during a 42 hour period during the deployment.
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Figure 8.4: Absolute wind direction (top, β P
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Figure 8.5: Measured (χ) and desired (χd) course for a 42 hour period during the
deployment.

voltage would normally trigger a rescue mission, but it was uncertain if the rescue
team would manage to retrieve the vehicle before the weather conditions wors-
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Figure 8.6: The original plan and the contingency plan start (S) and end (E), set
up in the Neptus graphical user interface.

ened. Particularly the wave height makes it hard to recover the AutoNaut as it gets
increasingly difficult to approach the vehicle as the wave size increases. A decision
was made to execute a contingency plan where the USV would navigate south into
more sheltered waters. The original plan and the contingency plan are shown in
Figure 8.6. By navigating into more sheltered water the chances of a successful
recovery would increase. While the vehicle was navigating south, the weather un-
expectedly calmed down for a while and a window of opportunity opened up for
a rescue. The rescue team was dispatched from Mausund Field Station and recov-
ered the USV successfully. The vehicle was put to charge when back on land and
returned to the AO the following day.

8.3.3 Case 3: low battery voltage due to persistent cloudy weather

At the time of the operations the days were short in the AO and limited sunlight
was expected. The short exposure to daylight combined with persistent cloudy
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Figure 8.8: Power consumed onboard.
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Figure 8.9: 4G coverage map from Telia (https://www.telia.no/).

weather during the mission caused the solar panels to generate only small amounts
of power. Figures 8.7 and 8.8 shows the evolution of the battery voltage over a 6-
day period as well as the consumed and generated power. It can be noticed that the
battery voltage is consistently decreasing day by day. During the day the voltage
increases as the batteries are mildly charged despite the cloud coverage, but the
generated power is not enough tomake up for the consumption during the night. At
the end of this period the voltage dropped below the critical level of 11V, triggering
the safety procedures. The recovery team was dispatched from Mausund Field
Station to recover the vehicle. The vehicle was still capable of navigation and was
sent to meet the recovery team, that could monitor in real-time the location of the
USV on Grafana.

8.3.4 Case 4: loss of communication

The 4G/LTE connection is claimed to be quite good in Norwegian fjords and
in coastal area, as shown in Figure 8.9. However, the proximity of the onboard
4G/LTE antenna to the water surface causes the signal to deteriorate significantly,
especially when in high sea states. This was expected and frequent losses of 4G/LTE
signal occurred. In the event of a connection loss, the vehicle continues operating
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as planned, but switches to the Iridium satellite network as its main source of com-
munication with the operators on shore. The bandwidth is decreased significantly
and thus the amount of information transmitted from the USV is decreased. This
results in reduced situational awareness for the operators. Since the VHF commu-
nication link was not used in this mission, if the Iridium communication channel
fails, the USV would lose all means of communication, which is a critical situation.
Due to water leaking into the Iridium antenna connector, the Iridium antenna
suffered a failure during the mission. The fault was immediately detected by an
operator onshore. Without any means of communicating with the onboard com-
puters, the decision was made to recover the vehicle and the safety procedure was
immediately initiated. Although the GNSS device was functioning, the lack of com-
munication made it impossible to transmit the vehicles location to the operators.
By using the location broadcast from the independent GPS beacon, the crew were
successful in finding and recovering the USV. The failure of the Iridium antenna
was due to a leak in the antenna connector on the vehicle deck, resulting in a tem-
porary short circuit. The antenna and connector were both replaced. In addition,
dielectric grease was added to all connectors to limit corrosion before the vehicle
was towed back to the AO and resumed its mission.

8.3.5 Case 5: transitioning from 4G/LTE to Iridium satellite
communication

As previously mentioned, the AO was affected by unreliable 4G/LTE connection
and at several times during the mission the connection was lost. Figures 8.10 and
8.11 show a situation where the onboard communication software switches from
using its primary communication link to its secondary. The vehicle broadcasts a re-
port at a fixed interval set by the operators. This message contains the most crucial
information regarding the status of the vehicle, such as location, battery voltage,
speed-over-ground (SOG), course-over-ground (COG), mode (i.e., if the vehicle is
in standby or maneuvering) and information on what equipment is turned on. The
time interval of the reports was initially set to 60 minutes, but was decreased to
30 minutes by the operators once the vehicle lost cellular connection. Figures 8.10
and 8.11 show the COG, SOG and battery voltage and the USV’s track. The high-
rate measurements were retrieved from the local storage on the vehicle and can
be observed in comparison to the values transmitted over the Iridium network. As
the figures shows, the mission progress and vehicle’s status can still be monitored
despite the reduced bandwidth.

As documented in Chapter 3 (Section 3.7.2), more detailed information on the
navigation performance of the vehicle exists. Some messages are not sent regu-
larly, but are instead transmitted by the vehicle when queried by the operator. For
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Figure 8.10: Measured wind, course and battery level broadcast from the USV via
Iridium satellite communication compared to the logged measurements.

example, the message navstat contains information about course, desired course,
ground speed, wind speed and direction, thruster and rudder usage.When the USV
navigates in harsh environmental conditions, the message can be queried regularly
to ensure the vehicle is navigating as intended, i.e., the course error is small. It is
also helpful in ensuring that critical equipment, like the rudder, is functioning
properly.

8.3.6 Case 6: capsizing and GNSS failure

After 19 days of operations, strong winds from the Atlantic Ocean and high waves
appeared in the AO. The wind speed was measured to over 20 m/s with gusts
reaching 30 m/s and directed towards west, eventually turning towards south-
west. The strong winds combined with high waves caused the AutoNaut capsizing.
The vehicle is designed to withstand a capsize and after approximately 10 min-
utes it self-corrected, according to the data logged onboard. During the capsizing
all external antennas and sensors were completely submerged. This resulted in a
complete loss of communication and navigation capabilities. The weather station
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Figure 8.11: The observed vehicle’s location sent via satellite, compared to the
logged measurement.

was not rated to withstand a full submersion and its failure was immediately no-
ticed when the USV rolled back. The weather station is not considered critical to
the mission and therefore no action were taken and the mission continued.
Approximately 9 hours after the capsizing, the AutoNaut once again capsized for
another 10 minutes. This time the GNSS receiver failed. The vehicle is equipped
with a second GNSS receiver, however, this receiver was in a closed circuit with the
AIS and not set up to provide measurements to the navigation system. Without a
GNSS receiver signal for navigation the vehicle lost its navigation capabilities and
started drifting subject to winds and tidal currents. This is a critical failure and
safety procedures were initiated. The recovery team was alerted, but due to the
harsh weather condition with waves up to 6 meters and winds with gusts up to 30
m/s a rescue operation was not possible without unacceptable risk to the team.
After the second capsizing, the vehicle drifted approximately 24 km south-east,
passing through a narrow strait between two islands into more shallow waters.
Here it took a turn towards west, most likely due to local variations in the tidal
current, and grounded on a beach at the island Storfosna. The track of the vehicle
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Figure 8.12: USV’s track in the hours following up to the capsizing and grounding.

in the time leading up to the first capsize and until it hit land can be seen in
Figure 8.12. As the tides were going out the vehicle was left on dry land where
locals were contacted and they were able to recover it, as shown in Figure 8.13.
The grounding had caused only small damages to the foils. The GPS beacon was
operational during these events and provided some situational awareness to the
onshore operators.

8.3.7 Case 7: collision avoidance

As described in Chapter 7, the onboard software runs a collision avoidance sys-
tem. During the mission, a situation occurred where a vessel approached the Au-
toNaut on a collision course from north-east towards south-west. The speed of the
approaching vessel was approximately 4 m/s while the AutoNaut had a speed of
approximately 0.9 m/s. Figure 8.14 shows the track of the USV and the approach-
ing vessel. The track indicates that the AutoNaut performs an evasive maneuver
when the approaching vessel gets too close. The anti-collision system is tuned to
monitor obstacles within a range of 5000 meters, but no action is taken before the
obstacle is within 2000 meters. A fault in the software was detected during the
evasive maneuver performed by the USV, causing the chosen maneuver to be sub-
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Figure 8.13: How the AutoNaut was found on the beach of Storfosna.

optimal. As can be seen from the track, the AutoNaut acts overly cautious as the
obstacle moves fast enough to never pose any real danger. This is however desir-
able, as it is desired that the USV always operates with a considerable clearance to
other vessels. The cautiousness of the AutoNaut will ensure safe operations even
if the approaching vessel should start maneuvering more unpredictably, e.g., stop
or make a U-turn.

8.4 Discussion

The cases presented previously are evidence of the challenges associated to au-
tonomous operations of a long-endurance wave-propelled unmanned surface ve-
hicle. It is clear that the main challenge is the harsh weather conditions, an under-
lying factor in almost all the presented cases. Several technical weaknesses became
apparent as a result of the weather conditions and revealed hidden problems not
observed previously.

The combination of reduced solar exposure and strong winds made it difficult for
the USV to operate autonomously over a long period of time. The lack of solar
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Figure 8.14: The track of the AutoNaut and the approaching a vessel.

energy harvesting triggered in total two rescue mission so that the vehicle could
be recharged on land. Having a recovery team on standby proved to be essential
in maintaining the integrity of the mission. In total, the vehicle was successfully
recovered by the team three times. Two times for charging and once for replacing
the damaged Iridium antenna. The weather conditions also proved to be a limiting
factor for the recovery team as they were unable to go out during the situation that
eventually lead to the vehicle grounding.

Despite having to recover the AutoNaut several times, the vehicle stayed on the
water and executed its mission for a total of 19 days, providing measurements
with scientific relevance. A significant algal bloom was not detected in the surface
during the mission, however, the measurements provided by the AutoNaut show
an increase in the chlorophyll-a and may be used to validate other measurements
obtained during the mission, e.g., from satellites and mathematical ocean models
(SINMOD) that were run in real-time during the mission. Water samples were col-
lected by scientists shortly after the grounding of the USV and the data is currently
being analysed. Once ready, the data can be compared to the data collected by the
AutoNaut to validate its measurements.
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The AutoNaut is designed to handle a capsize. The vehicle is fully enclosed and it
eventually self-corrects. However, when the antennas are submerged in water they
lose signal. That means it is impossible to communicate with it. Moreover, the rud-
der will not be useful and maneuvering will be impossible. Most of the equipment
on the vehicle’s deck is waterproof, however, the weather station was not rated to
withstand a full submerging and therefore it failed. In the second capsizing, also
the primary GNSS receiver used for navigation failed. It is still not fully understood
what caused this failure, as the GNSS is rated to withstand being submerged. The
weather station was not protected by a fuse and it is hence believed the failure in
the weather station may have affected the GNSS receiver since they are connected
to the same power source and controlled by the same computer. After the recov-
ery of the vehicle the GNSS receiver was tested and showed to be fully functional
without any repair necessary. The vehicle in itself only suffered minor damages af-
ter the stranding. Two of the foils and a bracket holding the antennas to the mast
broke. The hull was completely intact and only suffered small scratches. Navigat-
ing in the conditions on the day of the capsizing is a challenge. However, based
on previous experience, the vehicle is able to maintain a degree of controllability
by aligning the heading with the environmental forces. Without the failure of the
GNSS receiver a grounding could likely have been avoided.

Several times strong winds and currents proved to make navigation hard or im-
possible in certain directions. This required an operator to re-assign way points in
order to make progress on the mission. A future work involve a more autonomous
high-level mission planner, able to choose such new locations on its own. Due to the
wave propulsion mechanism the dynamics of the vehicle are strongly dependent
on the ocean environment as the speed will vary with the waves. Strong environ-
mental forces can make the nonlinearities in the vehicle dynamics stronger.
Several times during the considered deployment the USV experienced loss in the
4G/LTE cellular connection. The Iridium satellite connection proved to provide
sufficient information to monitor the status of the vehicle. However, several times
the onshore operators were required to manage the missions due to the harsh
weather and the possibility of infeasible paths when the wind and currents in-
creased in strength, as described in Case 1 (Section 8.3). The onboard software
supports changing way points using satellite communication. New missions con-
sisting of a single go-to command can be uploaded to the vehicle via satellite com-
munication, but more complex mission require a 4G/LTE cellular connection. This
means that whenever the USV is using satellite communication as its primary com-
munication channel, the onshore operators have limited ability to alter missions.
A mission planner aware of the environmental conditions and forecasts may make
plans which prevents unfeasible paths and thereby make the AutoNaut capable of
preventing unfeasible paths by it self.
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This chapter concludes the first part of the thesis. In the second part of the thesis,
the designed system is involved in two applications related to oceanography and
marine biology.
In the first one (Chapter 9), a satellite-USV system is proposed to enhance persis-
tent observation of mesoscale oceanographic phenomena. The benefits and limi-
tations of the modeled architecture, supported with simulations and experimental
data, indicate the possibility to use the AutoNaut to complement satellite imagery
for the study of harmful algal blooms (HAB) (as previously discussed in this chap-
ter).
The second application (Chapter 10) concerns the study of Atlantic salmon (smolt)
migration in a 90 km long fjord in Western Norway. This research shows and
discusses the benefits of employing the wave-propelled USV to extend the grid
of static acoustic receivers typically employed to detect tagged fish in fjords and
rivers, and therefore to study their migratory behaviour.
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Chapter 9

Persistent observation of
mesoscale oceanographic
phenomena
Modelling and simulations of a satellite-USV system

9.1 Introduction

This chapter is based on the article [39] and it describes a system designed to
enhance the study of oceanographic phenomena. In the proposed architecture,
satellites cooperate with in-situ marine assets, as compared to using each platform
independently. The proposed architecture is composed of a space segment with a
mission-specific small satellite and “traditional” Earth observation (EO) satellite
data, a ground mission control center and a long-endurance wave-propelled USV,
as shown in Figure 1.7 of the thesis Introduction. The satellite offers an overview
of an area where the sea glider collects detailed in-situ measurements and trans-
mits them to shore. In one variant of the system architecture, EO-data from ex-
isting satellites were used, whereas in the two other variants it is modeled how
the architecture would benefit from using a dedicated small satellite, such as the
HYPerspectral small Satellite for Oceanographic observations (HYPSO-1) satellite
developed at NTNU.
To best exploit the capabilities of each asset, a method for optimizing the infor-
mation flow between the nodes of the architecture is proposed. This involves a
System-of-Systems (SoS) approach [155] for modeling and development and the
solution presented can be classified as an acknowledged SoS. The use of an SoS
approach has already been applied to other studies involving unmanned vehi-
cles [156–158]. In particular, [159] describes the application of an SoS approach
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for the detection and monitoring of forest fires involving forest-based infrared sen-
sors, CubeSats providing early warning and communication services, and UAVs for
high-resolution mapping.
The proposed architectures indicate that tight cooperation between satellites and
surface marine vehicles can improve the observation of oceanographic mesoscale
phenomena and contribute to increasing the data available on harmful algal bloom
(HAB) phenomena, both qualitatively and quantitatively, and provide data of a
higher value and timeliness to end-users. The analysis shows that while integrat-
ing existing systems will provide added information with little effort, making use
of new tailor-made assets such as small satellites will improve the timeliness and
the adaptivity of the observational system since the users can select the Areas of
Interest (AoIs) to a greater extent than currently possible.

9.2 Motivation

The oceans are continuously surveyed on a global scale by remote sensing satel-
lite systems like Copernicus [160, 161], and even systems like Landsat provide
data products, including monitoring of inland waters [162]. In addition, oceans
are populated with measurement buoys (drifters) that continuously sample their
surrounding environment and transmit collected data to shore for further anal-
ysis and processing [23]. As already described in the Introduction of this thesis,
the network created by remote sensing buoys is expanded by remotely controlled
platforms able to exploit the environment to achieve an intended navigational be-
havior [21, 22, 25, 27], which are not constrained by fixed position, short sensor
range, lagrangian motion or limited payload energy.
As presented and discussed in Chapter 4 and 5, the control of such robotic systems
is challenging task due to the unpredictability of the environment. Moreover, com-
munication challenges such as the limited bandwidth of satellite links influence
the ability to provide valuable data to shore.

In [33], a Wave Glider is used to persistently collect chlorophyll-a data for several
months and validate satellite measurements. This work demonstrates that in-situ
measurements provided by long-endurance marine systems can be used, in combi-
nation with satellite observations, to provide a better understanding of the natural
phenomena and climate changes of the planet. The Wave Glider was also used to
validate winds measured by satellites that use microwave sensors to observe the
sea surface backscatter [34].
Despite the important contributions of these works, their main objective was to
validate quantitatively and qualitatively the existing satellite-based oceanmonitor-
ing methods. In [35], a HAB detection system is proposed using existing satellites
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(MODIS Aqua and Terra, NASA) and gives some indications on how predictions
of HAB can be carried out. Moreover, the 2021 IOCCG report [36] provides more
examples of HAB warning systems and how the data can be collected.

This work addresses the observation of mesoscale phenomena in the short time
range, i.e., phenomena detection from satellite images and its in-situ observation
using marine assets within the time scale of the phenomenon itself. Communica-
tion latency is assessed with simulations that provide insight on the spatial and
temporal coordination that is needed among the involved assets. This coordina-
tion can increase the quality and amount of collected data, and contribute to our
understanding of the targeted phenomena.

9.3 System & scenario description
One of the current limitations in space-based remote sensing is that several mar-
itime areas of scientific and economic interests are not well covered. Examples are
the Norwegian sea and Arctic areas, the coast of Chile, Canadian waters, and areas
in Scotland because of aquaculture installations [36].
Small satellites in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) equipped with instruments selected for
each mission and use-case can target specific AoIs with greater spectral and spa-
tial resolution than large EO satellites at higher altitudes. The temporal resolution
can also be determined by the user to a greater extent, by scheduling observations
on-demand and by selecting an orbit suitable for the AoI, such as polar orbits for
Arctic areas.
The following sections describe the constituent systems in the presented SoS shown
in Figure 1.7 and the scenarios foreseen to support the collection of HAB data and
other oceanographic data.
The system consists of a space segment and a ground segment. The ground seg-
ment includes the wave-propelled USV AutoNaut, ground stations to communicate
with the satellite, and a Coordinated Mission Control Center (CMCC). Note that
there is a clear distinction between the ground stations and the CMCC. While the
ground stations encompass the antenna and infrastructure needed to establish the
radio link to the satellite, the CMCC is where the operator is located at.

9.3.1 The HYPSO satellite and ground segment

The small satellite HYPSO is a 6U CubeSat equipped with a HyperSpectral Imager
(HSI) payload featuring onboard processing of hyperspectral data based on a push-
broom acquisition of data to support coordinated missions with unmanned vehi-
cles [163]. The HSI telescope uses a Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) image sen-
sor, COTS optical components, and in-house designed machined interfaces [164].
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The design results in an unbinned signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 180, detects wave-
lengths between 400 − 800 nm with a Full-Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM) of
approximately 4 nm. The onboard processing unit is built on a Zynq-7030 Xilinx
PicoZed System-on-a-Chip with a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and a
two-core ARM processor. This processing unit provides a configurable platform for
onboard processing and software, which can be tailored to suit the mission’s needs
while in orbit. The FPGA enables rapid processing of large datasets, such as the
hyperspectral data, and utilizes CCSDS-123 lossless compression for image pro-
cessing [165]. The configurable onboard processing of images can provide target
detection and classification services to direct unmanned asset data collection. In
addition, the HYPSO-1 CubeSat features an S-band radio link, a UHF radio link,
and an Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS) that allows for slew
maneuvers to increase the SNR and improve the ground sampling distance [163].
While HYPSO-1 features a high spectral resolution, its spectral range and obser-
vations are limited by cloud coverage, and payload operating time is limited by
energy constraints.
The space segment also includes commercially available communication systems
that may be compatible with those onboard the AutoNaut. The ground segment
supporting the HYPSO-1 spacecraft consists of commercially available ground com-
munication services and an in-house ground station that communicates with HYPSO-
1 and can be configured for other asset communication. These systems are inter-
connected through a CMCC and cooperate to deliver the requested data to the
end-users.
When operational, the HYPSO-1 satellite can deliver two types of data products:
“raw” HSI data and “operational” data. The former can be downloaded to the
CMCC for further processing (see Figure 1.7). However, transmitting raw data to
the CMCC involves some challenges. The large data volume each observation gen-
erates, combined with a limited downlink capacity, leads to a time needed for data
download spanning several Ground Station (GS) passes. Thus, the resulting age
of data will add up to hours and may limit the operational utility of the data it-
self. Instead, operational data derived by onboard processing can be tailored to
different uses, such as information about the location and characteristics of a cur-
rent or future phenomenon. The data budget for HYPSO-1 can be found in [163],
and the assumptions and constraints for the communication links are discussed in
sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.2.

9.3.2 Operational concept

To illustrate how satellite observations can aid in-situ observations from unmanned
vehicles like the AutoNaut, three scenarios that model the information flow be-
tween the assets are explored. Scenario 1 makes use of data from existing EO-
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sources, while Scenario 2 and 3 rely on a dedicated satellite, represented byHYPSO-
1. Furthermore, Scenarios 1 and 2 involve the CMCC as a coordinating entity,
whereas Scenario 3 does not.
In Scenarios 2 and 3, HYPSO-1 monitors an area and uses the onboard detec-
tion algorithms to determine whether the observation is a natural phenomenon
of interest or not. If the retrieved information is classified as such, the satellite
forwards directives to the USV. Depending on the scenario and communication
mode, the information may be either relayed through an existing ground segment
to the CMCC (Scenario 2), or directly transmitted to the AutoNaut employing a
dedicated communication system (Scenario 3).
Despite that direct communication between the satellite and the USV could de-
crease latency and enable faster in-situ response, it comes with challenges related
to employing a communication link and the amount of data transmitted. Moreover,
the downlink capabilities onboard the USV might depend on the sea state and the
amount of data to be downlinked.
Those limitations are negligible if data are first downlinked to ground, post-processed,
and then transmitted to the USV in the form of a navigation and data collection
(mission) plan. This process means that the data forwarded to the AutoNaut by
the satellite in the second scenario must be processed operational data including
a navigational plan. Once data are received onboard the AutoNaut, the onboard
software modifies the goals of its current mission to steer the vehicle towards the
desired location and sample the targeted phenomenon.

The three different scenarios, shown in Figure 9.1, describe how the information
flow above can be achieved:

• Scenario 1: the CMCC retrieves data from existing space assets, like Coper-
nicus Sentinels and other EO-satellites, and processes them to detect phe-
nomena that should be investigated in-situ. The age of data and the predicted
behavior of the phenomena must be included in the processing. In case of de-
tection, the CMCC creates a navigation and sensors usage plan and forwards
it to the AutoNaut.

• Scenario 2: a dedicated satellite such as HYPSO-1 monitors a selected AoI
and forwards (processed) data to the CMCC. If processed data indicate an
ongoing or potential phenomenon of interest, a dedicated mission is built
and dispatched to the USV from the CMCC.

• Scenario 3: following an observation from the AoI, a dedicated satellite like
HYPSO-1 processes the acquired data onboard and communicates a mission
plan directly to the AutoNaut.

Physical events in the oceans are dynamic and constantly changing, and the time-
liness of information delivery and data latency are important metrics to consider
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Figure 9.1: Exchange scenario (ES) overview in a lifeline format. The dashed lines
indicate the lifeline of the actor, and the solid lines indicate a functional exchange
between a source and a target actor. A green box indicates a function, the grey
box with [ALT] indicates choices between different ES. The yellow sticky notes are
there for linking between diagrams for the user.

to assess the utility of the system.
The lowest data latency and age is achieved through scenarios where onboard
processing extracts the important information from the data at an early stage to
minimize the data volume to downlink, and hence the time for this data transfer.
Scenario 3 has the potential of providing data with virtually no delay between the
satellite and the AutoNaut, given some assumptions that are discussed in detail in
Section 9.3.2.
The three data distribution strategies are explored, compared and discussed in the
following sections.

Scenario 1: satellite imagery from existing infrastructures

In the first scenario, the architecture exploits existing technologies and infrastruc-
tures to gather satellite imagery of a selection of AoIs and commands in-situ assets
for data collection, as shown in the top path of Figure 9.2. As discussed in Chapter
8, in the spring of 2021, the Sentinel database [166] was used to retrieve pro-
cessed imagery of Frohavet (Central Norway) and coordinate in-situ observation
and sampling of coastal areas typically affected by HAB. This is further discussed
in Section 9.5.
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Based on information from the available satellite observations, a user or a data
processing tool selects an area of interest for the AutoNaut to investigate. The la-
tency of satellite data can vary between 3 and 24 hours, depending on the chosen
infrastructure (e.g., Copernicus Sentinels or other). The data spectral and spatial
resolution may vary depending on the satellite source used.
This scenario requires a processing pipeline to be available. The data latency will
be the sum of the age of satellite data products, the processing and commanding
time, and the time needed for data collection and communication to shore from
the sampling site. Whereas the time periods for information retrieval using exist-
ing infrastructures is usually known, the time required to retrieve to shore data
collected in-situ depends on several factors as described in Section 9.3.3.

Assumptions For Scenario 1, information about the AoI is made available to the
AutoNaut based on the EO data processing at the CMCC. This means that the
data age is determined by the service level of the data provider, tdataage. Assum-
ing a well-programmed processing pipeline, the time for processing selected data,
tprocessing, will be very short compared with the data age. Furthermore, since this
scenario uses existing infrastructure the communication delay, ttransmit, can be ap-
proximated to zero, since the communication delay through a 4G network or Irid-
ium is negligible if compared to the time scale of the USV navigation capabilities
(the distance covered in time) and to the time scale of the observed phenomenon.
Hence, the only factor determining the freshness of the data product is the age
and availability of EO data. A typical value for this parameter is in the range of 6
to 24 hours.

Scenario 2: dedicated small satellite – CMCC – AutoNaut

Small EO satellites, such as the HYPSO-1 satellite [163], enable more agile and
customized operations. The use of such systems enhances the flexibility of the
operations, such as the choice of the area to be monitored and use of reconfig-
urable and adaptive algorithms for compression and processing of the data to be
downlinked. The satellite can transmit processed information directly to the CMCC
obtained from single or multiple observations. The CMCC is responsible for the
definition of the mission plan that should be communicated to the AutoNaut, and
hence their communication to the USV, as shown in the middle path of Figure 9.2.
After making an observation, the satellite must transit from the AoI to the next
available ground station until it can transmit data to the CMCC. Similar to the
previous scenario, the data product latency is a sum of response time needed for
image processing, downlink, ground data processing and the time relaying the
connected data and mission plan to the AutoNaut.
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Figure 9.2: Information flow in the different scenarios is shown as functional
chains. Dashed lines signify sequenced exchanges, while solid lines signify func-
tional exchanges. The blue boxes represent functions allocated to actors, and green
boxes allocated to the system-of-interest (here, the CMCC). The [+] indicates that
an element can be expanded but was not in this diagram to maintain the high-level
perspective and clarity.
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The response time of the image processing includes uplinking to the satellite, the
time it takes for the target to become observable and processed onboard.

Assumptions For Scenario 2, a model simulated in Python with the PyOrbital
library is used for propagating the satellite that is set to observe a selection of
AoIs. For each AoI pass, the time until the satellite passes over a ground station is
computed and used as an estimate for when processed data can be delivered to the
AutoNaut. The AoIs are defined by their center location to simplify simulations.
Also In this case, ttransmit can be neglected as the navigational plan data is assumed
to be around 100 bytes transmitted over either 4G or Iridium, with a minimum
bitrate of 1200 bytes per second for Iridium.
Moreover, some other important considerations are:

1. Since the HYPSO-1 is not launched yet, LUME-1 is used as a representa-
tive model. Two Line Element (TLEs) are automatically obtained from Ce-
lestrak1.

2. Minimum elevation for optical target observation: 20°.
3. Minimum elevation for radio communication to ground station: 0°.
4. Only daylight passes are considered: from 8:00 to 19:00 local time.
5. Only onboard processed data are considered to reduce the data size needed

for downlinking.
6. Ground station locations from the KSAT Lite network are considered, see

Figure 9.4. Two simulations are compared; either using one station only, or
the full network.

7. The downlink is based on S-band with 1 Mbps raw data rate.
The impact of assumption 2 is that the most extreme slant range passes are ig-
nored, so every target is only observable one to three times a day. If assumption 5
is omitted, when transmitting raw data from the satellite, multiple passes would
be needed to download the relevant data, which may take hours or days to com-
plete [163, Table VII], heavily affecting the tdataage. The total time to download
data will depend on the length of the observation. Transmitting onboard processed
data, such as a target position, will take only seconds under the same conditions.
The satellite used for simulations is LUME-1, built for the European project Fire RS
from the joint efforts of the University of Porto (Portugal), LAAS-CNRS (France),
Universidade de Vigo (Spain), and Alén Space (Spain) [159].
This satellite is in a representative orbit for HYPSO-1, thus simulation results are
expected to be similar to what HYPSO-1 will experience.

1https://celestrak.com/
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For some target areas, the satellite will see both the target and a ground station
simultaneously. The simulations take this into account. Cases where the ground
station contact ends at least four minutes after the observation ends to allow for
processing time and downlinking are included in the simulation results. For these
occurrences, both maximum, minimum and mean delays are set to zero. This also
assumes that booking and scheduling of ground station passes are available so that
the satellite can transmit data to the first ground station it passes over.

Scenario 3: dedicated small satellite – AutoNaut

In the third and last scenario (see the bottom path of Figure 9.2), a flow of infor-
mation that makes no use of ground communication infrastructure is envisaged.
After a small satellite, such as the HYPSO-1, makes an observation, data is pro-
cessed onboard and instructions and a navigation plan are communicated to the
terrestrial assets such as the AutoNaut directly. For example, target detection can
be used to create a map showing the most likely locations of a particular spectral
signature [167, 168]. Either the map can directly inform the path planning or be
expressed in a simpler form, such as the most probable location of a bloom.
The response time and data latency will, in this case, be the sum of the response
time for imaging of the selected area, the processing time, the downlinking time,
and sampled data transmission to shore.
A central topic in this scenario is how to enable the communication infrastructure
between the assets. This brings forth challenges with both the physical infrastruc-
ture needed (radios and antennas) and network management.
This scenario requires that both assets know their location and the location of the
other so that communication can be scheduled accordingly.

Assumptions The same target list and simulations as for Scenario 2 are consid-
ered. In addition, the satellite must contact the AutoNaut within a time-window
that allows transmission of the navigation plan, before the AutoNaut is out of view.
The data preparation (satellite onboard processing) time after observations is as-
sumed to be less than one minute. Furthermore, the resulting data volume is as-
sumed small enough to be transmitted over a 10 – 100 kbps link for less than one
minute. The size of the navigational plan and other needed information is assumed
to be similar to what is the case today, which is around 100 bytes (see the assump-
tions for Scenario 2). The complete specification of this link is the topic of future
work. This requires the AutoNaut to be in the AoI and within satellite coverage for
at least one minute after data preparation for downlinking.
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9.3.3 Constraints

Optical sensors operating in the visible range are affected by cloud coverage and,
therefore, may have limited detection capabilities. The AutoNaut capabilities of
observing oceanographic phenomena can instead be impacted by storms or other
weather conditions that can degrade the quality of data it provides, its maneuver-
ability and response time (i.e., the travel time to the survey site). The encompass-
ing system and services must consider constituent systems (CS) constraints when
defining the SoS operational scenarios and CS requirements.
This section describes the high-level constraints that affect all architectural vari-
ants of the proposed system. Namely, general constraints that affect the execution
of the information flow and that are common to all scenarios.

Wave-propelled USV constraints

As discussed in previous chapters, the AutoNaut capabilities depend on the sea
state. The velocity of such vehicles is not controllable and therefore, to predict
future locations, one must rely on estimates based on present and forecasted sea
state. Situational awareness is achieved via onboard sensors that sample physi-
cal environmental properties and provide the vehicle control system an estimated
present sea state used to adapt the navigation control parameters.
As shown in Chapter 4 and 5, stable course control can also be a challenge when-
ever the forces exerted by the environment dominate on steering and propulsion
mechanisms, preventing the vehicle from following an intended path. The USV’s
speed and course are affected by waves direction, height, and frequency, and by
surface currents and winds.
This has a considerable impact on the AutoNaut capability to monitor oceano-
graphic phenomena that occur far from its current location, as the time needed to
reach a destination depends on the surrounding environments.

A second major limitation is the onboard energy available (as discussed in Chapter
8). The onboard battery bank is constantly harvesting solar energy produced by
deck-mounted solar panels providing the necessary power to sensors and electric
steering. Significant power limitations are experienced in winter at high latitudes,
where light is not sufficient to recharge the batteries, and the time span of the mis-
sion may be reduced. This impacts the possibility of observing specific phenomena
as too little energy might prevent the activation of a specific sensor. Moreover,
power should not only suffice for sampling specific features but also to allow data
transmission to shore (e.g., via Iridium, 4G or VHF) and navigation control.

Communication is the third constraint that affects operational flexibility (also dis-
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cussed in Chapter 8). The USV is equipped with three communication links that
are used depending on the type and amount of information to be transmitted and
the location of the vehicle. Satellite communication (for example, through Iridium)
constitutes a reliable link proven to work in most areas of the globe. However, this
is costly and limited by the amount of data that can be transmitted. 4G/LTE com-
munication allows transmitting a much larger amount of data even though it is
limited by distance to shore.
Data acquired onboard can be stored and transmitted over the mentioned links
depending on the type of data and the vehicle location. For example, sea current
information for the whole upper water column involves a large amount of data that
can be easily transferred over Internet or WiFi, but cannot be sent over satellite.
It is thus possible to transfer only key information over Iridium or, alternatively,
let the USV navigate close to shore within 4G/LTE coverage. For example, key in-
formation about a specific water property could be the temporal average of the
collected numeric values over predefined time periods.

Based on field experience, it is observed that the USV speed in the ocean fluctuates
between 0 and 3 knots, depending on the sea state. Therefore it can safely assumed
that the vehicle is capable of traveling in average 30 km per day.
Based on the time period of the phenomenon to be observed, the vehicle proximity
to the targeted area is a constraint that must be considered during the mission
planning phase.

Constraints for small satellites

Small satellites can be an agile tool since they are relatively cheap and have a short
development time [169]. As satellites such as HYPSO-1 are small, they are influ-
enced by physical constraints leading to system constraints impacting the pow-
er/energy availability due to a limited solar array area. Moreover, the size of the
satellite may restrict antenna sizes, especially in the VHF and UHF-bands.
The power constraint comes into play in the sense that only a limited part of the
Earth can be actively covered at the time because there is limited energy for pay-
load operation and data downlink.
A dedicated small satellite has the agility to accept any area of interest defined by
the mission operators on short notice. Additionally, in EO missions that generate
a large volume of data, both energy for operating the downlink radio leading to
a time limitation, and data rates are constrained by physical antenna sizes and
the availability of ground stations limits the amount of data possible to download
every day.
The challenge of data volume is mitigated by performing onboard payload pro-
cessing, thus compressing the data and effectively reducing the data volume by
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several orders of magnitude. The limitations in coverage, the revisit time over a
given area, is a function of the number of satellites in the network and can be
mitigated by increasing the number of satellites and orbital planes.

For single satellites, there are some limitations in coverage and agility. The cover-
age area and accessibility at a given time of day are constrained but well known
and defined by the satellite orbit. This can be mitigated by adding more satellites,
for example, in different orbital planes. The selection of the AoI must also be done
in due time before the satellite passes over a ground station prior to a target pass,
so the satellite can prepare for the observation. Initially, operators will determine
the AoI by selecting a coordinate for the center of the image, but the develop-
ment of more sophisticated AoI geometries is a topic of future research. Moreover,
adding more ground stations at suitable locations will improve agility.
The integration of autonomous sensor agents into heterogeneous networks to-
gether with satellites either as independent sensors or communication relays has
been studied in several surveys and proposals [170–174]. Networking principles
enabling the network integration encompassing a multitude of agents, by employ-
ing standard toolchains and efficient network protocols as well as location-aware
smart routing principles are discussed in [175–177].

Communication technologies and analysis

Scenario 1 will only make use of existing communication infrastructure; both be-
tween the EO-satellites and ground systems, as well as between the CMCC and
the AutoNaut.
For Scenario 2, existing radio links between the satellite and the ground stations
can be employed. Correspondingly, the existing infrastructure for command and
control for the AutoNaut can be used. To bind these two constituent systems to-
gether, a middleware layer with a messaging protocol must be developed and im-
plemented.
For Scenario 3, the direct communication between the satellite and the Auto-
Naut must be based on new infrastructure. This is a research topic that should
be further explored. It should be mentioned that the recent years have seen an in-
crease in deployments of new satellite-based communication infrastructure, such
as Internet-of-Things IoT-constellations [178] andmegaconstellations such as Star-
link, OneWeb or Kupier. However, the use of the megaconstellations is considered
not relevant for the scenarios, as their ground terminals will be too big for the
AutoNaut.
Moreover, the available IoT solutions may still not fill the gap created by low
throughput, one-way data traffic, and their method of dealing with multiple ac-
cess, like providing channel access for users at random time intervals. A limited
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number of communication channels suitable for each proposed scenario exists.

9.3.4 Other architecture variants

In addition to the suggested architectures discussed as Scenario 1 and Scenario 2;
there are options for how the satellite and robotic agents such as the AutoNaut can
be interconnected. The satellite could be equipped with equipment creating an
Inter-Satellite-Link (ISL) between the small satellite and other space-based infras-
tructure instead of transmitting its observations to a GS. Possible options include
“traditional” satellite phone/Machine-to-Machine communication (M2M) systems
such as Iridium, Globalstar and OrbComm, “traditional” broad-band satellite sys-
tems as Inmarsat and Intelsat based on Geostationary Orbit (GEO) satellites, in
addition to the new megaconstellations as well as new IoT-satellite constellations.
The work behind this chapter does not aim to evaluate and compare these options
in full, but a brief discussion on the alternatives follows.

Previous studies encompassing mostly Iridium and Globalstar options have shown
that such methods will allow for the transmission of a small amount of data, most
likely to be adequate to direct the AutoNaut to an area of interest. Rodriguez et
al. [179] have summarized several studies in their paper. Several activities are
supported by NASA, for example, through their PhoneSat series. In [180] instead,
results from an on-orbit experiment shows that an LEO satellite equipped with an
Iridium transmitter is able to deliver low volumes of telemetry within a 30-minute
delay, for about 90% of the time. This result is comparable to the results for sparse
ground stations, described in Section 9.5.2.

Making use of networks meant for terrestrial use on-orbit, also means that there
are similar constraints for parameters as Doppler shift and maximum usable range,
limiting the usable service area from, i.e., the Iridium satellites [180]. In addition,
more constraints follow from the combination of orbits, where the inclination has
the largest effect. This leads to the case that ISL to low-inclined services (such as
OrbComm, Globalstar) are not ideal for polar-orbiting satellites. The same will be
the case for crosslinking from LEO to GEO for Inmarsat services, for example.

9.4 Methods

9.4.1 Description of workflow

A simple workflow shown in Figure 9.3 was followed for the research provided in
this chapter. In theModelling and developing operational concept phase, a combina-
tion of a whiteboard, virtual meetings and drawings, and discussions to develop
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Figure 9.3: The workflow applied in this work.

the operational concepts was used, along with a literature survey to identify rele-
vant AoIs. These operational concepts were modeled in the Capella2 software and
iterated on through discussions. In the Simulations of scenarios phase, the scenar-
ios were set up for the simulations with the assumptions given for each scenario
in Section 9.3.2. In the phase analysing results, the objective was to improve the
simulations, the scenarios and ensure that the assumptions were valid. Moreover,
the AutoNaut experimental data were used to validate the results, and to provide
feedback to the assumptions and simulations.

9.4.2 Tools used

In this analysis, the Arcadia method [181] with the open-source Capella software
tool were used to support the Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) effort
and provide an operational and logical architecture of the SoS [64].
The system model enables the representation of the architecture with different
viewpoints, such as “exchange scenarios”, “context diagrams”, and “architecture
diagrams”. There are also possibilities for integration with domain-specific tools
such as System Tool Kit (STK), that can be used to demonstrate the quantitative
performances of the proposed SoS.
Additional simulations have been performed using Python, in particular using the
pyorbital library. This library calculates orbital parameters and computes other as-
tronomical parameters from satellites’ TLEs. The TLEs are collected fromCelestrak.

9.4.3 Selection of Areas of Interest

The objective of the SoS is to detect but also sample in-situ oceanographic phenom-
ena remotely. It was chosen to observe areas that have historically been affected
by phenomena such as HAB. Since HAB can result in the death of farmed fish;
the targets selected for the simulations are areas where fish farming is common.
The selected targets are popular areas for fish farming, and where HAB may occur

2https://www.eclipse.org/capella/.
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Figure 9.4: Areas of Interest and considered ground stations. The ground stations
with blue symbols and white labels were selected by the simulator, the stations
with black symbols and grey labels were available but not used. The areas of in-
terest are indicated with a red cross.

(see [182] for an overview). These are the Norwegian Atlantic coast near Frøya,
the coast of Chile south of Puerto Montt, the coast of Canada near Vancouver Is-
land, the coast of Tasmania in Australia and Lake Erie [183], a fresh-water lake
in the US where HAB are common. These locations and the considered ground
stations are shown in Figure 9.4.

9.4.4 Communication delay estimation

One of the key metrics for evaluating the performance of the data flow and util-
ity of the SoS is the data delay, meaning the time from observation to the data
is available for the AutoNaut. In this case, the “data” is the navigational plan and
all information needed for the AutoNaut to perform its operations. The time for
returning samples and analysis from the AutoNaut will be the same for all three
scenarios, so this duration is omitted in further discussions.
Equation 9.1 shows how estimate the total delay in time (ttotal) is estimated, be-
tween the time an oceanographic event of an AoI is observed, ant the time the
AutoNaut is notified and commanded to investigate this event in-situ. tdataage is
the age of the observation data until it is processed either on ground or in-orbit,
tprocessing is the time spent for data processing and ttransmit is the time it takes to
transmit a set of commands to the AutoNaut.
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For Scenarios 1 and 2, ttransmit is assumed to be equal since both cases rely on us-
ing the same communication infrastructure from the CMCC to the AutoNaut. The
value for this delay is in the range of hundreds of milliseconds to a few seconds,
based upon 4G or Iridium. The range for the processing time, tprocessing, is from
seconds to a few minutes. The value for ttransmit is assumed to be less than two
minutes. This is based upon the assumptions for the communication links listed
above and the size of the navigational plan, which is about 100 bytes.

ttotal = tdataage + tprocessing + ttransmit (9.1)

9.4.5 Simulations

Based on the above assumptions, a Python program was implemented to generate
a set of times for when the satellite can observe the targets, and deliver the obser-
vational data either to the CMCC through a ground infrastructure (Scenario 2), or
directly to the AutoNaut (Scenario 3). For Scenario 2, two different simulations
were performed, one with only one ground station, and one with all the ground
stations of the KSAT Lite network available.
The function called get_next_passes3 from pyOrbital library was used to estimate
when the satellite was over the ground stations and the target areas. The main pa-
rameters specified for the simulations are: start date [exact date and time to start
the simulations], number of hours to simulate, coordinates of observation location
[longitude and latitude], altitude above sea level and minimum elevation for con-
tact between location and satellite [minimum elevation for a pass]. The simulation
start date was set to 2021-06-09 16:00 UTC and the time to simulate for a week.
First, all possible passes over the targets and the ground stations are computed.
The passes over the targets are limited to those during daylight [between 8:00
and 19:00 local time]. For each target pass, the delay is estimated as the differ-
ence between the start time of each ground station pass and the end time of the
target pass. When the difference between the end of a ground station pass and
the end of a target pass is longer than a minimum communication window, the
delay is saved. The ground station whose pass offers the minimum delay after an
observation of a target is considered the first ground station used. The maximum
delay and the mean delay are calculated for each target pass. The simulations are
performed both for a sparse ground station network [just one ground station] and
dense ground station network [where six ground stations are used].

9.5 Results
In this section, the different scenarios and their utility are explored.

3https://github.com/pytroll/pyorbital/issues/22
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USV track

Figure 9.5: Sentinel-3 imagery of chlorophyll-a concentration in Frohavet (Central
Norway) on March 14, 2021. The AutoNaut track in Frohavet is shown in red. In
the top left corner the location of Frohavet in Norway is depicted.

9.5.1 Scenario 1: coordinated observation of HABs

The information flow described in Scenario 1 was tested in the field in spring
2021, in the context of HAB coordinated observation involving both aerial and ter-
restrial platforms (see Chapter 8). This experiment involved several manned and
unmanned robotic assets for a duration of over one month and the objective of the
field campaign was to study the algal bloom at different space and time scales,
from satellite observations of the whole Frohavet region down to the underwater
sampling of the epipelagic (upper) water column. In particular, satellite-based im-
agery was acquired from Sentinel-3, Terra and Aqua (MODIS data) and PRISMA4

when available. The imagery, see Figure 9.5, recorded on March 14th was used
to monitor the growth of the algal bloom in the operational area and assist with
high-level mission planning and coordination of the involved robotic platforms
gathering in-situ measurements.

4https://www.asi.it/en/earth-science/prisma/
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Figure 9.6: In-situ chlorophyll-a measurements collected by the AutoNaut in Fro-
havet.

Among the assets, the AutoNaut was the first deployed, and it provided the overall
mission insight into how algae grew and multiplied in the period leading up to the
bloom. As described in Chapter 8, the AutoNaut was at sea for a total of 24 days,
collecting and transmitting data continuously over 4G and Iridium. In addition to
providing additional long-term insight into the algal bloom dynamics itself, the
USV collected data to be used to validate hyperspectral cameras carried by the
UAV and airplane involved in the mission.
Figures 9.5 and 9.6 also show the track covered by the AutoNaut in Frohavet on
March 14th and the surface chlorophyll-a data collected in-situ. It can be observed
that the surface chlorophyll-a measurements performed by AutoNaut validate the
Sentinel-3 observations in the same area.

9.5.2 Scenario 2: satellite – CMCC – AutoNaut

The delay from an observation to the CMCC was simulated for two different sub-
cases; one with only one ground station available. Svalbard is selected as it is seen
by all revolutions by a polar orbiting satellite. This is called a sparse ground station
distribution. The second run, where all the ground stations of KSAT Lite network
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Delay stats for single GS Delay stats for GS network

min max mean min max mean

Lake Erie (USA) 06:38 07:59 06:59 01:53 03:34 02:31

Western coast of Chile 29:58 31:08 31:08 05:56 10:40 07:42

Tasmania (Australia) 27:46 28:28 28:09 12:25 15:01 12:22

Vancouver (Canada) 05:40 06:59 06:08 00:00 00:00 00:00

Frøya (Norway) 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00

Table 9.1: Statistics for dense and sparse ground station coverage (mm:ss) for one
week, showing the delay from end of an observation to the first available ground
station.

were available, is called dense ground station coverage. This delay will give an
estimate for the tdataage for this scenario.
The simulation is run for one week starting from the 9th of June 2021. The satellite
orbit is based on TLEs for the LUME-1 satellite, received from Celestrak. LUME-1
moves south-to-north over Western Europe during daylight hours. In both cases it
is assumed that the AutoNaut is within 30 km of the center of the AoI, as this is
the range the AutoNaut may navigate during the day.

Sparse ground station coverage

For Scenario 2, the satellite will acquire and process the data, before it needs to
reach a GS to forward the data to the CMCC for final processing and forwarding
to the AutoNaut.
With ttransmit in this case being similar to Scenario 1, tprocessing is similar to Scenario
3, it is again tdataage that will be the driving factor for ttotal.
From the column named Delay stats for single GS in Table 9.1, it can be noticed
that for a single ground station, the delay (meaning the duration after an obser-
vation until the satellite can reach the ground station at Svalbard) varies from
about 0 minutes for the Frøya target to about a half hour for Chile and Tasmania
targets. This duration/delay corresponds to the value for the parameter tdataage in
Equation 9.1.

Dense ground station coverage

Column Delay stats for GS network in Table 9.1 shows the results for the minimum
time after an observation until the satellite reaches a ground station, given the
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Lake Erie 7 0 0 0 0 0

Chile 0 8 0 0 0 0

Tasmania 0 0 7 0 0 0

Vancouver 3 0 0 6 0 0

Frøya 0 0 0 0 4 10

Table 9.2: Count of first ground station used after each target for the simulated
period.

availability of the full KSAT Lite ground station network. From the simulations, it
can be observed that the mean time to reach a ground station varies between 0
and less than 13 minutes, depending on the target location. For all targets with
a delay larger than 0, there is a reduction compared to the sparse ground station
setup. Tasmania and Chile targets get their mean delays more than halved.
The number of instances for when a ground station was the closest after a target
observation is shown in Table 9.2. Such mapping can also be used to derive and
plan which stations should be utilized, and which stations can be removed to re-
duce cost, for example. Since the satellite is in an Sun-Syncronious Orbit (SSO)
type orbit, where focus is on daylight passes only, the same ground stations will be
utilized every time. From the table, it can be noticed that maximum two stations
are needed for each target. In this particular case, it is observed that Inuvik is the
station that may collect data from the highest number of targets.

9.5.3 Scenario 3: direct communication between satellite and USV

For Scenario 3, the observation time (including onboard processing) represents
the value for tdataage, and is in the range of one to two minutes [163].
The short onboard processing time, tprocessing, (about one minute) allows for trans-
mission of a short message to the AutoNaut immediately after an observation is
made, given that the AutoNaut is in the vicinity of the AoI. The observation time is
set to 2 minutes for all occasions, starting when the satellite is at Acquisition of Sig-
nal (AOS). This is following the operational concept of the HYPSO-1-mission [163]
plus a one-minute margin. This numeric results (hh:mm:ss) are depicted in Ta-
ble 9.3. In this case, the value for ttransmit will be in the order of seconds for trans-
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Target Target Target max Target Autonaut Avail. time

Target AOS LOS duration obs. end LOS for comms

Lake Erie 15:16:35 15:21:15 00:04:40 15:18:35 15:24:34 00:05:59

Chile 13:20:37 13:23:01 00:02:24 13:22:37 13:27:14 00:04:37

Chile 14:53:50 14:56:43 00:02:53 14:55:50 15:00:42 00:04:52

Tasmania 00:44:48 00:48:53 00:04:05 00:46:48 00:52:29 00:05:41

Vancouver 18:50:53 18:55:16 00:04:23 18:52:53 18:58:42 00:05:49

Frøya 07:32:35 07:34:46 00:02:11 07:34:35 07:38:54 00:04:19

Frøya 09:04:29 09:09:19 00:04:50 09:06:29 09:12:35 00:06:06

Table 9.3: Simulations of target observations and communication windows (UTC
hh:mm:ss) to the AutoNaut.

mission of navigation coordinates and instructions. The total delay ttotal is within
two to three minutes, proving that near real-time operations can be achieved.
Table 9.3 shows all daylight passes for the 16th of April 2021. The columns indicate
when the target is visible which is the time between Target AOS and Target LOS.
This gives a total possible observation time. Furthermore, 2 minutes was chosen as
the actual observation time, leaving a given duration available for processing and
communication between the observation end and the AOS-event for the AutoNaut.

9.6 Discussion

In this chapter, three different architecture variants are considered and evaluated
through simulations. The main results focus on the HAB use-case. The architec-
ture variants are generic but are exemplified and evaluated through simulations
employing properties of the HYPSO-1 satellite and the AutoNaut as example im-
plementations.
The main advantage of the proposed solution is that the multi-asset and multi-
sensor approach can enable near real-time coordinated oceanographic observa-
tions of HAB, which are challenging to detect and classify.

Main results:
• In Scenario 1, the ttotal is expected to be 3–24 hours, based on the “publishing

time” for traditional EO-data. This limits the operational real-time use of this
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type of data. In addition, the AoIs cannot be selected by the end-user.

• In Scenario 2, the mean value of ttotal is less than 16 minutes for a dense
ground stations network, and less than 30 minutes for all selected targets if
only a single ground station is used.

• In Scenario 3, the ttotal is estimated to be on the order of 1–3 minutes, given
the assumptions.

Even without direct contact between a satellite and a USV, it is possible to trans-
mit fresh EO-data from a remote sensing satellite to an in-situ vessel as the Auto-
Naut within 30 minutes for most cases. The use of onboard processing and existing
infrastructure will make this scenario possible with little cost and effort. Depending
on resources and delay requirements, one or more GSs from a commercial ground
station supplier can be used to achieve this. Which GS to use can be decided based
on simulations, as shown in this chapter. A CMCC must be in place, integrating the
communication satellite and the USV(s) through a common middleware layer.

9.6.1 Scenario evaluation

The three scenarios are analysed and discussed in the following.

Scenario 1

In Scenario 1, no efforts are needed to ensure periodical delivery of the required
imagery. Moreover, several EO data sources are accessible for no cost. Despite these
advantages, the chosen services and infrastructures are not configurable, so the
end-user cannot select the AoI the EO-satellites will observe and have instead to
rely on historical data and a “best-effort” revisit time. Moreover, the age of the
observational data is arbitrary and near “real-time” operation with a data age re-
quirement of less than 6 – 24 hours cannot be supported. This would affect the
in-situ observation and sampling of targeted phenomena which are commonly de-
fined in a limited time frame.
A processing pipeline for selecting/filtering and processing of the EO data must
be created, and can be based on existing frameworks and technologies. In addi-
tion, a middleware layer integrating the processing pipeline and the commanding
software for the AutoNaut must be developed, but no other infrastructure will
have to be developed. An example of this scenario is provided in Section 9.5.1,
where satellite imagery from existing infrastructure is used to command marine
and aerial assets with the purpose of observing a HAB.
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Scenario 2

In Scenario 2, the time between a dedicated satellite observation until this data
can be for instructions and navigation plans for the AutoNaut is estimated. Similar
to Scenario 1, this scenario also relies on existing infrastructure, except for the
need of an CMCC with a processing pipeline and middleware layer able to inte-
grate messages between the satellite and the AutoNaut.
A dedicated satellite that can be commanded to observe selected AoIs may deliver
information to the AutoNaut 30 minutes later (depending on the target locations),
even if only one ground station is used. If a full GS network is used, this time can be
further reduced, down to about 15 minutes. As shown, targets within Arctic/sub-
Arctic areas are close to existing GSs; thus the time between an observation and a
downlink pass may be close to zero.

Even with using only one ground station, it can be observed that for the case of
Frøya (Central Norway) the satellite will see both the target area (Frøya) and
the ground station (Svalbard) at the same time for part of the observation pass.
This means that the data can be downloaded immediately after processing. For
the simulation, useful communication passes must end at least 4 minutes after the
observation ended, in order to have time to do both processing (limited to one
minute, similar to Scenario 3) and perform downlinking in a reasonable time. All
passes in this simulation leave more than 5 minutes for downlinking.

When making the full GS-network available for the simulation, the simulator will
choose the closest usable ground station in each case. For example, the assumed
best station (Svalbard, as it is seen from all satellite orbital passes) is not used since
other stations can pick up the signal from the satellite earlier. In addition to utiliz-
ing existing infrastructure, the main advantage of Scenario 2 is that satellite data
can be requested and retrieved on-demand. Onboard data processing will reduce
the size of data to be transmitted to ground, thus reducing energy for operation of
the radio system as well as the time to download the data. Selecting the number
and locations of GSs will impact the response time of the system, and possibly also
influence the cost of ground station lease, depending on the commercial model of
the ground station provider (if accessing more than one GS costs more than one,
or if it only is the time of access that determines the cost.)

Scenario 3

The main advantage of Scenario 3 is that, depending on the communication de-
lays between the satellite and the USV, the closed-loop from space observation to
in-situ sampling and data analysis onshore observation of an oceanographic phe-
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nomenon can be achieved with lower data latency and time responses compared
to Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. Despite such benefits, this implementation comes
with some limitations concerning the data processing capabilities onboard both
assets, the need of resilient algorithms for human supervision/intervention and a
robust communication link between the assets. The possibility of adding onshore
processing and data from other sources in Scenario 2, as the CMCC can make use
of larger computational capabilities to run complex metocean models on the base
of satellite observations, may outweigh the gain of a faster response in Scenario
3. This could help to optimize the missions commanded to terrestrial assets and
thus the quality of data retrieved to shore.

The analysis indicates that an architecture like the SoS presented in this chapter
can be used for tailored and adaptive observation systems, adapted to their specific
target areas. The commonality of a generic architecture consisting of satellite(s),
a CMCC, and in-situ agents can be utilized to observe a variety of oceanographic
properties and geographic regions. The specific satellite and in-situ platform and
instrument can be adapted to season or other properties.
The specific properties of the different architecture variants can be exploited to
match different purposes, and they come with different costs for implementation
and resources for realization. Scenario 1 is available today, as demonstrated in the
field experiment of Section 9.5.1. The real-time constraints of this scenario as well
as the limitation in an active selection of AoIs, motivates the exploration and de-
velopment of Scenario 2 and Scenario 3.
Like Scenario 1, Scenario 2 is available with existing technology, or technology
available in the near future. Scenario 2 can provide fresh data, both for a dense
and sparse ground station topology. The cost of using more ground stations has to
be traded against the gain of getting data up to 1 to 20 minutes earlier. Optimal
ground stations can be chosen based on target selection and similar simulations, as
shown in this chapter. Even though the difference in data delivery times between
those scenarios is on the order of 30 minutes in favor of Scenario 3, the architec-
ture variant of Scenario 3 represents the possibility of tighter integration between
sensor agents, without the need of a CMCC.
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Chapter 10

A persistent sea-going platform
for robotic fish telemetry
Technical solutions and proof-of-concept

Over the last few decades, sea-going unmanned surface and underwater vehi-
cles (USVs and UUVs) have found widespread use as flexible, persistent and cost-
effective platforms for ocean observation [184]. The idea of equipping such robotic
vehicles with fish telemetry receivers represents an emerging approach with the
potential to significantly advance the current operational limits of fish movement
studies [185]. Such mobile receiver platforms may operate independently or as
additional resources to mitigate coverage issues and the consolidation of passive
receiver systems. Moreover, the ability to dynamically relocate receiver resources
to areas of particular interest or high activity will make adaptive sampling strate-
gies possible, which could in turn optimise coverage and increase data yield [186].
Adaptive sampling requires (near) real-time availability of detection data in a net-
worked system of stationary and mobile receivers, and although not common in
passive acoustic telemetry yet, real-time solutions for these systems have been
demonstrated and used in several studies [187, 188]. USVs and UUVs will usu-
ally include one or more long-range telecommunication links for remote monitor-
ing and control purposes, either through satellite, cellular or other proprietary
services. Using these communication capabilities during fish tracking experiments
will increase situational awareness and facilitate amore agile approach to the plan-
ning and management of such experiments. Robotic ocean observing platforms
also come with the additional benefit of producing simultaneous high-resolution
measurements of the proximal ocean environment. These platforms typically carry
with them a range of sensors for essential ocean variables, such as sea temperature,
water quality parameters, water currents, chlorophyll, plankton and fish aggrega-
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tions [184]. These data would otherwise require dedicated resources and can be
hard to obtain with sufficient temporal and spatial resolution when fish actually
reside within a particular area, despite being key information for interpreting and
understanding the movement patterns of fish.

An increasing number of studies have been reported over the last few years where
unmanned marine vehicles have been employed in acoustic fish telemetry studies.
With their ability to dive directly into the fish habitat and survey deeper waters, un-
derwater vehicles of various designs appear so far to be the most commonly used
vehicle type for carrying acoustic receivers [189–193]. Autonomous underwater
vehicles (AUVs) with electric thrusters are relatively fast and have field-proven ca-
pabilities of detecting and localising acoustically tagged fish [185, 194, 195], but
onboard energy resources strictly constrain mission times for these platforms, and
they often require proximity to ship or shore for communication and navigational
assistance. However, the integration of acoustic receivers into underwater gliders
that feature an energy-efficient buoyancy-driven propulsion mechanism mitigates
this energy limitation to a large extent and enables long-term unassisted fish track-
ing missions even in remote oceanic regions [196–198]. On the other hand, under-
water gliders are relatively slow and can experience large offsets in position due to
sea currents, which can cause challenges with manoeuvring in shallower and more
confined waters. Like underwater gliders, surface gliders are less constrained by
onboard energy limitations with respect to propulsion, but can, in addition, carry
a more extensive sensor suite, harvest solar and wind energy for powering of pay-
load and auxiliary propulsion, and can, unlike underwater vehicles, keep telecom-
munication links operational and uninterrupted throughout missions due to their
continuous surface access. These properties make surface gliders an interesting
option as mobile long-endurance robotic receiver platforms in acoustic telemetry
studies, and the utility and performance of such platforms have been explored
and demonstrated in several recent studies using the Liquid Robotics Wave Glider
[199–201].

This chapter is based on the manuscript [62], submitted to the Frontiers in Marine
Science journal, which presents a technical solution where a contemporary acous-
tic receiver is integrated as a system-level payload on the AutoNaut, essentially
creating an energy autonomous robotic fish telemetry platform. The deep inte-
gration of the receiver with the control and telecommunication system of the USV
provides real-time transmission of fish detections to an operator for remote piloting
of the vehicle, and prepares the vehicle itself for increased situational awareness
and autonomous control during vehicle-fish encounters. The vehicle’s capacity to
detect a small acoustic fish tag at different ranges and propulsion modes is inves-
tigated through a field trial, and the resulting detection probability for different
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vehicle-fish "sail-by" scenarios is estimated through simulations. Finally, a proof-
of-concept study where the AutoNaut was deployed in a Norwegian fjord during
the seaward migration of Atlantic salmon smolts and demonstrate that the vehicle
was able to detect a tagged smolt at the fringe of the open ocean beyond the reach
of the fjord’s stationary receiver grid.

10.1 Methods

This section discusses the integration of the TBLive, a real-time acoustic fish teleme-
try receiver, into the instrument payload onboard the AutoNaut. During normal
operations when waves propel the vehicle, the AutoNaut is a silent platform. This
makes it well-suited for the application considered in this chapter where acoustic
noise levels need to be kept low in order to optimise hydrophone performance and
fish detection capabilities. Moreover, the USV’s autonomy and long-endurance ca-
pabilities make its employment suited for the study of slowly evolving, yet spatially
and temporally extensive processes such as the migration of salmon post-smolts
and other fish of moderate size, as demonstrated in this chapter of the thesis.

10.1.1 Integration of acoustic receiver

Receiver properties

The acoustic fish telemetry receiver used in this work is the TBLive1 (Thelma Biotel
AS2, Trondheim, Norway), a digital multi-channel receiver for detection of acous-
tic tags in the frequency range 63 - 77 kHz. The unit features a cabled RS-485
real-time communication interface and a time pulse input from a GNSS source
for precise high-resolution time-stamping of tag detections. The TBLive runs a
proprietary software on an advanced digital signal processing unit. The process-
ing algorithm dynamically tries to maintain high acoustic performance even in
noisy environments and further reduces signal collision events by singling out the
strongest when multiple signals are present.
In addition to its main task of decoding R-coded acoustic tag detections [50] and
sending these in real-time over its communication interface, the receiver provides
measurements of background noise level and water temperature. The receiver con-
sumes less than 45 mW of power depending on the number of channels monitored.

1https://www.thelmabiotel.com/wp-content/uploads/tb-live-datasheet-1.pdf
2https://www.thelmabiotel.com
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Field N◦ Sample Description

0 $ Start of String

1 1000041 TBLive serial number

2 1589557002 Timestamp in UNIX time

3 615 Timestamp in milliseconds

4 S64K Transmitter Protocol

5 1234 Transmitter ID number

6 0 Transmitter Data Value

7 21 Detection Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

8 65 Detection Frequency in kHz

9 19 Number of strings sent since power up

10 \r End of String

Table 10.1: Acoustic detection sample

Acoustic detections

When a coded acoustic signal has been detected and recognized by TBLive a CSV-
formatted ASCII-string is printed on the serial line. The string leads with $ and
terminates with \r, as described in Table 10.1 for the ASCII message
$1000042,1589557202,615,S64K,1285,0,24,69,11.
The hydrophone automatically relays acoustic detections using the versatile indus-
trial standard RS-485. The sensor output is picked up by DUNE, that stores it and
broadcasts it in the onboard local network.

Hydrophone performance

The hydrophone listening capabilities are observed through log messages period-
ically outputted by the sensor, whose format is shown in Table 10.2. The informa-
tion contained in this messages is useful to characterize the environment in which
the sensor operates and indicates the presence of acoustic noise, that limits the
hydrophone ability to detect acoustic messages.
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Field N◦ Sample Description

0 $ Start of String

1 1000041 TBLive serial number

2 1589557002 Timestamp in UNIX time

3 TBR Sensor Identifier for Log Messages

4 297 Temperature in Kelvin

5 11 Average background noise

6 39 Peak background noise

7 61 Detection Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

8 19 Number of strings sent since power up

9 \r End of String

Table 10.2: Sensor log sample

Physical integration

As described in Chapter 3, the vehicle carries a heterogeneous scientific payload
that collects information about a wide range of environmental variables. The re-
ceiver is installed on the 27 cm long vertical keel near the longitudinal centre of
the vehicle in order to maximise the distance between the sensor and the sea sur-
face and hence decrease the potential noise effects due to proximity to the bound-
ary layer (see Figure 10.1). The keel also hosts an Optode4835 oxygen sensor3
and an ECO Puck Triplet4. Whereas the latter measures light scattering and flu-
orescence to determine primary production features of the upper water column,
the former provides information about the oxygen concentration based on fluo-
rescence quenching. Both are optical instruments and are therefore not expected
to interfere with the hydrophone measurements, despite being tightly integrated
at the end of the instrument keel. The TBLive also protrudes 6 cm deeper than
the other two sensors to ensure an unobstructed acoustic path to the hydrophone.
The TBLive power and communication cable is terminated to a wet-mateable Sub-
Conn bulkhead connector that penetrates the hull inside the base of the instrument

3https://www.aanderaa.com/media/pdfs/d385aanderaaoxygensensor4835.pdf
4https://www.seabird.com/eco-triplet-w/product?id=60762467721
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Figure 10.1: 3D model of the AutoNaut USV showing the underwater wave foil
propulsion system and the sensor payload connected to the hull and the keel. The
acoustic receiver TBLive (inset) is mounted to the end of the protruded instrument
keel at 50 cm depth.

keel and provides connection to the AutoNaut’s scientific payload control unit, as
depicted in Figure 10.2.

Software integration

Onboard the AutoNaut, the receiver is controlled by a dedicated software module
running in DUNE, a software framework designedwith strong emphasis on flexibil-
ity in the configuration of sensors and on data collection and transmission over dif-
ferent communication interfaces [175]. The TBLive talks through an NMEA0183
inspired protocol over an RS-485 serial line to the Level 3 computer, which inter-
prets and converts receiver tag detections and sensor readings (noise level, water
temperature) to DUNE IMC messages and shares them with other onboard com-
puters for transmission to shore over Internet or Iridium Satellite upon request.
As shown in Figure 10.2, a 4G/LTE modem onboard the USV allows continuous,
two-way communication to shore over the Internet. This enables a continuous real-
time monitoring of fish detections and receiver performance via two different user
interfaces.
As described in previous chapters, the vehicle operators make use of the graphi-
cal command and control user interface Neptus [98], which is also a part of the
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Figure 10.2: Hardware architecture of the AutoNaut control, communication and
payload management system. Sensor data collected by the Level 3 scientific pay-
load control unit include fish detections from the TBLive and are shared in real-
time to the Level 2 vehicle control computer over Ethernet, where they are available
for the USV control and navigation system.

LSTS Toolchain [175]. Since the Neptus interface is mainly intended for vehicle
control andmanagement, an ancillary GUI was developed to provide scientific per-
sonnel such as biologists and oceanographers with real-time sensor data related
to fish detections and the ocean environment. Again, the scientific data GUI was
implemented using the public Grafana HTTP API (see Chapter 3), which displays
timestamped data from all sensors and georeferenced fish detections on a scalable
map in terms of an interactive Grafana dashboard (see Figure 10.3). The Grafana
dashboard permits inspection and comparison of environmental properties (e.g.,
water temperature, salinity, oxygen concentration, sea current profiles, weather
data) both at the time of detection and for subsequent offline analysis to facilitate
studies migration processes and fish behavior within an environmental context.

10.1.2 Tag detection performance

Detection range model and test

The underlying physical mechanisms determining whether the moving USV will
detect (or not detect) an acoustic tag transmission are notoriously complex and
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Figure 10.3: The fish tracking dashboard of the Grafana real-timemonitoring inter-
face. Information is constantly updated as the USV navigates in areas with 4G/LTE
coverage.

depend on the properties of the highly dynamic acoustic channel as well as char-
acteristics intrinsic to the receiver, the transmitter and the vehicle itself. However,
as shown by e.g., [202], detection probability as a function of range and other
conditions can be modelled using a logistic relation as a simple, but feasible ap-
proach. A tag transmission may be regarded as a Bernoulli trial [203] represented
by a binary random variable Y with outcomes “detected” (Y = 1) or “not detected”
(Y = 0). Using the distance to the tag x as the predictor, the probability p ofmaking
a detection can be modelled as a logistic function by assuming that the logarithm
of the detection odds p/(1− p) is linearly dependent on distance:

ln(
p

1− p
) = β̂0 + β̂1 x . (10.1)

Solving for p gives the detection probability:

p = P(Y = 1|x) =
1

1+ e−(β̂0+β̂1 x)
, (10.2)

which predicts a sigmoid relationship between the detection probability and the
distance to the tag, where β̂0 and β̂1 are regression coefficients.
The regression coefficients were estimated from data collected by conducting a
controlled field experiment in the Trondheim Fjord (Central Norway). An acoustic
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transmitter with size and power output specifications (diameter 7.3 mm, length
17 mm, 139 dB re 1µPa) similar to those used for tagging of Atlantic salmon post-
smolts [204] was selected for the experiment in order to preserve the relevance
of the results with respect to the Nordfjord full-scale trial described below. The
tag (R-LP7, Thelma Biotel AS, Trondheim, Norway) was, however, programmed
as a range test transmitter with a short and fixed transmission interval (10 s) and
with a monotonously increasing transmission sequence number as data payload to
facilitate rapid data collection and straightforward assessment of the number of
received and lost messages. The range test transmitter was kept at a fixed location
by attaching it to a buoy mooring at 2 m depth, while the AutoNaut with the inte-
grated receiver was navigated at different distances from the buoy. The experiment
was divided into two trials where only the passive wave-foils were used to propel
the AutoNaut during the first trial, whereas the second trial also involved activa-
tion of the ancillary electric thruster. During both trials, all tag transmissions were
registered and for each transmission the AutoNaut’s position and range to the buoy
were noted together with the event of whether the signal was detected or not. The
background noise in the acoustic channel was recorded continuously from the re-
ceiver, and if a signal was detected, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was registered
as well.

Sail-by scenarios

The detection probability model permits simulation of simple “sail-by” scenarios
and estimation of the expectancy of making one or more fish detections as the USV
and a tagged fish pass each other at different distances. The purpose of the simu-
lation was to provide some initial predictions on the “sweeping efficiency” of the
USV as it moves through an area populated with tagged fish, although several as-
sumptions and simplifications were made to make the calculations more tractable
and the results easier to interpret. Here it was assumed that the fish remained
near the surface at a fixed position relative to the USV and that the USV followed
a linear path at constant speed and passed the fish at some minimum distance. It
was also assumed that the tag emitted acoustic messages that were repeated with
a uniformly distributed random delay within a fixed time interval, which is a com-
mon feature of acoustic fish tags. This means that a sail-by may result in a variable
number of transmissions where the probability of detection is greater than zero,
depending on the transmission interval, the relative speed between vehicle and
fish, and the sail-by distance. In these simulations, the number of detections can
be viewed as a random variable consisting of a sequence of independent Bernoulli
trials where each trial (transmission) i is associated with a varying probability of
success (detection) pi, given by the actual range and the logistic model described
the previous section. The random variable can therefore be characterized as hav-
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ing a Poisson binomial distribution [205]. The expected value of a random variable
having this distribution is simply the sum of the detection probabilities

∑

i
pi over

all transmissions during a sail-by. This fact was used to find an estimate of the
maximum passing distance where at least one detection can be expected.

10.1.3 Full-scale trial

A full-scale trial with the AutoNaut was planned and conducted over a period of
three days in May 2020 in Nordfjord, Norway (N61°54’, E5°14’). Nordfjord is with
its 106 km the sixth longest fjord in Norway (see Figure 10.4). Several of the rivers
entering the fjord sustain significant populations of Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar)
and anadromous brown trout (Salmo trutta), where the Stryn and Eid rivers con-
stitute two of the main salmonid habitats. The trial was aligned with an already
ongoing acoustic telemetry experiment in these two rivers, where the fjord and
seaward migration of these species were studied. The trial therefore gave a rea-
sonable chance of experiencing vehicle-fish encounters in the setting of a genuine
fish migration study and served as a realistic test of the AutoNaut as a mobile
robotic telemetry platform.
Following the procedure described in [204], 100 salmon pre-smolts and 85 sea
trout had been captured by electrofishing, implanted with an acoustic transmit-
ter, and released at their respective capture sites in the Stryn and Eid rivers be-
tween the 10th and 16th of April 2020. Two different types of acoustic transmit-
ters were used; the D-LP6 and the ID-LP7 (Thelma Biotel AS, Trondheim, Norway).
While the D-LP6 transmits swimming depth as sensor data payload in addition to
a unique ID code, the ID-LP7 is a pure ID transmitter and acoustically identical to
the R-LP7 employed in the range test with the AutoNaut. Both transmitter types
had a battery life of roughly 150 days and were programmed with a uniformly dis-
tributed random delay/transmit interval of 30–90 seconds to permit time-division
multiplexing, giving an average sending rate of 60 IDs per hour.
As part of the fish telemetry experiment reported in [204], a system of 74 VR2W
passive acoustic receivers (Innovasea Systems Inc., Halifax, Canada) had been de-
ployed at fixed stations distributed from the rivers to the outer rim of the fjord, as
shown in Figure 10.4. The full record of detection data from the passive receivers
was downloaded in the summer after the smolt migration season had ended and
provided ground-truth data for the subsequent analysis of the trial. In addition to
the full data record, fish detections registered during the three days of the trial
at stations within or in the vicinity of the area covered by the AutoNaut were
extracted and used to establish an overview of the evolving migration situation
and potential detection targets. As a simple approximation, the migration route of
fish that had been detected at more than one station was estimated by using the
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Figure 10.4: Map showing Nordfjord in western Norway, from river Stryn in the
east to the fjord outlet and the North Atlantic Ocean in the west, which was site
of the field trial with the fish telemetry-enabled AutoNaut. A system of 74 passive
receivers were deployed at fixed locations over the full length of the fjord (yellow
circles). Blue rectangles indicate the two areas that were analysed in detail, in
which the AutoNaut navigated between the 28th and 30th May 2020 and where
the receiver grid provided ground-truth fish detection data.

recorded detection times along with the shortest linear path through the fjord con-
necting the respective receiver positions. The migration routes were then used to
calculate the fish’s distance to the river mouth as a function of time and compared
to the corresponding position of the AutoNaut, which was logged continuously
using the onboard GNSS receiver.
The timing of the trial was decided based on experience from earlier migration
studies in the same area [204], and the route of the AutoNaut was nominally
planned to the outer 40 km section of the fjord and consisted of shoreline and
mid-fjord traverses as well as a short excursion to the open sea. Still, the vehicle’s
route was under real-time control and prepared for adjustments at any time to
adapt to situations caused by, e.g., weather conditions, sea currents or opposing
ship traffic. Fish detections from the receiver grid were not used actively for vehicle
guidance during the trial since they were not readily available in real-time. It was
also desirable to retain the scope of the trial as a baseline test of the unbiased
detection capacity of the mobile receiver platform.

10.2 Results

10.2.1 Technical integration

The full-scale trial in Nordfjord and the range test in the Trondheim Fjord pro-
vided five days of technical performance testing and validation of the AutoNaut and
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TBLive receiver integration. The mechanical installation of the receiver was ob-
served to have no perceivable effect on the vehicle’s drag or navigational perfor-
mance, which was expected due to the receiver’s small size and tight integration
on the vehicle’s streamlined instrument keel. Potential issues related to air ex-
posure or bubble entrainment around the relatively shallow hydrophone can not
be ruled out since weather conditions were generally calm and wave height never
exceeded 1 m, although no indications of such effects were observed during the tri-
als. Integration of the TBLive with the AutoNaut payload control software showed
immediate availability of accurately timestamped tag detection data, background
noise level, and water temperature both locally in the vehicle guidance computer
and on the remote user interfaces. With the 4G/LTE cellular link active, the la-
tency time of receiver data to the Neptus and Grafana GUIs was typically less than
2 seconds. Tag detections were georeferenced by the payload computer by adding
the vehicle GNSS position to the detection record before they were broadcast as
DUNE IMC messages, and it was confirmed that they appeared on the map panel
of the Grafana dashboard in real-time (see Figure 10.3). All receiver data were
successfully logged to the vehicle database along with all other sensor data for
post-mission analysis.
The TBLive receiver experienced an elevated and fluctuating noise level during the
full-scale trial that was not present during the range test. This most likely caused
a reduction in the AutoNaut’s effective detection range. The noise figure reported
by the receiver is an accumulated measure of the noise observed in the frequency
band averaged over 5-minute intervals. In a moving platform, noise will be affected
by a variety of naturally fluctuating noise sources such as environmental noise, tur-
bulent flow, thruster usage, and inherent electrical properties of the hydrophone
sensor itself. However, the source of the elevated noise level was subsequently iden-
tified simply as a case of electrical interference between the Seabird CTD sensor
and the receiver, and was eliminated by a rewiring of the sensors’ ground connec-
tions and installation of a line filter on the receiver’s power supply. The specific
reduction of detection range during the Nordfjord trial was not quantified, but the
fact that both tagged fish and test transmitters deployed from a boat were detected
suggests that the vehicle receiver was still functional despite the noise issue.

10.2.2 Detection range and sail-by simulations

The range test was conducted in the Trondheim Fjord under calm conditions. The
small acoustic transmitter (R-LP7, 7.3 mm, 69 kHz) was deployed at 2 m depth
by attaching it with a thin metal string to the mooring line of a surface buoy that
was held taut and in a fixed position by a heavy anchor. The string served to offset
the tag a few centimetres from the thick mooring line and keep it in a horizontal
orientation similar to that of a tag implanted in a fish. The buoy was installed
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approximately 100m from the shore at 10mwater depth, with the seafloor sloping
moderately to about 50 m depth outside the buoy at the far end of the test range.
The position of the tag (buoy) was determined using a GPS with accuracy better
than 2 m. The wave height was low during the test, ranging from ripples to small
waves (< 25 cm), which caused the AutoNaut to move at relatively low speed
(below 0.4 m/s) when driven only by wave propulsion.
The range test was divided into two trials and provided 298 tag detections out
of a total of 468 transmissions. The first trial, with the AutoNaut driven by the
wave-foils only, lasted approximately 35 minutes and gave 129 detections out of
210 transmissions. The second trial, where the AutoNaut also had the ancillary
thruster engaged, lasted approximately 43 minutes and gave 169 detections out of
258 transmissions. The distance between the tag and the AutoNaut was calculated
for all detected and lost transmissions using the vehicle’s measured GNSS position
(logged at 1 s intervals) at the time of reception and was further organised into
25 m range bins in the interval 0-300 m (0-25, 25-50,...,275-300). The maximum
detection range recorded for the first and the second trial was 256 m and 135 m,
respectively.
The detection ratio (detections/transmissions) for all range bins were then calcu-
lated and processed by the Matlab® function glmfit (The Math Works Inc., Nat-
ick, MA, USA) to estimate the coefficients of the logistic regression model given in
Equation 10.2. The regression results are shown in Figure 10.5 and summarised in
Table 10.3. It was estimated that the AutoNaut would have a 50% efficient detec-
tion radius (detecting transmissions with probability 0.5, or R0.5) of 207 m or 95 m
depending on whether the vehicle was passively or actively propelled, respectively.
The corresponding R0.9 detection radii were estimated to 117 m and 46 m.
The detection range model fitted to the wave-propulsion case was used subse-
quently to simulate sail-by scenarios for the vehicle and an acoustically tagged

Table 10.3: Regression results for range test trials using the model in Equation
10.2.

Regression coefficients Detection radius (m)

Propulsion β̂0 β̂1 R0.5 R0.9

Wave-foils 5.021 -0.024 207 117

Wave-foils + thruster 4.294 -0.045 95 46
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Figure 10.5: Logistic regression applied to the range test data where the vehicle
was propelled by the wave-foils only (blue) or with both wave-foils and electric
thruster (green). Dashed lines indicate ranges corresponding to 50% chance of
detection, reaching 207 and 95 meters respectively.

fish in order to estimate the effective range where at least one detection can be
expected. In these simulations, it was assumed for the sake of simplicity that the
vehicle and fish followed straight and parallel paths with a constant relative speed
difference between them. It was also assumed that the receiver’s sensitivity is con-
stant with respect to vehicle speed, that the fish stays near the surface, and that
the tag emits energy omni-directionally and features a sending schedule similar
to the tags used in the full-scale trial with a 30-90 s uniformly distributed random
delay/sending interval. The simulations were set up with 1 km vehicle transects
with minimum sail-by distances in the range 0-500 m (10 m steps), and relative
speed between vehicle and fish in the range 0.1-1.5 m/s (0.1 m/s steps). An exam-
ple of a sail-by simulation is shown in Figure 10.6 (only sail-by distances in steps
of 50 m retained for clarity), where the surface colour contour indicates the tag
detection probability and stem plots indicate tag transmissions along the straight
vehicle transects.
The expected number of detections along all transects for all relative speeds were
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Figure 10.6: Example of sail-by simulation scenarios with the acoustic transmitter
located in the origin and the vehicle moving at 0.5 m/s in straight 1 km transects
(heavy black lines) at eight passing distances (0-350 m). The coloured surface
contour indicates the detection probability (yellow > 0.9, dark blue < 0.1) at a
given coordinate. Tag transmissions with semi-random delay/transmit interval 30-
90 seconds are shown with their associated detection probability as stem plots
along the vehicle transects.

calculated as the expectancy value of the associated Poisson binomial distribu-
tion (see Section 10.1.2). For the different relative speeds, the sail-by distances
that gave exactly one detection were determined numerically by fitting high-order
polynomials to the detection expectancy curves using Matlab® functions polyfit
and fzero, as shown in Figure 10.7 and 10.8. In Figure 10.7, each curve (blue)
represents a constant relative speed between vehicle and fish in the interval 0.1-
1.5 m/s (speed gradient indicated by arrow). Moreover, Figure 10.8 shows that
a single detection of the tag can be expected at a sail-by distance of 371 m for
the lowest speed (0.1 m/s), while the distance is reduced to 241 m for the highest
speed (1.5 m/s). On the other hand, the area efficiently swept by the AutoNaut will
be almost ten times higher for the latter case due to the speed difference.
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Figure 10.7: Expected number of de-
tections as a function of sail-by dis-
tance. Expectancy of one detection
indicated with a red line.
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Figure 10.8: Sail-by distances giving
exactly one detection as a function of
relative speed.

10.2.3 Nordfjord field trial

The AutoNaut was launched 28th May 2020 at Bryggja on the north side of Nord-
fjord, 25 km east of the fjord outlet and 70 km west of the Stryn river (see Figure
10.4), and was recovered four days later at the same location. Weather condi-
tions were sunny/clear with the sea state ranging from flat calm to small waves
(<0.5 m) as well as some swell at the open ocean. The generally calm conditions
required partial activation of the ancillary thruster to assist wave propulsion, which
gave an overall average speed over ground of 0.4 m/s. External recharging of the
batteries was not required as the solar panels proved sufficient for powering the
vehicle’s electrical subsystems throughout the mission, including the thruster. Sur-
face temperature and salinity were measured every two minutes by the onboard
sensors and showed average values (mean± SD.) 11.2± 1.5◦C; 16.2± 6.7ppt and
12.5±0.6◦C; 26.9±1.7ppt for the fjord sections east and west of Måløy, respectively.
The results presented here concern the 54-hour period from the launch up to the
point when a fish was detected at an offshore location west-northwest of the fjord
in the afternoon 30th May, after the AutoNaut had travelled a distance of 80 km.
Inspection of the detection record from the passive receiver system confirmed that
the timing of the trial coincided with the migration of salmon post-smolts from the
Stryn river. Due to hydrological differences between the two rivers, tagged salmon
from the Eid river migrated earlier (median 13th May) andwere not detected in the
fjord at the time of the trial. As shown in Figure 10.9, a total of 27migrating salmon
were detected on receivers in the Stryn estuary that spring, and the detection
record verified that at least three of these fish migrated through the outer half of
the fjord at the time of the trial. The further analysis will focus on these three
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individuals whose detection records are shown in Tables 10.4 and 10.5 and in the
lower panel of Figure 10.9, where the blue area indicates the period when the
AutoNaut was operating in the target area. Two of the fish carried ID-LP7 tags
with ID 8988 and 8996, while the third one carried a D-LP6 with ID 252. The fork
lengths of the fish were measured in April during tag implantation to 13.6, 13.7
and 13.4 cm, respectively. In general, the detection records show that the three
individuals exhibited a distinct and directed seaward migration behaviour during
the time of the trial. Although hypothetical, the proximity of the fish detections in
space and time, with all fish detected at the fjord outlet in an interval of just three
hours after swimming 100 km from the estuary, suggests that the post-smolts may
have migrated as part of a larger group. It can also be observed that the migration
route included at least one fjord crossing for all fish. Using the detection times
shown in Tables 10.4 and 10.5 and the shortest straight fjord-path between the
receiver positions, the average rate of movement through the outer half of the fjord
for the three fish were 3.7, 3.2 and 3.4 BL/s (Body Lengths per second, using the
April measurements). In the remaining part of this chapter, the three individuals
will be identified by their tag ID number, or with letters A, B and C, respectively.
Figures 10.10 and 10.11 illustrate how the situation evolved in space and time
in terms of the location of the fish detections and the corresponding position and
track of the AutoNaut in two distinct sections of the fjord during 28-29th and 30th
May. All fish were detected on passive receivers located a few kilometres further
inside the fjord relative to the vehicle’s position on the 28-29th May, with fish 8996
detected at one point (A4) only 2.3 km to the south-east behind the AutoNaut.
About 17 hours later, the same fish was detected again by a passive receiver located
28 km further out (A5), still with the AutoNaut only 2.4 km apart, suggesting that
the fish and the vehicle had moved at similar speeds over this stretch of the fjord.
The vehicle’s average ground speed was measured to 0.52 m/s, while the fish had
maintained a speed of at least 3.8 BL/s. The fish was not detected by the AutoNaut,
which may be explained by the fact that the vehicle was commanded to stay more
in the middle of the fjord over this stretch (typically 500-1300 m from shore), as
opposed to the day before, when the AutoNaut traversed relatively close to the
northern shore of the fjord (see Figure 10.10). The passive receivers on which
the fish was detected were both located close to the shore, suggesting a more
shore-oriented migration route. In addition, the relative positions of the vehicle
and the detection points indicated that the vehicle may have been some distance
ahead of the fish. This interpretation, however, should be regarded as hypothetical
since the fish’ exact migration route and speed between the detection points can
not be known. Fish 8986 was finally detected at the westernmost receiver at the
fjord outlet (A6) and had at that point increased its average movement speed to
at least 4.6 BL/s and overtaken the AutoNaut by 7.4 km after the vehicle had been
commanded to execute a temporary excursion to the northern shore of the fjord
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Figure 10.9: Top: Migration pattern of tagged salmon post-smolts from Stryn river
spring 2020. Bottom: Detail of migration pattern for IDs 8988, 8996 and 252. The
light blue area indicates the period in which the AutoNaut was operating in the
fjord.

(see Figure 10.11). This example, with the eventual separation of the vehicle and
fish, clearly demonstrates the transient nature of fish migrations and the challenge
of sampling such processes as they evolve in space and time.
Fish 8988 and 252 were also detected by passive receivers on 29th May around
50 km from the fjord outlet (see Figure 10.10, label B1 and C1). They were ob-
served to behave in a similar manner as 8996, with the fish and the AutoNaut mov-
ing approximately at the same average speed through the outer half of the fjord.
Twenty-one hours later, 8988 was detected again on three passive receivers dis-
tributed over the outer 8 km stretch of the fjord with the AutoNaut (“unknow-
ingly”) moving in the same direction 1.5-2.5 km ahead of the fish, as can be seen
from Figure 10.11 (label B2-B4) and Figure 10.12. Here, the AutoNaut maintained
an average speed of 0.82 m/s, and the fish a minimum of 6 BL/s, showing an in-
crease in migration speed similar to that observed for fish 8996 towards the outer
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Figure 10.10: Section of the fjord navigated by the AutoNaut on 28th and 29th
May (blue track), fish detections on passive receivers (coloured circles), and the
AutoNaut’s position at the detection times (correspondingly coloured rectangles).
Numerical order of detection labels correspond to rectangle positions in chrono-
logical order. See Tables 10.4 and 10.5 for colour and label coding, and Figure
10.4 for geographical reference.

Figure 10.11: Section of the fjord navigated by the AutoNaut on 30th May (blue
track), fish detections on passive receivers (coloured circles), and the AutoNaut’s
position at the detection times (correspondingly coloured rectangles), and the Au-
toNaut’s own detection (red diamond). Numerical order of detection labels corre-
spond to rectangle positions in chronological order. See Tables 10.4 and 10.5 for
colour and label coding, and Figure 10.4 for geographical reference.
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Figure 10.12: The distance from the Stryn estuary to the AutoNaut and the three
fish. Coloured circles indicate detections on passive receivers (see Tables 10.4 and
10.5), while the red diamond indicates the AutoNaut’s detection of fish 8988 in the
open sea. Dashed lines represent interpolated fish positions based on the shortest
straight path between receivers.

part of the fjord. Using depth transmitters, previous telemetry studies of salmon
post-smolts in Nordfjord have shown that the fish typically stay in the upper three
meters of the water column during the fjord migration [204]. It is therefore rea-
sonable to assume that the fish’ net movement speed will include components of
advective transport in addition to active swimming. The outer part of Nordfjord
can sustain significant tidal currents in the surface layer [206], but their actual
contribution to the movement speed observed in this study were not quantified.
Finally, in the afternoon of May 30th, after having navigated around 3 km off the
fjord into the open ocean, the AutoNaut system conveyed a successful detection
of fish 8988, as indicated in Figure 10.11 (label AN). The salmon post-smolt had
at that point migrated a (minimum) distance of around 100 km from the Stryn
river estuary over a period of 4.5 days. Assuming that the speed and direction of
movement in the hours up until the AutoNaut detection can be used to project the
fish’ continued migration into the open ocean, the post-smolt would be 60-70 km
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offshore west of the Stad peninsula (N62.18◦, E5.12◦) the following day and arrive
at the continental shelf in the Norwegian Sea about 6-7 days after leaving its natal
river Stryn.

10.3 Discussion

Surface gliders have found widespread use as persistent, flexible and cost-effective
ocean observation platforms in a variety of applications of ocean observation [184,
207] and are also emerging as an interesting option as mobile and remotely op-
erated sensing assets in fish movement studies [199–201]. In this study I have in-
troduced an energy-autonomous robotic fish telemetry platform that was realised
through the integration of a real-time acoustic receiver into a sea-going wave-
and solar-powered USV. The open architecture presented in Chapter 3 permitted
system-level integration of the acoustic receiver making fish detections along with
other sensor data available in real-time to the vehicle’s onboard GNC (guidance,
navigation and control) system, as well as to remote user interfaces and databases
through cellular Internet connection.
The detection performance of the system was investigated by fitting a logistic re-
gression model to range test data obtained from a controlled experiment using a
small acoustic transmitter with physical specifications consistent with those used
for tagging of salmon post-smolt and other small-sized fish. When the vehicle was
passively driven by waves, the 50% detection probability radius was estimated
from the model to 207 m, which is comparable to detection ranges observed using
sentinel tags with similar specifications in long term deployments in stationary
receiver arrays at sea (see e.g., [208]). Theoretical “sail-by” simulations based on
the regression model predicted that a single detection can be expected at ranges
up to around 350 m for very low passing speeds, while the corresponding range
would be just above 300 m for the average vehicle speed (0.4 m/s) maintained
during the Nordfjord full-scale trial. Assuming stationary transmitters, complete
coverage of the 28 km2 fjord section traversed by the AutoNaut in Figure10.10
would under these conditions be achieved in about 32 hours. These results are
based on idealised assumptions and must be regarded as highly hypothetical, but
may serve as ballpark figures for the sweeping efficiency of the vehicle system.
It should be noted that the range test was limited in time and conducted under
relatively mild conditions in small waves and the result therefore reflects detection
performance that could be expected in a situation with low levels of environmental
noise and low to moderate vehicle motion. It is likely that the detection radius will
decrease with an increasing sea state due to both added noise and the receiver’s
proximity to the surface layer. However, [209] found that the noise generated by
a comparable wave-driven surface vehicle (Wave Glider, Liquid Robotics) was low
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both around the glider/sinker and surface float and that sea state did not have
a strong influence on the vehicle’s emitted noise at least up to 2.8 m significant
wave height. It was also shown that noise dropped off considerably towards higher
frequencies and was lowest at the highest frequency measured (60 kHz), which is
close to the frequency spectrum normally utilized for acoustic fish tags in marine
applications. An extensive range test spanning a wider range of sea states will
nevertheless be required for a more complete characterisation of the AutoNaut’s
detection performance under passive wave propulsion.
Although the AutoNaut is primarily a wave-driven vehicle, the auxiliary electric
thruster serves as backup propulsion in flat calm conditions and to increase rudder
force during tight manoeuvres or to counter drift forces when waves are insuffi-
cient to keep an acceptable forward speed. With its high rotational speed and prox-
imity to the receiver (approx. 2 m from the receiver at the AutoNaut’s stern strut),
it was considered important to quantify the thruster’s impact on detection perfor-
mance. The range test confirmed that activation of the thruster increases ambient
noise level in the relevant frequency bands and causes a more than 50% reduction
in detection radius (to 95 m) as compared to pure wave propulsion. While the
result clearly suggests that thruster activation should be minimized during fish
tracking operations, it should be noted that measurements were obtained using
one of the smallest and least powerful acoustic transmitters available (139 dB).
The loss of detection performance is not complete even with a weak transmitter
and could be acceptable in situations where the alternative is a dead drifting ve-
hicle or in studies where more powerful transmitters are applied. Nevertheless,
a towed solution that separates the receiver by a greater distance from both the
thruster and surface layer should be investigated and considered for future deploy-
ments. Technically, this can readily be achieved by suspending the receiver directly
from the instrument keel by a properly arranged cable extension, which in princi-
ple can be several tens of meters without causing problems for the receiver’s RS-
485 communication interface. The feasibility of using the AutoNaut with a towed
acoustic sensor array was shown by [210], although issues like increased drag,
entanglement risk and sub-optimal receiver orientation must considered against
the convenience of a clean keel-mounted solution.
The basic functionality of the vehicle concept as an energy-autonomous and re-
motely pilotedmobile fish telemetry platformwith real-time connectivity was demon-
strated during a three-day trial in the outer regions of a fjord in western Norway.
The trial provided an opportunity to experience genuine encounters between the
vehicle and tagged fish since it was conducted in parallel with an already ongoing
acoustic telemetry experiment targeting the seaward migration of Atlantic salmon
post-smolts from rivers in the Nordfjord area. The early marine migration rep-
resents a critical life stage of salmon with an urgent need of improved scientific
understanding [211], but insight is limited and precluded by the technical and
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practical difficulties of obtaining relevant observations beyond estuaries and con-
fined coastal areas [212, 213]. Having a primary conceptual and technical focus,
rigorous biological inference on post-smolt behaviour was not the aim of our study
and it should neither be regarded as an integral part of the original biologically
focused experiment, which will be reported elsewhere (see [204]). Nevertheless,
along with the preceding detections recorded by the passive receivers, the fish de-
tection made by the AutoNaut provides an interesting and rare observation of the
pathway of an actively migrating salmon post-smolt extending beyond the fjord
environment, at least in a Norwegian context. The author therefore believes that
the main contribution of this study relates to the manifestation of the AutoNaut’s
ability to observe even small free-ranging fish in the ocean environment, and the
associated prospects of evolving the concept into a powerful mobile autonomous
fish telemetry tool with capacity to complement and extend the reach of tradi-
tional receiver setups and experimental designs. Considering that fish detection
was possible despite the relatively short duration of the trial, and the fact that op-
timal system performance was impeded by the initial electrical noise interference
problem as well as the thruster usage necessitated by the unusually calm weather
conditions, suggest that performance will improve as the system evolves from its
prototypical state and more operational experience is gained.
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Table 10.4: Detection record for fish ID 8996. See Figures 10.10 and 10.11 for
map references.

Fish tag ID Map label UTC Date/Time Distance to USV (km)

8996

A1

2020-05-28 21:36:41 21.8

2020-05-28 21:52:56 21.4

2020-05-28 21:54:12 21.4

2020-05-28 22:06:19 21.2

A2

2020-05-29 08:04:08 5.1

2020-05-29 08:10:28 5.2

2020-05-29 08:13:25 5.2

2020-05-29 08:15:51 5.2

2020-05-29 08:18:38 5.3

2020-05-29 08:20:49 5.3

2020-05-29 08:22:09 5.3

2020-05-29 08:24:47 5.3

2020-05-29 08:29:10 5.4

A3

2020-05-29 08:35:10 5.5

2020-05-29 08:35:47 5.5

2020-05-29 08:36:21 5.6

2020-05-29 08:37:35 5.6

2020-05-29 08:38:58 5.6

A4

2020-05-29 10:25:06 2.3

2020-05-29 10:28:19 2.4

2020-05-29 10:31:01 2.4

2020-05-29 10:34:56 2.5

2020-05-29 10:37:09 2.6
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Table 10.5: Detection record for fish ID 8996, 8988 and 252. See Figures 10.10
and 10.11 for map references.

Fish tag ID Map label UTC Date/Time Distance to USV (km)

8996
A5

2020-05-30 03:48:05 2.4

2020-05-30 03:49:32 2.5

A6 2020-05-30 08:13:51 7.4

8988

B1

2020-05-29 11:21:46 4.7

2020-05-29 11:25:28 4.9

2020-05-29 11:29:10 5.0

2020-05-29 11:30:33 5.1

2020-05-29 11:31:39 5.2

B2 2020-05-30 08:41:22 2.5

B3 2020-05-30 09:23:22 2.0

B4 2020-05-30 11:20:05 1.5

AN 2020-05-30 13:02:39 < 0.3

252

C1
2020-05-29 07:34:28 5.6

2020-05-29 07:36:25 5.5

C2

2020-05-30 10:09:02 1.9

2020-05-30 10:10:12 1.9

2020-05-30 10:11:34 1.9

2020-05-30 10:12:08 1.8

2020-05-30 10:13:22 1.7
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Chapter 11

Conclusions

As we come to the conclusion of this thesis, it is adequate to discuss how the
presented results contribute to the fields of hardware and software integration,
control engineering, collision avoidance and acoustic fish telemetry.

Traditional ocean observation methods based on point measurements are limited
in space and time, and their operational scales are constrained by a number of
factors that prevent continuous sampling of natural phenomena.
Among themajor limitations we find technological development, high costs related
to field campaigns and logistics. Also, human exposure to harsh environments and
environmental pollution need to be considered as constraining factors. Nowadays,
the lack of persistent mobile data collection systems is a well-known limitation in
ocean related studies. Despite several valuable efforts show that robots, remotely
operated or autonomous, can be employed in environmental studies, most of the
employed systems feature limited onboard energy and scientific payload. This con-
strains the operational flexibility and temporal scope, since robots need proximity
to shore or to support ships. As discussed in the introduction of this thesis, robotic
underwater and surface gliders are more suitable platforms when persistence and
endurance are requirements set by the scientific objectives.

This overall main intent of this thesis is to propose a robotic, wave-propelled, sur-
face, autonomous marine platform meant to replace humans at sea. Among the
key features of the presented system we find endurance and navigation auton-
omy. This thesis delves into the architectural design solution of the control and
communication system onboard the USV, which motivated by a set of operational
requirements defined based on the idea that the robot is meant to serve, and im-
prove the quality of ocean observation methods.
Since the propulsion is generated by sea forces, wave-propelled USVs involve sev-
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eral challenges related to control and navigation. The literature lacks of detailed
models and solutions that explain how these limitations can be addressed. The
research proposed in this thesis makes use of numerical model to highlight the
main elements that lead to situations in which the vehicle is not maneuverable
or, eventually, not controllable at all. The theoretical considerations introduced in
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are further studied in the frequency domains, where the
major nonlinearities are isolated and quantified. The design of a linear heading/-
course and of a gain-scheduled course controller is made possible based on the
previous theoretical considerations. Simulating the involved environmental and
USV state dynamics is not an easy task, especially without a detail hydrodynamic
model of the vehicle. For this reason, several field campaigns were organized and
executed in fjords and oceanic coastal waters. Experimental results are indeed a
key component of this research.

11.1 Summary of the main contributions

Long-duration autonomous operations can be achieved once the necessary confi-
dence with the USV and with the designed architecture is obtained. This motivates
the works presented in the first part of the thesis, namely the system design, in-
tegration and testing is presented. Since little information can be found in the
literature on how to control wave-propelled USVs, the experimental results gath-
ered in numerous field experience is crucial in this research.
The reliability of the integrated communication and control systems are essential
elements in order to perform enduring missions. The research campaigns con-
ducted on the field, and presented in the second part of this thesis, assume in
fact that the system is controllable, communication is possible according to the
operational area and to the available link.

11.1.1 System design and integration

In Chapter 3 (Paper A), the development and integration of a control and com-
munication architecture is described. The design choices are motivated by a set of
system operational requirements (Section 3.1), that envision autonomous, long-
duration operations in Norwegian, Atlantic and Arctic waters. Unlike similar sys-
tems available on the market, the architecture presented in this thesis is entirely
developed in academic environment using COTS components, and therefore pub-
licly available.
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Real-time monitoring platform

An important contribution of this thesis is the design and implementation of a
communication architecture that allows continuous, near real-time monitoring of
oceanographic variables. The data relayed during a mission are made available to
operators for control, planning and monitoring reasons, and to scientists, who are
given the opportunity to observe the trend of sampled variables while the mission
is execute. This enhances the flexibility of a mission, since their opinion supports
mission planning and control from shore. The transmitted data are not, however,
publicly available, as Grafana’s dashboard require logging in with username and
password. Moreover, the designed data monitoring interface is modular and scal-
able, as it allows easy integration of additional sensors and communication links
at the software level. As of today, 4G/LTE and Iridium satellite communications
are integrated, as discussed previously.
The implemented data observation system was tested in a number of field cam-
paigns, and proved itself of uttermost utility both in fjords and ocean missions.

11.1.2 Control system: design and experimental validation

In Chapter 4 (Paper B), the control system design is presented. Detailed mathe-
matical models are derived and supported by extensive analysis in the frequency
domain. Based on the discussed theoretical assumptions, methods from classical
linear control theory are applied to control the heading and course of the USV.
The main novelty in this chapter concerns the accurate modeling of the effects in-
troduced by sea currents in the USV’s steering dynamics.
Chapter 5 (Paper C) is a natural continuation of the previous chapter. The theo-
retical advantages of a gain-scheduled control system, explored in Chapter 4, are
further investigated. Again, detailed mathematical modeling and analysis precede
extensive simulation and experimental results showing the benefits of scheduling
the gains of the course-keeping autopilot.

Wave-filtered steering control

The possibility to improve navigation and increase situational awareness of the en-
vironment is further explored in Chapter 6 (Paper D), where the role of the wave
encounter frequency is explained in the context of sea state estimation and wave
filtering of the rudder command. This chapter presents the first closed-loop field
experiments employing theWEF estimator in a course-control architecture. The re-
sults show that wave filtering of the rudder command is important to preserve the
rudder mechanism, and at the same time to attenuate unnecessary high-frequency
wave-induced oscillations without impacting course-keeping performances.
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Collision avoidance and anti-grounding

Safe navigation in trafficked and jagged coastal areas is of extreme importance.
The design and implementation of collision avoidance and anti-grounding func-
tionalities are described in Chapter 7 (Paper E). The simulation and experimental
results show that the SB-MPC algorithm, adapted and tuned for the AutoNaut USV,
enhances collision-free navigation with respect to dynamic (ship) obstacles and to
static (e.g., land) obstacles. Two main novelties result from this research. The first
is the integration of sea state variables (i.e, wind, current, waves, bathymetry) in
the COLREGS-compliant SB-MPC algorithm used to control the USV’s path. The
second is the the tight interaction between the onboard navigation (path planning)
system and electronic charts. Information retrieval for anti-grounding purposes re-
lies on a DBMS which stores and represents static obstacles as point clouds. The
advantages of this implementation are the possibility to execute very fast SQL
queries and to store large amount of information in little disc space.

Operational field experience

Chapter 8 (Paper F) concludes the experimental validation of the presented plat-
form and discusses the challenges associated to autonomous operations of a long-
endurance wave-propelled USV. This chapter presents the risk assessment of a
long-duration mission in Norwegian coastal waters (March-April 2021, Frohavet).
The experience gathered during long-duration field experiences is discussed and
analysed, by presenting and motivating the mission monitoring routines and the
safety procedures that were put in place.

11.1.3 USV employment in ocean studies

Persistent observation of oceanographic phenomena

In Chapter 9 (Paper G), the employment of the AutoNaut in coordinated oceano-
graphic studies is discussed. Specifically, a satellite-USV system is modeled in three
different variants. Themodelling challenges and the feasibility of observing oceano-
graphic mesoscale phenomena with the proposed architecture is investigated. This
research discusses the feasibility and the limitations related to the cooperation of
space and marine assets.

Fish telemetry

Chapter 10 (Paper H) presents and discusses the deep integration of an acoustic
receiver within the control and communication system of the USV, which pro-
vides real-time transmission of fish detections. The passive propulsion system and
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the extended operational capabilities make the AutoNaut an ideal mobile long-
endurance robotic receiver platform in acoustic telemetry studies. Mathematical
modelling and model fitting, using experimental data, is proposed and discussed.
Finally, a proof-of-concept study where the platform was deployed in a Norwegian
fjord during the seaward migration of Atlantic salmon smolts is presented.

11.2 Future works
The AutoNaut’s hardware and software architectures are entirely designed in an
academic environment, making use of COTS components and parts designed and
crafted at the mechanical workshop of the Department of Engineering Cybernetics
(NTNU). Some design improvements have already been discussed. For example,
the architecture could be simplified by reducing the number of involved hardware
components. This would also reduce the redundancy, and appropriate precautions
should be considered at the software level.

11.2.1 Speed estimation

A research topic that is not addressed in this thesis, and that is crucial to enhance
mission planning functionalities, is the estimation of the USV’s speed. As discussed
in thesis, the USV’s velocity depend on winds, currents and waves. The complex
dynamics of natural forces affect significantly the motion of the vehicle, making
it hard to predict the travel time to a destination. Ideally, the onboard software
should be able to use current sensor measurements (from, for example, wind sta-
tion, ADCP and IMU) to reconstruct the complete sea state, and merge this with
weather forecasts downloaded frommeteorological services or fed from shore (see
Figure 11.1) in order to synthesize predictions of the sea state.
An accurate speed estimation would play a key role in path and mission plan-
ning methods. For example, based on the knowledge of the future USV’s velocity,
the decision-making onboard system would command a different path or, eventu-
ally, redefine the whole mission objectives. Moreover, the research work on anti-
collision and anti-grounding presented in Chapter 7 would be improved signif-
icantly by a speed estimation algorithm. If a speed estimate is available to the
SB-MPC algorithm, more reliable predictions of the USV’s state can be computed,
based on current a future sea states. This would increase the accuracy of the simu-
lated scenario, but also operational safety with respect to land and other obstacles,
independently of the environmental conditions.
The work presented in [63] contains the first attempt to predict the speed of the
AutoNaut using linear and Gaussian process regression methods. The models are
trained using onboard measurements from field operations, while the predictions
are performed using Metocean (wind, wave and current) forecasts.
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Figure 11.1: Decision-support systems on ship and shore provide oceanographers
real-time data with the capability of command/control of assets in the field, which
is currently not possible. Credits: Kanna Rajan.

11.2.2 Enhanced mission planning & risk modelling

Increasing the autonomy of the USV is of primary interest. Our goal is to change a
platform designed for human-in-the-loop control for surface observations, to a ve-
hicle which can take high level human intent, and computationally break it down
into actionable tasks, while being critically aware of operational risks related to
shallow bathymetry, surface traffic, low solar irradiance or overly calm waters (see
Figure 11.1). Doing so will require novel ways to encode models onboard, imbibe
low-bandwidth ocean model predictions, enable in-situ data interpretation and
enforce the ability to monitor itself to circumvent future failures included in risk
models by tasking itself with new goals without human intervention.
Persistent monitoring capabilities involve several challenges principally to deal
with a high degree of robustness and endurance in hardware and software. The
control of robotic systems and the communication with them are challenging tasks
due to the variation and unpredictability of the environments. These amount to
the following:

• Environmental factors: the propulsive power of the AutoNaut is heavily de-
pendent on surface waves. Goal driven intent for scientific measurements
will require careful balancing of value of information with the ability to be
at the right place at the right time.

• Balancing goal-driven opportunism with intent: data and sample collection
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will be driven not only by the form and content of the information collected,
but the urgency of returning that data (samples) to shore. Water samplers
onboard the AutoNaut for example can only be considered “fresh” enough
for analysis within specific time windows. The conundrum of exploration vs.
exploitation will then need to be worked out within the context of the value
of information by trading (for instance) the cost of gathering and enabling
sample return versus exploring “interesting” regions elsewhere.

• Balancing operational risks with remote intent: while the vehicle is in-situ
and has a well-defined situational awareness of its environment, the onboard
goal-driven autonomy has to trade operational risk in the ’here and now’ with
the desire and intent shaped by humans on shore who might not have full
situational awareness or worse, issue command directives in error.

• Communication challenges: deciding what and when to transmit collected
data to shore will be a significant challenge especially in northern latitudes
where satellite communication coverage is sparse.

Balancing predictions from shore-side simulations, with data collected in-situ is
challenging while tying closely to long and short-term task planning, since the
time horizon may impact which factors are relevant. Discrepancies between plan-
ning models and reality are often handled ad-hoc. Thus, formalizing the notion
of model “robustness” such that it provides guarantees against specified risks is
a crucial step forward in the use of autonomous goal driven operations. Uncer-
tainty concerning plan execution might lead to delays, or significant loss in mis-
sion achievement. Planning and plan execution, therefore, have to adhere to a risk
model that provides a formal description of undesired scenarios that might occur
with sufficient time for vehicle response. The riskmodel has to provide conservative
assumptions of how a given phenomena can affect plan execution. For example, it
is observed that strong currents or winds can prevent motion in certain directions
within a useful time window or consume more energy than planned (see Chapter
4 and Chapter 5). Similarly, a cloudy sky might make energy generation challeng-
ing and defeat the purpose of data collection (see Chapter 8). The risk model can
be generated and updated according to periodic observations of the environment
driven by shore-side models and assimilated by onboard sensors. The data from
the risk model can then be propagated to the planner and consequently, plans
might often change and some goals might even become unachievable. Conversely,
at heightened risk-awareness levels, it might be more beneficial to either disre-
gard certain goals or even synthesize entirely new expected outcomes. This can
only occur by introspection of the existing goal, evaluating with known exogenous
(e.g., model predictions, very low or very high sea states) information, with those
generated by onboard sensors endogenously (e.g., IMU state indicating a dispar-
ity of sea-surface height with an expected predict, or an occasional detection of
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high chlorophyll levels). Introspection for goal generation, requires the USV to be
“self-aware” and recognize substantial deviations in the present or near future, to
take an actionable step towards mitigating such conditions; this could pose either
risk, or an opportunity. A typical source of operational risk is in the failure and
degraded performance of critical systems on the vehicle. For mitigation, the con-
trol architecture of the AutoNaut has a 3-level structure where the lowest level has
been designed to be highly robust in order to alleviate risk due to loss of control
functionality (see Chapter 3).
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Appendix A

A.1 AutoNaut USV model parameters
We define ship and steering model parameters in Tables A.1 and A.2 accordingly.
Computation of the system matrices M , C and D is explained in section A.1.1.

Symbol Value

Mass m 250 (kg)

Length at waterline Lpp 4.6 (m)

Beam B 0.7 (m)

Draught T 0.15 (m)

Block coefficient Cb 0.51

Radius of gyration R66 0.25Lpp (m)

CG long. displacement xg 0 (m)

Table A.1: Vehicle’s parameters.

A.1.1 System matrices

We employ the method presented by [109] to compute the system matrices M .
The inertia matrix M is assumed to be constant,

M =









277.7 0 0

0 462.9 0

0 0 593.35









. (A.1)
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Symbol Value

Rudder area AR 0.11 (m2)

Aspect ratio Λ 1.68

Rudder coefficient CN 1.56

Drag coefficient tR 0.3

Force factor aH 0.2

Interaction coefficient x ′H -1.8

Lateral force coordinate xH -0.4

Longitudinal rudder position coordinate xR -2.3

Table A.2: Steering model’s parameters.

The off-diagonal terms in M are less than 5% of the diagonal terms and are there-
fore neglected in this model. The Coriolis and centripetal matrix C depend on the
relative speed and therefore its coefficients will be recomputed during the simula-
tions.
The damping matrix D is obtained by choosing D11 = M11/Tsur ge with Tsur ge = 2 s,
D22 = M22/Tswa y with Tswa y = 4 s and D66 = M33/Tyaw with Tyaw = 3 s. Conse-
quently,

D =









138.85 0 0

0 115.73 0

0 0 197.8









(A.2)

The remaining coefficients are computed as: A11 = M(1, 1) − m = 27.73, A22 =
M(2,2)−m= 212.9, A66 = M(3,3)−Jz = 262.72 where Jz = mR2

66+mx2
g = 330.62.

A.1.2 Wind model

Wind creates forces in surge FX w and sway FY w, and a moment in yaw NZw. Ac-
cording to [72], surge and sway forces generated by the wind are computed as

FX w =
1
2
ρaV 2

rw|CX (γrw)AFw| (A.3)

FY w =
1
2
ρaV 2

rw|CY (γrw)ALw|, (A.4)
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A.2. ADCP & ocean currents transformations

Symbol Value

Wind coefficient [cx , cy , cz] [0.5,0.7,0.05]

Frontal projected area AFw 0.195 (m2)

Lateral projected area ALw 1.5 (m2)

Length overall Loa 5 (m)

Table A.3: Wind model’s parameters.

whereas yaw wind-generated moment is expressed as

NZw =
1
2
ρaV 2

rw|CN (γrw)ALw Loa|, (A.5)

where the non dimensional wind coefficients CX , CY and CN are usually computed
using h = 10m as reference height, γrw is the wind angle of attack relative to the
bow and ρa is the air density. For vehicles that are symmetrical with respect to
the xz and yz planes, the wind coefficients for horizontal plane motions can be
approximated by

CX ≈ −cx cos(γrw) (A.6)
CY ≈ cy sin(γrw) (A.7)
CN ≈ cn sin(2γrw), (A.8)

where cx ∈ [0.50, 0.90], cy ∈ [0.70,0.95], cn ∈ [0.05,0.20].
AFw, ALw and Loa are frontal, lateral areas and length overall respectively. Relative
speed Vrw between vehicle and wind is computed as

Vrw =
q

u2
rw + v2

rw (A.9)

where urw = u− uw and vrw = v − vw, while the components of Vw in the x and y
directions are

uw = Vw cos(βw −ψ) (A.10)
vw = Vw sin(βw −ψ). (A.11)

with Vw and βw being the wind speed and direction relative to the vehicle (mea-
sured onboard), as shown in Figure A.2, and is ψ the vehicle’s heading. The wind
model parameters are reported in Table A.3.
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Figure A.1: ADCP sampling principle.

A.2 ADCP & ocean currents transformations

Figure A.1 shows the ADCP operating principles. The current is initially computed
in the beam frame (V BEAM

n ). Knowing the orientation of the beams, the ADCP
computes internally the Cartesian components associated to its frame. We note
that, since the USV is not stationary, the measured current is not the earth-fixed
stream velocity but instead the relative velocity between the USV and the flow
(Ur =

Æ

u2
r + v2

r ). The longitudinal and lateral (ur and vr respectively) compo-
nents of the relative speed can be used to compute the flow velocity components
uc = u− ur and vc = v − vr .
For purposes related to oceanography and marine biology, it is often useful to
know the Earth-fixed direction and velocity of the planar (XY) current. These can
be computed, knowing the North-East-Down (NED) components of the current, as
[Nc , Ec]T = R[u, v]T , where R is the 2D rotation matrix from BODY to NED frame:

R =





cosψ cosθ cosψ sinθ sinφ − sinψ cosφ

sinψ cosθ cosψ cosφ + sinψ sinθ sinφ



 , (A.12)
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A.3. Wind transformations

where ψ, θ and φ are the heading, pitch and roll angles respectively. The Earth-
fixed current direction and velocity can then be computed as βc = arctan(Ec/Nc)
and Uc =

Æ

N2
c + E2

c ) respectively.

A.2.1 Sea current from Earth-fixed to BODY frame

We assume the sea current velocity in the Earth-fixed frame is denoted by Uc, while
βc is its direction relative to North (see Figure A.2). The North-East-Down (NED)
components of the current are obtained as

Nc = Uc cosβc (A.13)
Ec = Uc sinβc . (A.14)

The current longitudinal and lateral components in the USV’s BODY frame are
then obtained as





uc

vc



 =





cosψ − sinψ

sinψ cosψ









Nc

Ec



 . (A.15)

A.3 Wind transformations
Figure A.2 shows the definition of wind and sea current angles in the USV’s BODY
frame. The onboard weather stationmeasures the wind velocity (V B

w ) and direction
(βB

w) relative to the USV’s BODY frame. Using the measured ground velocity (U)
of the vehicle we can compute the theoretical wind speed (V T

w ), which is the wind
speed the USV would perceive if it was stationary:

V T
w =

Ç

V B
w

2 + U2 − 2V B
w U cosβB

w. (A.16)

Given the low ground speed of the USV, relative and theoretical winds have often
similar values. Additionally, we note that the theoretical wind speed is already the
absolute (true) wind speed: V T

w = Vw.
Using the measured vehicle’s heading (ψ), the absolute (true) wind direction (βw)
is simply computed as:

βw = ψ+ βB
w. (A.17)
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Figure A.2: Wind and sea current angles definitions in BODY frame.
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